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PREAMBLE 

P. SCHMID 

First of all I would like to ask you kindly to forgive the enor-

mous in fact unforgiveable - delay of the publication of this 

report of the international seminar 'Climate Habitat Culture', 

which was held at our Eindhoven University of Technology. 

Because of the many tasks and the few available (hu)man working 

hours, but also the late receival of many contributions and 

several other circumstances, we succeeded just three years after 

the congres, to finish the manuscript and the whole lay out. It 

is a pity that we did not get the very contributions from 

Ritreaud, van Gernert and Goffin. Even for that my apology. 

Several interesting questions on special subjects and the total 

report of the seminar in general gave us, again and again, the 

implications of the high actuality of the theme and therefore we 

still felt the duty to publish, what happened around 'Climate 

Habitat Culture' in Eindhoven in 1982. 

Now the time has come, and we may offer this report, with many 

thanks to all the helpers who made the publishing of this book 

possible for the participants as well as for all other interested 

persons. 

Peter Schmid 

Eindhoven University of Technology. 

March/April 1985 
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PREFACE 

P. SCHMID 

Nowadays the fundamental developing and applied research activ

ities of our AM group are mainly concentrated under the title 

IBA - INTEGRAL BIO-LOGICAL ARCHITECTURAL COMPLETION 

(formerly AS IN 16 now AS VZ 04) 

This programme is divided into two projects: 

• Integral Bio-Logical Design of Buildings and Components 

(paradigmas, principles, criteria, design aids ••• ) 

• Development of Building Methods, Healthy for the 

Inhabitants 

(Design aids, systems, prototypes, application ••• ) 

Further we are participating in the research of 

BUILDING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (IN TE 06) 

At the time of the international seminar CLIMATE HABITAT CULTURE 

we had several projects in the foreground, namely: 

BAMAF B Basisbeginselen 

B A S 25 A Afbouwtechniek 

M Milieu Integra tie 

A Achtergrond 

F Filosofie 

Priciples of Architectural Completion Environmental Integration 

and Background Philosophy 

~ 
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EKADI E Energiehuishouding in bet 

B A S 26 K Kader van de 

A Architectuur- en Afbouw 

D Detaillering en 

I Integra tie 

Energy in the Framework of Architecture and Finishing Touch with 

Details and Integration 

HEBAP H Humaan 

B A S 27 E Ecologisch en 

B Biologisch 

A Afbouwmilieu in bet licht van de 

p Psychosomatische Gezondheid 

f 
Humane Ecological and Bio-logical Architectural Environment in 

Relation to Psychosomatic Health 

ZOLEG 

B A S 28 

Z Zelf 

0 Ontwikkeling 

L Leermethoden en 

E Educatieve 

G Gebouwen 

Self Realisation, Teaching Methods and Education Building Aspects 

and some other projects beside. 

Architect Albert Abut was attracted to the project BAS 27 HEBAP 
~ ·~ 

'The Aspects of Humane Ecological'· and Bio-Logical Architectural 

Environment in Relation to the Psychosomatic Health'. 

Because of Abuts professional experience in less industrialized 

countries (than ours) and his interest in Appropriated Technol

ogy, he investigated an important part of this project. During 

one year (which later was exptended to a few months more) he had 

a contract with our university, which enabled him to concentrate 

on this very subject and us to develop this research in general. 

~ 
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During this inspiring work, our contacts and exchanging of 

thoughts the idea came up, to organize a seminar in ·the frame

work of this research project and it's special study. 

Hence the organization of the International seminar 'CLIMATE 

HABITAT CULTURE' - CHC - became a fact. 

* 
This report on the seminar starts with a summary of the work 

which was done by Albert Abut in the BAS 27 research project 

HEBAP (Humane Ecological and Bio-Logical Architectural Environ

ment in Relation to Psychosomatic Health) 

After the opening speeches to the conference you will find the 

contributions of almost all speakers of the congress, so far as 

possible illustrated. 

Groups of contributions are divided by the discussions which are 

also given here as far as possible. 

A special part of these main chapters brings work of the members 

of the Department of Architecture, Planning and Building Science 

at the Eindhoven University of Technology. 

The seminar took place within three interesting exhibitions, also 

organized by the A M group: 

1. BUILDING IN YEMEN BY ARCHITECT RIBA DEREK H MATTHEWS 

(original title:) 

BOUWEN IN YEMEN ARCHITECT RIBA DEREK H MATTHEWS 

This exhibition showed paintings, phot,,graphs and 

architecture, all made by Derek H. Mnt thews. 

2. HUMANE ECOLOGICAL AND ENERGY ASPECTS OF BUILDING BY 

ARCHITECT ALBERT ABUT 

(original title:) 

HUMANE ECOLOGISCHE EN ENERGETISCHE ASPECTEN VAN RET 

BOUWEN ARCHITECT ALBERT ABUT 

1t 
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In a way a presentation of the whole research work, 

which was done by Albert Abut in the framework of 

the BAS 27 research project HEBAP 

3. DESIGN AND THIRD WORLD 

BY STAFF MEMBERS AND STUDENTS OF THE 

EINDHOVEN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 

(original title:) 

ONTWERPEN EN DE DERDE 

STUDENTEN THE 

WERELD, MEDEWERKERS EN 

Besides some students from several studies including 

the final one, most of the members of the Depart

ment, engaged in work in the third world, exposed 

examples of their work concerning 'Climate Habitat 

Culture'. 

This exposition showed in a way a cross section 

through all scales of building, from tools and 

furniture via buildings to townplanning and design 

principles. 

The exposers where: 

Piet Beekman, arch. HBO 

Gerard Brekelmans, arch. BRO 

ir. Peter Erkelens 

ir. Paul Jansdaal 

dr. ir. Jules Janssen 

ir. Wolf Schijns 

Prof. mag. arch. Peter Schmid 

Rene van Veen, arch. HBO 

A part of the exposed materials of all three exhibitions are 

integrated into the contributions in this book. 

The report ends with some carefully conclusions 

~ 
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Man, in order to be able to protect 

himself from rain, snow, sun, heat and 
cold has always been looking for buil
ding himself a shelter. In his initial 
nomad life, he knew perfectly how and 
when to follow the cycles of nature . 
He adapted himself to nature. 

As a result of the sedentarisation, 

man started to adapt his direct envi 
ronment to his needs according to his 
living in cities (urban) or in villa
ges (rural). Complex social, economi
cal structures arised. This led to a 
different kind of private as well as 
collective organisation of space. 
Industrialisation & overpopulation 
pushed man to live in less and less 
appropriate houses/dwellings : The e
poque of "housing" started. (post-war, 
pre-fab, sleepcities and .... shims, as 
a consequence of the demographic ap
peal of industrialisation). 

Also, nature slowly degradated (indus
trial trash, deforestations, etc ... ) 

A new begintijng: 

Today our world is entering in a new 
era. But the structure in which man 
has emprisoned himself physically and 
psychologically is a res triction for 
him to make this very important step. 
We talk about tee housing crisis, but 
unappropri ate dwe 11 i ngs are s·ti 11 ri-

INTRODUCTION 

sing like mushrooms from our damaged 

planet. We all carry the mark of acul
turalisation: original rural & urban 
patterns have been disturbed, misused 
or replaced. 
This counts for people that live in 
New-York or Paris as well as for the 
inhabitants of Lima or Manila. 

The blindly use of modern building 
techniques and materials is one of the 
aspects of aculturalisation which da
maged very strongly the existing so
cial structures. This contributed to 

the loss of traditional cultural trea
sures. This blind use is nowadays con
sidered as a world-wide fiasco by the 
majority of the "experts" and· the in
habitants, the latter whenever given 
the opportunity to speak up. 

Also priorities changed as a result of 
the rise of energy costs . The impact 
of this energy crisis -and in response 
to it- the prioriti es in the field of 
engineering and architectural designs 
changed . Techniques of energy conser
vation started to be "developed", 

without doubting that these are as old 
as the ages . 

~ 
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"Our pl'incipaZ impediments at 

pasent are neighter Zack of energy 

or matel'iaZ r ess ources nor of 

phisicaZ and bi ologi cal knowledge. 

Our principa l constl"aints are 

au Z tura Z. " 

W. F. Wagner jr. 

Housing relates the problems of need, 

of growth of population, of culture 
and form . It appeals psychological and 
physiological comfort: human comfort. 

Today there i s a new consiousness 
which considers the use of materials 
and design processes to be adapted to 
each cl imate, topography, social 
structure and culture, taking in con
sideration ecological and environmen
ta 1 factors. 

. ... For, knowing our expe-

rience is knowing our environment. 
We shouldn't submit but adapt, as the 
world doesn ' t belong to men. 

In it's first part this book gives 
some explanations on parameters to be 
studied before one starts (or partici
pates to) the des i gn process of a hou
s ing (or facility buildings) project 
anywhere on earth. In its second part, 
we will have a close look to diverse 
witnesses of different persons (archi
tects, engineers, town-planners or ot
hers),who today are representing t he 
socio-technical potential of the buil 
ding world. 



ECOLOGY 

"Wha t people do about their 

eco logy depends on what they t hi nk 

about themselves in relation t o 

t hings around them." 

Lynn Whi te . 

The power of man, as an ecological 

dominant is increasing, as well as the 

influence that plant & animal domesti

cation have on the content of the cul
tural landscape (with its association 
of the physical and cultural form, ge
nerated by the interplay of man and 

nature} and the quality of human life. 
This results in a severe disturbance 
of the ecological balance. 

There is now·a whole developing scien

ce of ecological planning. Coupled 

with a technological capability, this 

should make the reversion of our ac
tual degradating situation possible. 

Nature provides us life, food and 
shelter . Everything in it is in anab
solute balance . But man forgets its 
important presence and pollutes i t by 
using its elements without being aware 
of their real relative value. He 
builds dams where he shouldn ' t and 
uses :.Jassively& destructively all the 

natural elements. 

For instance : the construction of a 
dam causes the drowning of the fertile 

lands beneath and a negative feed

back . The consequences of the cons
truction of the Assouan Dam on the 
Nile (this dam was of course a tech

nological wonder} 
1 . It stops the fertile soil; this 

deminishes ipso facto the mine

ral nutrici ans consistency of 
the r i ver's water. 

2. This results in the fact that 

the primary productivity drops 
down. 

3. This also causes the fall back 

of the secondary productivity 

of Oriental Mediterranean Sea. 
4. The Egyptian fishermen catch 

only l/6th of their former "har
vest". 

t-1en should work with nature because in 
a way he is a part of it. When he 

builds he is to consider the ground 
and its ressources, its composition 
and its environment. The habitat and 
utility building has to be conceived 
until its details with respect for 

these relationships because the main
tenance of thermal equilibrium between 
the human body and its environment is 
one of the primary requirements for 
health, well-being and comfort. 

Also the des ign of a pleasant and eco

nomi c bui l ding cannot be achieved wit
hout an und~rstanding of the adjacent 

system: the climat or environment and 

the human response system. 

In ancient t i mes and still today, in 
socalled primitive or traditional, ru

ral settlements men build after taking 

proper note of the forms of the hills, 

directions of watercourses, since 

-... . - ....... r-llloo ~ 
....... ,... 

I""' IIIIo 

""""" 
.. .. -~ 

~ -~ ,.:: I 

TH E DYNAMI CS OF ECOLOGICAL SUI CIDE 

"Even the natural spaces don't 

exist in sufficient quantity in 

order t o satisfy the r ecreationa l 

needs of men . The private appro

pr iati on and the reaL es t ate 

specu lation should be controlled. " 

John 0 . Simonds . 

buildings are themselves "the outco~ 
of the molding influences of winds ar 

waters"; in addition they also consi · 
der the heights and forms of buil~ 
dings, the directions of roads and 
bridges in order to fit into the lane 

scape and not because of an obscure e 

conomical or competitive reason . 

The demographic explosion today ap
peals an undiscutable international 

cooperation . The coming post- indus
trial societies must be founded on a 
global ecologi cal plantfication . Thi 
i s a necessity for the sensorial dev 
lopment of the child for his enrichi 

contact with a natural and non degra 

ded milieu . 

The definite stability of human set

tlements, including the ones on the 
industrialised countries, in order t 
satisfy the material, recreational a1 
cultural needs of man, must be reali 

'sed in complete harmony with nature, 
taking in consideration that the en
vironmental crisis is not to be attr 
buted to the technology itself, but 
its wrong use . We have to re- synchr 
nise ourselves with nature . 

-~ lluti on 
~. 

-~p 17 or.u lat ion 

~ ..a _..L ife standards 
{Health and amenity) 

~ .... 
~N atural resources 

Th is chart is a fa i r representation of foreseeable trends in the world 

and human condition. It i s alarmingi yet thete is room for hope: Historically 

the human bei g fa ced with other impending disasterS 9 has demonstrated an 

inrnense capacity to adj ust and overcome. And earth. within limits, has proved 

its re s1 l i ence . (after : Jonh 0 . Simonds) 
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CLIMATE 

BUILDING MATERIALS 

"There is far> more to lear>n from 

the wisdom of the past, from 

structures shaped by imagination 

and built of materials appear>ing 

r~tur>ally on earth, than from any 

further> expansion that white man's 

techno-plastic procures. " 

Lloyd Kahn . 

.. .. Then started the complex questio

ning of design methods and materials 

use. Today we came as far as the pro
motion of use of a material like earth 
-launched at government levels of wes
tern developed countries, as in USA 
(New Mexico), France (Competition of 
Isle d'Abeau) etc.- to reolace 
ccncrete or iron which were seen as 
unreplacable and unic materials for 

all regions of the world, for all 
climates and all cultures! 

Role of governments, public and priva
te initiatives. 
The actual policy of western develooed 
countries governments is to subsidise: 
--private ini tiatives on thermal 

insulations of walls and roofs, 
--ameliorating the heating apparatus 

and natural air-conditioning system, 
--the double glazing of windows in old 

and new buildings . 

They also made new energetical plans 
for the development of new and re
newable energies and set new norms and 
·codes of therma 1 ins u 1 at ion. 
They started to launche programms for 
the trying out of building materials 
and they took action to inform the 
the building professionals. 

But the first changing needed is the 
progress in the design nrocess by re
considering the rules and nriorities: 
--siting and orientation of the 

building to the sun. 

--more careful design of glass area 
and use of more efficient glass and 

shading of the glass . 

--heavy insulation. 

& TECHNIQUES 

--buildings closed to the north. 
--solar gain and daylighting . 
--orienting windows oroperly and 

covering them at night to reduce 
heat loss. 

--natural ventilation etc., 
in order to reduce heat loss in win
ter and to favour natural ventilation 
in summer ... 

... Like the Greeks of Priene (West 
Anatolia)- who designed their dwel
lings in such a way that the section 

of the house facing south was built 
lower than the northern section in 
order not to cut off the winter sun 
and considering the oath of the sun 
(winter and summer solstices)- did 
already centuries ago . 

"The ideal house should be cool in 

summer> and .!Jar>m i n winter>." 

Socrates. 

(Illustration 1) 

ENERGY 

In ancient China and Japan (where the 
earthly environment was seen as a 
model of the cosmos) the orooer loca
tion of houses is related to taking 

good note of the forms of hills, 
directions of water courses, since 
these are themselves the outcome of 
the moulding influences of wind and 
water. 

(This deep relationship between topo
graphy, climate, culture and house or 
settlement is nowhere better shown 
than in these sys terns).( I 11 us tra t ion 2) 

Still today many local-traditional 

architectures respect the above menti
oned features. 
In the mediterranean Europe and Asia 
minor, folk architecture continues to 

apply some of the principles of solar 
building as a matter of common sense. 
Especially in Greece and Turkey the 
idea of orienting homes to the south 
is still not forgotten. The facades 

Illustration 1: Reconstruction of a dwelling in Priene 
by Theodor \oliegand. 

~ 
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face south in villages and farms, as 
well as in the cities. \-/here they can 

not face their houses south, the inner 
rooms are turned south. 

Also the Spanishbuild their homes with 
thick walls of limestone and adobe. 

This masonry helps to keeo the buil
dings warm ·in winter and cool in 
summer. (Illustration 3) 

Illustration 3: 
Spain (Castilla): pise construction 
(from1'Archi de Terre", Patrick Bardon 
& Varoujan Arzoumanian) 
Copyright: Editions Parentheses. 

0 
40,_----------------------------, 

10L------r------,_------r-----~ 

15.00 18.00 21.00 24.00 3.00 
time:h 

FORMATION OF TEMPERATURE INVERSION 

Topography can strongly influence air temperature. 
A difference of 7 to 8 m in height can cause a 
difference of 5 to 6 °C in air temperature, under 

still airconditions. 
(after: Koeningsberger). Illustration 2 

1. Foundations: 3. A protective rendering covers the 
The lower ·part of the walls (until pise. The tiles are set with mor-
2 m), the angles and the back wall, tar on corn straw stems. 
exposed to prevailing wind and rain 
are made with stone. The traditionel house of the north 

and north-east regions of Nepal 
2. Pise elements are built on these assembles all practical techniques 

stone walls alternating the joints. for an efficient indoor climate 
control. (Illustration 4) 

A CENTRAL WALL 

A deceiding factor for the utilisation of different snaces in the houses is 
its v~rtical location. 

From: The Traditional Architecture Of The Kathmandu Valley, by 1-/ol f0ang Korn. 
Copyright: Bibliotheca Hi~alayaca (Tuloy). 

~ 
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The roofing is done with tiles pressed 
on mortar or claylayers. These roofs 
protect the walls of brick and mud 
mortar from the oowerful monsoon rain 
and the strong sunlight (the overhang 

is generally about 1m). 
Architects have been studying this 

model and tried to "modernise" it. 

(Illustration 5) 

The building orientation (illustration 
6) and space layout are to be dict~ted 
by climate, site characteristics and 
specific functionel requirements. 
The room layout should mostly be 
issued and decided by the climatolo
gical forces around the unit. 

The modern technology should mainly be 

present to help the future builder to 
understand local conditions and not to 
impose him a material to be used in a 
specific way, dictated by the techno

logy 

The modern technology can help in: 
making and settering topographical 

maps, ·accessibility to site, calcula
tion of airvelocity and its effects on 
certain building surfaces to be used 
or not to evitate the heat loss, 

increase longevity of materials, cross 
examination of natural forces, water 
leakage, moisture adaptation of 
technics to building regulations of 
the area,soil characteristics, 
(strength or bearing capacity), most 
appreciate foundation to use, calcula
tion of high water table (in spring or 
heavy rain), glare discomfort, vegeta
ti~n, possibility of planting of 
coniferous (or other) trees as wind
breaks, shade and absorption of solar 
radiation in summer (they loose leaves 
in winter: low sun to warm the room), 
sky conditions, rates of temperatures, 
precipation data, frost data, snow 
loads (for roof structures), vapour 

pressure, humidity etc. 

The use of natural materials such as 
stone and earth (not wood, because of 
Actual ecological situation, but 
certain woods only: the type of trees 
that can be considered as a renewable 
resource), salvage materials: such as 
old barns valuable and beautiful posts 

=A 

Illustration 5: SECTION SHOWING TYPICAL ROOF DETAILS 

ROOF TILES 

Wooden planks, split bamboo or flat grooved ti l es of type (A )-Chola 
Apas- are placed over the rafter on the top of which is laid a 4 em 
to 10 em layer of clay, on wh i ch the Djingatis (B)- tiles are 
pressed, with an overlap of almost 2/3. 

Special tiles are used for ridges of type (C), Koous and Goqochas, 
and valleys of type (D), Dokuns, as well as for the nrovision of 
light and ventilation of type (F), Bhauwas. 
The corner at the junction of the eaves is emohasized by a corner 
tile (E) Kunpa, most often designed in the shaoe of a bird. 
From: The Traditional Architecture Of The Kathmandu Valley, by 

Holfgang Korn. Copyright: Bibl iotheca Himalayica (Tu loy ) . 

~ 
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TIME~ 

Closed window facing: s - ... -.. N--. . E .. w 

External air temperature ...... . 

Illustration 6: EFFECT OF WINDOW ORIENTATION 

ON INDOOR AIR TEMPERATURES OF MODELS,UNVENTILATED 

AND WITH INTERNAL DARK SHADING. {after: B Givoni) 



and beams for framing,in order to plan 
the most aporopriate building in a 
specific environment. 
Also the interaction between buildings 
is not to be underestimated like it 
has been since the 18th century. 
Already in the beginning if the 19-ies 
l-1. Atkinson and Augustin Rey found 
that the space between buildings in 

the settlement affects shading and 
s~nning as does the organisation of 

the spaces within the house. 
(I 11 us trati on 7) 

_fb/··········rr} ... ··········/··············i 

''. 't 

Illustration 7 
According to th~ studies of Augustin Re_v , long apartment buildinl{s/acing sowlr 
_.should be spaced apart'2'h times their height ro a,·oid shadowin~. 

1t 
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Towards a better way: 

The adequate use of these knowledge 

will give birth to a (more) human and 
self sufficient rural and environ
ments and therefore a new cultural 
landscape. Besides the third-world's 
traditional and technical building 

processes and their progress should be 
married with the western traditional 
and modern technical building 
processes . Their failure and evolution 

should be regarded as very important 
experiences. 

Traditional rural building being based 
on low investment and high mainte
nance. l~hen comparing imported bui 1-
ding materials with those used locally 
one is likely to find that in terms of 
heat transfer and thermal comfort, the 
local materials are suoerior, and when 
one compares the material costs, the 

local materials will be likely prove 
the most economic. 

When a building material is to be 
imported, there are troubles of 
transport, insurance, time and soeci

alised skill; that rise also the 
value of that material and t he rise 
of specialised skill causes the plus
value of built environment and we 
should consider that the effect of 
the construction of a new type of 
building with modern materia l s in a 

traditional environment are felt on 
social, cultural and economical levels 
in that region. 



"Which foT'mal char>acter>s, touching 

to their> str>Uctur>e distinguish the 

so-called pr>imitive societies fr>om 

the ones that we call moder>n or> 

civilised?" 

Claude-Levi Str>auss Anthr>opo

logie Str>Uctur>ale. 

For long times considered as "places", 

the urban and the rural have been fa
cing each other, the urban receiving 
the most "evaluated" qualifications. 

From now and on, it is a way of thin

king, of feeling, of evaluating, that 
distinguishes them. 

Two different ways of life: 

Between these two extremes, man has to 
consider all the flux: transformation~ 

evolutions, stages, levels and foresee 
a new dynamic: the equally related one 
as: 

"Building and living activities which 

mor>e than any other> ar>e tied to 

geogr>aphical and social situations." 

J. Habr>aken. 

Today the total surface of the land 

available on earth to cultivati~n is 
diminishing in ratio of the demograp

hic growth. This results not only from 

natural clauses but also from the ur
ban and industrial expansion. 

This is mainly because towns are usu
ally settled at the bottom of rich, 

alluvional valleys. 
Therefore the growth of these towns 

is done at the expenses of the most 

fertile areas. 
- In addition, the abandon of the 

country by its inhabitants who look 

for new sources of income in urban 

SETTLEMENTS 

areas, causes the agricultural cri
sis and this becomes one of the 

sources of today's socio-economical 
situation.-

The settlement 
Initially the shelter was conceived 

in function of a language characte
rised by rules governing the creation, 

growth and use of built space, indi
genous and venacular building being 
the expression of adaptation to cli
mate and to constraints of resources. 

This balance is still found today in 
rural areas where the diversity of es
thetics of each habit is an element 
of visual comfort: diversity in unity. 

Traditional architecture generates 
people's vitality, community and cre
ativity in designing their life. 
But in many rural areas, and urban a

reas of developing countries the buil

ding of European type became the ideal 
model. This type of construction as

king a complet technology and there
fore a skilled kraftmanship, leads to 
an economi c'a 1 dependency. 

In the western developed countries as 

well as in developing countries, ci-

ties are too dependent on higher le
vel governements to take strong, in

dependent policy initiatives. 

Citizens and citizen groups have lit
tle control over policy making, how
ever strong and frequent their de
mands. 

As a result of the land use policy of 

gove~nments, the political and con
textual aspect of the real estate spe

culation leads to a generalised con
flictual situation. Therefore the 
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"Once achieved, ar>chitectur>al foT'm 

is an envir>onment for> men." 

Yi-Pu-Tuan. 

Illustration of prefabrication. 

role of professionals (lawyers, eco
nomists, engineers, architects etc.) 
should be to provide the right context 
with the right tools. 

"The major> changes that ar>e needed 

to make cities mor>e human must come 

fr>om the climate of opinion of the 

society as a whole". 

Clovis Heimsath. 

Settlement 

A city is a dramatic event in the en

vironment and not just a assemblage 

of blocks. The scientific urban solu
tion is based on the best that can be 
made of the average. Even at the smal
lest scale, units are studied in iso
lation rather than as part of their 
surroundings. 

Housing areas stop arbitrarly such 

technics actually prevent coherent 

design of spaces around buildings. 



For an efficient urban renewal there 
is a need of modification of housing 
policy. The nei~hbourhood - heloing 
each other ·- collective life, better 

than the unit - isolation. 

It would be - and it has been until 
today - a big mistake to look upon 

the neighbourhood as a collection of 

individual pieces. We have to consider 
it as a totality. 

Man has to respect the correlation be
tween settlements and the demographic 
+ cultural context. And , realise that 

there i s a distribution of resources 
in each locality; an ability of the 
inhabitants to pay for housing. Also 
existing housing standards should be 
respected. 

It is possible to create ci ties that 

have oleasant indoor and outdoor li
ving spaces and are suited to the so
cial conditions of their inhabitants. 

Urbanisation in developing countries. 

(Photo: United Nations) 

Puerto Ricau slwn at San Juan. (Photo: Thomas E. Benner - from Shostal) · 

~ 
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SEMINAR OPENING 

BY T. BAX 

DEAN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE AND 

BUILUING-CONSTRUCTIONS 

i am very horoured to welcome you 

on tr1is seminar as dean of the 

Faculty of Architecture, Urban 

.Planning and Buildin~. and as 

a ~:~ember of the Department of 

Archi tecture and Urban Design. 

The title of the seminar i s a 

hi~hly abstract one . 

Look inq at the list of partici-

9ants I'm ~uite sure the theme 

1-1i 11 be ~~or ked out at a much J!lore 

concrete level, at which architects 

fee l more co~fortable. 

The theme is connected with buil

din<J in the third 1~orld, at least 

in areas of whi ch climate, habitat 
and culture is quite different 

from the ~estern European scene. 

[ hope \•te Iii 11 not filii in the 

tra:-> of romanticism. I be l ieve vte 

will not, because sor.~e of our 

guests have enou~h experience to 

br ing us back to rea lity. 
It is a qood idea to have a semi
nar of this kind, which is the 

second one within a period of six 

mont:ts at our fa culty, because it 

balances the scales. 

The f irst seminar tried to clarify 

what they ( in the tird world 

could lea rn from us . 

Tilis one will make clear 1·1hat 1·1e 

can learn from them. 

For an Institute of education the 

attitude last mentioned is a aood 

one, but we are obli~ed to look at 
these third world projects not in ~ 

detached way, but in a particina

tory way, being involved in the 

problems that are solved and have 

to be solved. 

-A-
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and common sense 1·1i1ich is a nice 

notion. So I suppose that we will 

try to approach the problem from 

the inside as architects and plan

ners do, and not from the outside 

by trying to understand the meaning 
of peculiar architectural forms, as 

architectural critir.s use to do. 

Studyinq the buildinq situations 
and activities in the third world 

will <Ji ve a better understandin~ of 

the essence of building in ou r own 
situation. 

Speaking in the terninoloqy of the 

seminar's theme I hope that this 

room will be a habitat : " a nlace 

where the or~anism of this seminar 
lives,includinq all livin~ and non

livinq factors or conditions of the 

suroundin<J environment ". 

·I hope that in a metaphorical way 

the seminar's theme will deliver us 

a favourable climate for the discus

sion as a medium for this Meetin<J. 

And I hope that the ~roun of parti

cipants of this seminar in the con

text of the so defined habitat and 

climate will qive the settinn for 

the third element of the theme 

culture : "behaviour, ~eculiar to 

mankind, toqether with objects that 

are part of this behaviour". 

Or, s~eakino i n terns of huMan eco

lo<]y : "flan's collective interaction 
with this environment: the way which 

structures adepts to the quality of 

material recources and to the exis

tence of other human qrouns". 
\'i th this setti nn of the staqe, I 

o"en this seminar and hope "vie wi 11 

have a qood tir.Je. 



SEMINAR I N T R 0 ·D U C T I 0 N 

BY P. LAP P E R R. E 

DIRECTOR OF THE DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION 

OFFICE TH-EINDHOVEN 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

I am Paul Lapperre, Head Development Cooperation Office, Eindhoven University 
of Technology. 
I am no architect, neither am I a hardware oriente d technologist, but an agro
nomist, specialist in tropical soils, with 12 years experience development work 
in Africa. 
Don't be fooled by that statement because it might emply considerable experience 
and insight in the problems of developing countries. 
Some people however never get any wiser and I am aparently one of them. 
When I left for Africa some 17 years ago I was convinced to be able to contribute 
to the development of that continent by transferring knowledge to people eagerly 
awaiting my arrival and advice. 
Gradually over the years I arrived at a state of mind where I saw more problems 
than answers and from that state of mind I am addressing you today. 

When I look at the topics of this 3 day s~minar I come to the conclusion that it 
fC>,cusses to a large extent on the problems of the third world countries, and, 
possibly , s ome ingenious answers . The title of the St!minar •Klimaat-Habitat-Kultuur" 
has puzzled me to a geat extent. Consulting the Oxford dictionary I discovered, 
reading the title from right to left, that taking our particular type of intelec
tual and social development as a starting point we are going to look at the na-
ture of natural homes taking into consideration prevailing conditions of tempera
ture, rainfall humidity, etc. 
I have told you before that I am not an architect and this relieves me of dealing 
with that nature of natural homes - habitat - and the influence of prevailing con
ditions of temperature, etc . 
I am stuck however with the definition of culture a s a particular t ype of i ntellec
tual and social development. Or in other words regularities in the behaviour, in
ternal and external, of the members of a· society. 

Most of us present here today belong to a society, that is to a network of rela
tions between human beings , that is above a ll characterized by it afflue nce or 
material wealth. We have through history more or less the same culture. We call 
ourselves •civilized" taking our cue from the etymology of the word civilization 
that means belonging to a culture found in cities . And that certainly to you is 
worth a mental reflection. 

If we now look at the countries of the third world and if we try tl:> define, to 
find, the most striking and startling difference between our society and theirs 
it is the difference in material welth. 
In the industrialized countries affluence, material wealth, i s rule and poverty 
is exception, limited t o individuals and small groups. 
In the developing countries affluence is exception and limited to individuals 
and small groups, poverty is rule. 
For me, and I guess for mos t of you, it is extremely difficult to grasp the emo
tion of poverty bec ause we have never been poor, r e ally poor in the senc e not t o be 
able, for extended periods of time, to satisfy our basic needs. 
To illustrate the magnitude of poverty I therefore have to revert to figures, 
disre garding for the sake of this speech, their inhuman nature. 

In the wo rld there are s ome 31 natio ns r aging form Afghanistan to Upper Volta, 
that are referred to in UN-terms as the LDC's. They have vastly different 
geographical, climatological, cultural and political setti ngs but they s hare 
a numbe r o f grim statistics: 

- income pe r c apita < t 400 / a nn um 
- industry contribution to GNP < 10'< 
- literary rate (... 20\ 

Nearly 300.000.000 people live in these countries and that is about 13 percent 
o f all the people liv ing in d e veloping count .ries . And those are o nly LDC' s. 
If I take an average income of some f 70 0 per annum I am talking of 1.300. 000. 0 00 
people. 
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If I take I 3000 I can add another 872.000.000. 
Only 670.000.000 people earn•an average of some I 22.000 per year. Two thirds of 
the world population, ladies and gentlemen, lives in poverty only 1/3 in affluence. 
Add to that a population growth rate of appr. 3' for the poverty stricken coun
tries and less than 1' for the affluent countries and a picture develops of a world
wide hoiocaust in our lifetime or in the lifetime of our children . 

. Now these have only been figures, but just icagine what would happen if you would 
have to satisfy your basic needs such as: 
food, water, shelter, energy, clothing, health, culture for approximately 1 !,
per day. Imagine that more than 300.000.000 people have to do it in this world, 
today. 

Today we are assembled at the Eindhoven University and I am the head of the 
development cooperation office. Our University has, like all other universities 
in the Netherlands, a committee for international cooperation activities, called 
CICA, and in a modest way CICA has participated in organizing this seminar . . 
About a year ago the committee has rewritten its policy document, something which 
is done at great burocratic efforts, every 5 years or so. The committee has de
fined its main goal, and is thereby supported by the Board of Govenors of this 
University and the University Parliament, as "To contribute to achieving a decent 
life for all citizens in this world" . A life in which peace, safety and just or 
rightious political and economical relations are guaranteed for everyone. 

No matter how presumptuous this may seem, we believe that we can contribute, no 
matter on how small scale, to this goal by transfer of technology and know-how 
or in other words by sharing research and teaching efforts with people in de
veloping countries. 

With some of the reflections on culture, poverty, and a decent life for all citi
zens of this world in mind I have come to the last part of my introductory spee ch 
today. A path that might prove to be the most slippery one for me, because it 
deals with your specialization: shelter. 

Modern science can come up and has come with solutions for many problems in the 
pastdecades and will undoubtedly continue to do so. 
Solving a problem as such however, e.g. divising methods to make good quality cheap 
bricks or improving bamboo constructions, doesnot necessarily mean that you can 
implement your solution in such a way that you can significantly contribute to 
a decent life for all. 
There is for instance the problem of numbers. 
In 30 years the population in developing countries will double and it is a fair 
estimate that the population in the third world cities will double in less than 
15 years at a city population growth rate of 6\ per annum. 

As I have said earlier in my speech, the etymology of the word civilization 
indicates that in the industrialized countries we link civilization with 
c~lture found in cities. 

In a society. however where mass poverty is rule, housing conditions in cities 
for the majority of the people are far worse than in rural areas. 

Sousi ng conditions cities being far worse than in rural are as. 

People migrate from rural areas to cities because of: 
- escape sociai and economic insecurity 
- opportunity to earn higher inca~ in subsistence. economy of the city 
- take part in better social provisions. 
I.n common day language this. means that people move to the towns, because the 
meager life there is still to be preferred over the life without chance in 
the rural areas. Life that can in many cases not support, by traditional means, 
the vast growing population (some 3\). Furthermore in many countries there 
appears to be a political bias towards easing living conditions in cities. 
Hundreds of thousands of people living in an area of a few square miles represent 
a very real threat to any government in power when. their dissatisfactions grows 
beyond endurance. They can riot, create mass demonstrations and eventually over
throw a government, and kill its members. 
Pressure on the other hand can har dly be expected from scattered farmers and 
herdsmen living hundreds and someti.mes thousands of miles away from the cities. 
Riding, walki ng and even cycling, and the latter I know from experience , takes 
lots of energy and is a very good remedy against agressive feelings. He nce the 
political bias ~n favour of improving conditions in the cities. 
When preparing this speech I glanced over some of the more commonly available 
lite rature and e nded up with the impression that shelter problems can be tackled 
roughly in the four following ways: 

- upgra ding s lums and shanty towns , by means of upgrading infra-structure, 
social services, etc. 

- site + services schemes by me ans of allocating ready made plots with infra
structure 

- low cost housing projects by means of prefab buildings. Who, for that matter, 
looking at the income, can afford such a house? 

- aided s elf help . 
from literature I also g? t a figure of s ome 45 . 000.000 units dwellings to be 
constructed by the y ear 2000 if we are cope with the demand. 

~ 
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~so there seems to be some concensus about the general criteria that have to 
be fulfilled for these solutions: 
- take into account the environment 
- use locally available materials 

incorporate indigineous techniques and crafts 
- apply indigeneous building forms 
- let people specify their own needs 
- apply materials with low energy consumpion 
- avoid, as far as possible, the use of expensive machines. 

What I did not find, to my surprise, is yet another solution: 
improvement of the living conditions of the majority of the people living in 
developing countries. 

Improvement therefore, of life of 85\ of all people being those that· live in 
rural areas. 
Once people can satisfy there needs for: 
food, water, energy , clothing, health, communication, and shelter in rural 
areas, there will be little need for mass migration to the cities. 

I respect your effort in the field of providing shelter but I .believe that 
shelter has to be seen in the light of other needs and priorities, if we 
are to achieve equal opportunities for all in this ~orld. 
A new international economic and social order '"ill have to be achieved, not 
in 50 years time, but in our lifetime, now, so that our children may live 
in a world that provides, a nd not only shelter, long last, for all. 

Thank you. 

~ 
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P. AMADE 

THE R 0 L E OF EXCHANGES IN T H E 

EMERGENCE OF NEW BUILDING CULTURES 

ExemPles of architectural and building Practices similar to those encountered in 
develoPing countries maY also be found in so-called develoPed countries. RelativelY Poor 
regions exist everYwhere and the relations theY have with the richest Parts of the countrY 
are much alike a NORTH-SOUTH relationshiP:ExemPles of this abound in France's rural 
South-West where the author is Practising architecture. 

To a forei 'Jn archi teet -that is: ceming from Paris ·for exaiiPle- who would ask me what's 
so SPecial about our re"Jion , I shall answer that everY Place in the world has so~ething 
special on behalf of sound architecture: 

local conditions vary with thousands of Parameters. and building Particularities are -uch 
more the rule than this architect might have exPerienced. 

So. what's so special with our local conditions ? 

Cli111ate for instance 

* What does the Paradox of bein• both a contrasted and atlantic 
climate means ? What does that mean for a builder ? 

It means that the conflictin'J forces of rain. wind and sun shaPe acutelY architecture and 
that none could.i"Jnore them without risks. It means that there is almost an unwritten code 
as to where. when and how to build a house: local authorities have even issued 
recommendations that almost ban some building Pratices that national regulations ~ind 
accurate elsewhere. 

There are do•ens. ~aY be hundreds. of Points in a building where local conditions have 
created excePtions to standard building Practices. To be more Precise the Problem is not 
with local conditions but with the notion of STANDARD BUILDING PRACTICE. 

For a "foreign" builder the problems with weatherProofing walls. windows. roofs; the 
problems with sods, sePtic tanks, chimneys, and so on ••• are not without solutions. But the 
use of unProPer "Standard" techniques maY lead to uneconomical solutions. 

There is another Part of architectural design where the notion of 
standard is rather odd: it is when we sPeak of HUMAN STANDARDS. 

* 1 won't Pretend that our culture or sociological 
characteristics are far from those of nearby re9ions ••• but differences exist ••• and the 
combinations of differences may lead to si•nificant changes in terms of design for hu~an 
needs. 

Sympto~s of these differences abound, esPeciallY in rural areas: develoPers and builders 
of "model houses" are allwaYs asked for so .anY changes that manY of the houses actuallY 
built have nothing to do with the "model", 

* Sociological differences are not onlY with the PeOPle who 
inhabit dwellings but also with the PeoPle who build the•. 

Rural building is allwaYs done on a small scale. so though you ~aY find soae large 
comPanies -by local standards- most of the work is being done bY craftsmen working with few 
emPlOYees or alone. Some are skilled. manY just get thin9s done: all behave under A Pattern 
theY share with their clients: ACCULTURATION. 

more SPecifically: architectural acculturation in every aspect of a buildin9 culture: 
design, technics. economy, use ••• and so on. 

The imPortant thin'J is that this situation has not evolved strictlY under domestic 
causes. 

With the conflicts between local conditions and the consequences of bein9 a verY small 
Partner in a lar9er stron9er culture: -The incomin9 of cultural standards of a dominant 
culture; The near imPossibilitY for a communitY to send back corrections for flagrant 
inadequacies. or to identifY with a stron9e~ culture of his own ••• All this tend to create 
acculturation which in that case I'd rAth&r nam& SCHIZOID CULTURE. 

What does that mean in terms of a crafstman practice ? 

First : he is no longer a rePositorY of buildin9 traditions. the heir of a former 
culture: 

19th century masons were designers: durin9 their aPPrenticeshiP theY were tau9ht such 
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thin<Js.as comPosition and ProPortions. Each crafstman was able to invent his own version of 
a re<Jional stY 1 e and even now YOU c. an reco'llni se the craft of a Particular mason or carPenter 
of this ePoch. 

This came to a halt durin<J world war 1 and the Pratice was lost after world war 2. 
Thou'Jih theY allwars Pretend to be. I know of no mason or carpenter bein'JI an. able desi<Jner 
nowadaYs 

The sudden evolution in the nature of buildin'liS was not met bY the traditionnal 
structures of education and economy, 

This loss was comPleted with the loss of technical know-how thou'llh it occured in a 
different manner: a man who mastered traditionnal techniques would abandon them with the 
comin<J of new buildin<J materials and for'llet and even desPise the old wars. 

ManY new techniques Proved in fact to be better than old ones but not all of them: 
lime Putty and sand for wall finish has Proven so far to be one of the best techniques for 
the re<Jion and there is now a scramble to rediscover the best reciPes. This technique 
Producin'll sound and beautiful! results it has become the "cultural fla'll" for buildin'll in th& 
re<Jion. The notion of a "better" technique is not absolute and is related to other 
parameters of the culture. 

But the most imPortant Problems with buid!n'll methods as Part of a culture lie 
elsewhere: into the lack of qualification of the men who handle modern techniques and in the 
lack of adequation and of eKPeriences' feed back in mass Production Procedures. 

Both are~acets of the same fact: the wron<J Procedure of exchan<Jes between the 
socio-economic_suPerstructure and the local realities. 

I won't saY that everY laborer in the construction field is unskilled. thou<Jh it is true 
for a <Jreat many of them; but I will state that the evolution of their concePtions is a sort 
of POP CULTURE due to the lack of initial theorical formation and . shaped bY an unstable 
balance between Personnal exPerience and the effects of technical di'Jiest readin'll and 
commercial advertisin'll ar<Juments. 

The results are not comPletelY inadequate -ther. cannot be- but malPractices are 
overfraquent. 

The result -or the cause?- of these attitudes is that the choice of buildin<J techniques 
is made onlY bY elimination of some Products (ProPosed bY 'the mass Production market> that 
Prove to be comPletel -Y inadequate: THE LOCAL ECONOMY DOES NOT INVENT OR FABRIC APPROPRIATE 
PRODUCTIONS. 

Of course this is not 1007. true. but it obeys a modern economY rule: the local market is 
too small to Pr.oduce "comPetitive" 'Jioods that may be adapted to local conditions. It aPPear 
that local fabrications cannot comPete with the inflow of Products from a broader market. 

The locals don't even reaP all the benefits from bein'JI Part of a lar'ller market! The locci 
market is still .too narrow for the local wholesaler and he wants to sell onlY one sort of 
each buildin'll material: the consumer doesn't have anY choice but bur what's on sale. 

We find here a situation which is that of manY develoPin9 countries: theY 'Jiet manY 
disadvanta'lles of a •modern" economY without ever.Y benefits. 

There are others socio-economic asPects I want to sPeak of 

Neither "shake-hands" nor "standard" contracts could be PrOPerlY used bY somebodY who 
would want to build a house. Standard contracts have been desi9ned for structured comPanie~ 
but does not fit the conditions in which the local craftsman- with one or two emPloYees at 
most- works. TrY to refer to standard N.F.P.03 001, and the wide-eYed con~actor will susPect 
a· 1 awYer' s traP to ensnare him: he is not all to9ether wron<J since he CANNOT meet the 
standard sPecifications. 

On the other hand loose "shal:e-hands" contracts are far. too imPrecise. theY warP 
consumers' jud9ement and some forms of comPetition which are necessarY for Pro'Jiress to take 
Place 

With contin'llencies such as craftsmen coordination the comPletion of a small house can 'JIO 

on for Years: this is at least extremely uneconomical ' 
Just contracts are a necessity: but contracts that stick to socio- economic conditions art 

yet to be invented: or I'd rather say: BOTH SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND CONTRACTS HAVE TO 
CHANGE SIMULTANEOUSLY 

How is th1s Possible ? 
We've struck uPon one of the manY vicious circles of under develoPment. 

I ·could 'JIO on and on mentionnin9 other vicious circles in the buildin'll business: 
U Bad mana9ement Pratices 
# The in9rained lack of confidence in the local Professionnals - "Elsewhere theY 

are better"-
# The disdain for des;9n considered as an exPensive Practice which could onlY 

be for presti9e buildin9s 
# Maladjusted re'Jiulations 
and so on ••• 

EverYwhere bad communications are involved, everYwhere local needs and a more 'lleneral 
culture collide •••• But everYwhere exPeriences and chan'Jies be<Jin to aPPear. 

What exPeriences could we share. what ideas could we exchan9e to let new ideas arise ? 

Sow that we are learnin'll to ha~e a better acquaintance with our needs. we are able to ask 
for adequation of buildin'lls to the PhYsical and human environment as a whole. This seems to 
be an obvious request, but don't for'llet that. in some bearin<Js, it is still wishfull 
thinkin'll. 

To some Pr oblems we allreadY know the answers but .we are unable to let these answers 
become common Practice: we need innovations not onlY to solve technical Problems but also to 
let these innovations become ac hievements. 
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A PeoPle whe would make a whole set of these comPatible innovations POssible would 
acquire a new cultural dimension: thus when I speak of new building culture I mean a whole 
set of solutions, wether old or new. fitting together to match every aspect of architecture: 
from building science to Political economy or SYmbols an art. 

r·~ not going to state which are the necessary conditions for the emergence of a new 
bu:'.ldin9 culture: this may Prove to be a difficult and ticklish subject. but I want to 
emPhasize the role of intercultural exchange& in the process. 

To schematise let me introduce the notion of CIVILISATION UNIT, 
that is a set of PeoPle sharing common values and concerns on a sPecific Point: here 

architecture and building: 
This abstraction cannot be Precise: inside the same COUntry YOU maY have several 

civilisation units which maY interlace: this is very imPortant to know when dealin9 with a 
country: ex. urban and rural areas maY be considered as two different units. 

This doesn't mean that state borders are irrelevant ••• since there are manY limits to 
the notion of local laws everY nation has his own organisation rules; that tend to create a 
common frame for PeoPle with verY different cultural legacies: this is sPeciallY true in 
Africa where state and ethnic borders crisscross each other. 

8eing the heir of one or manY cultures this would-be civilisation unit has been under the 
influences of stron9 dominant cultures with flagrant inadequacies to local conditions: a 
defence refleX' may be· to retire within oneself, .to reject '' foreign" influences. and to trY 
to develoP cultural innovations in .a tight incubator. These are drastic measures! It is not 
because force maY be usefull against unequal exchanges that every cultural tie must be 
severed: EVEN IF INNOVATION IS AN INTERNAL PROCESS IT CANNOT GO WITHOUT EXCHANGES. 

A•: No innovation is made only with entirelY new materials: old ways either 
found home or abroad may fit in the cultural Puzzle and GaY be the one Part that makes all 
the machine work: nobody is 9oing to stop an efficient idea. even if it is coming fro~ an 
obnoxious back9round. 

a•: Exchanges are needed because cultural innovatiOn is a long Proces which 
craves after exPeriences and exPeriments: 9ood management is· to trY not. to make the same 
mistakes twice. others may have had the same Problems as Yours! 

EXCHANGE IS A NECESSARY FERMENT FOR THE EVOLUTION OF A CULTURE 

It is an obvious Point but some consequeoces must be underlined: 
1°- With the <Jlobal village at hand. nobody is goin~ to makehis own little 

cultural revolution all by himself. Amon9 other weaPons unequal exchan9es must be fou9ht 
with Pra9mati sm and efficient results ••• not onlY with wenerous ideas. 

2~ - Nobody is 9oln9 to wait for equal exchanOJes first and then start a new 
culture: even under unequal exchanOJes new cultural f·acts tend to aPPear ; the 1 ocal 
innovations which are bein9 develoPed now will helP to create new cultural e>:chan9es with a 
better balance • 

3•- It's time to aknowledOJe the utmost imPortance of SOUTH-SOUTH relationshiPs 
when speakin9 of cultural transfert. and this on every asPect of cultures. 

What are these civilisation units going to exchanOJe to ~ake a new culture of their own? 
-HARDWARE: materials raw or manufactured, tools • • • 
-SOFTWARE: ideas. know-how. science. education. research ••• 
-ORGWARE : this world has been invented to describe the organisation -for the 

benefit of. a community- of existing technolo'JY and means of fundamental research bY the use 
of Political action. I'll extend this to laws. regulations and econo~ic Procedures. 

HARDWARE 

There is a trend when sPeaking about aPProPriate architecture . to say "us e local 
materials". This is both true and untrue: 

- It is TRUE because local exPerience has found how to use ProPerlY local 
materials. because manY of the local techniques have been wron91Y abandonned under the 
stress of brusk socio-economic chan~es and the aPPeal of a dominant culture. It is true 
because new exPeriments. the use of building sciences or the adjonction of new materials maY 

'have eliminated manY flaws which Plagued the traditionnal techniques. 
-It is UNTRUE because many adequate materials -such as wood. iron, 9lass ••• -

maY not be Produced locallY. It's wishfull thinkinOJ to say "local is best": imPorted 
materials maY be much more economicallY sound and even less damaging to the ecolo'JY -the usE 
of local wood maY be dama~ing for instance- It is untrue because exemPles abound in history 
of tYPical artefacts of a culture which were ~ade out of imPorted materials. 

The selection of a material or tool must follow these three basic rules: 
t•- It must meet the PUrPose for which it is used. This is a much more comPlex 

notion than it seems at first glance because PurPose can be balanced between functionnal 
use, structural .and PhYsical use. and SYMBOLIC USE.SYmbolic··-use is verY imPortant. it maY be 
the keY to succes. or failure ••• 

2• - Those who handle or use these materials or tools must master them and not 
be ~astered. TheY must be able to understand fullY all the imPlications of their use. able 
to transform them if needed. able to innovate with them. This does not mean that onlY simPlE 
technology tools must be used. 

3°- Economic choices must not be made onlY in terms of consumer society and 
mass Production economY. ThouOJh I am speaking in terms of civilisation units this is simPler 
to exPlain in terms of state POlicy: forei'Jn exchange in the building business should not 
~ggravate the unbalance of all the economic exchan9es. It should not worsen strateOJic 
dePendance or stoP the emergence of viable local industries. 
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SOFTWARE 

Ideas. sciences. techniques. education and research 

It is a very large subject. so I am only to make a few remarks: 
- Technology transfer in building has led to many bitter blunders: these 

mi~takes are still common Practice both when a dominant culture designs or makes buildings 
in develoPing countries and when this culture teaches to PeoPle going to work in these 
countries. 

"DeveloPed" theorical sciences and develOPed building techniques ARE noteworthy: theY 
draw a considerable force from a great mass of exPeriences and a great deal of research in 
building sciences. But when taught all of this must be handled with care: the limits betweer 
science and technics are not clear. and we must remind that technics are a collection of 
sPecific answers to sPecific questions under sPecific conditions:. when conditions change 
solutions change! 

-Full knowledge of both local conditions and how things work is necessary to 
choose the best adaPted techniques: 

science and/or experience will Provide the caPacitY to judge and invent: but in the fielc 
of PUre technique the exchange must go a& "under these Particular conditions this has been 
proved to work. or f,ul ••• " 

- Provided that the aim is not to find the "best" technique but the most 
efficient. all kind of exchanges may be useful!: even far-awaY North-South exchan9es maY be 
Profitable for both Parties in terms of exPerience. The Problem is still that. SPeaking in 
economic terms. this do not seem Yet to Profit to the South. 

In this ProsPect it's time to introduce methods of value analysis for the use of exPerts, 
sPeciali4ed Professionnals, consultants and the like when these come from an UPPer class or 
from develoPed nations with high income habits: is there anY method to force them to 9ive 
advices worth their tremendous cost bY local standards? 

-Another interesting exchange is relation between two units sharing the same 
·conditions. The benefits of this South-South dialogue maY PaY all~ost imediately, but 
South-South communications are not yet well organised and more often than necessary follow a 
South-North-South Path. 

Sending students automaticallY in the uni.¥ersi ties of develoPed countries should not be a 
reflex: 

the tradition of European trade guilds was that to become a master worker one was to make 
a journeY in different regions of the countrv to learn local crafstmanshiP: this would · 
certainlY be a worthwile organisation between civilisation units sharing the same scale of 
problems. 

~GWARE 

That is regulations. laws. research organisation.economic Procedures and Politics as a 
whole. 

BuiJdin9 regulations may be the best and the worst thing for a builder: 
develoPed countries have huge sets of regulations. and .though regulation making is not Yet 
mature because it is Put in terms of Do Ond Don't, it is still verY valuable as a bv-product 
of a 9reat mass of exPeriences and experiments. Are-regulations a necessitY? the obvious 
answer is still yes -safety regulations. the rejection of faultY goods ••• etc ••• are a 
necessity- But how can a civilisation unit. which maY be quite small, have an economic waY 
of designing such a large set of regulations adaPted to local needs and conditions? 

Both t}ou9h exchanges and organisation of an interanl Process of regulation of 
regulations. 

* T~ough. ~xchan9es: REGIONAL COOPERATION OFFICES could manage imPort, exPort. 
transformation. research of regulations which maY concern civilisation units sharing wether 
the same re9ion. the same climates or the same socio-economic conditions: 

• The remainin9 Problems are still educationnal and Political: how to let regulations 
get out of books and go into Practice? 

• The same Process maY 90 for laws thou9h there is a stronger contradiction between 
the mould of "cast-in" contracts and organisation and the local innovation in new forms of 
organisation: that is what Politics is about! 

At small local levels dynamic Procedures do exist: I've heard that fishermen in Ghana 
have invented a totallY new form of organisation to manage work and Profit sharin~: it has 
nothin9 to do with cur form of comPanies or cooPeratives. it is ·PerfeclY adaPted to their 
Problems and civilisation and it works' 

We maY have elaborated comPlex Procedures for sharing work and Profits but may be this 
one may give birth to OUR own local adaPtation to OUR needs. 

And this will be mY conclusion: 

don't think that "develoPed" architecture is so well-off that we should boast and 
imPose our views. We've allwaYs known that other countries could give us new challenges. 
exPeriments results and innovations: theY allready have done it: theY have had influences in 
Art and, thou9h it is less known. in technics (when offering stress conditions for our 
building Practices or when we have develoPed our own version of their techniques) 

Those who don't feel the need for equal exchanges because theY are not interested in 
abstract justice. should Practice equal exchanges because theY are the most Profitable for 
everY side • 
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~y qualifications for talking about 
the Yemen are through working there 

in a United Nations assignment in 

1972 and afterwards. This gave me 

tne opportunity of discovering this 

fantastic country and its notable 

architecture. It might be asked, 

'""here is the Yemen?" It is in the 

southern part of the Arabian penin

sular, with a coastline to the Red 

Sea. Its neighbours are Saudi Arabia 

to the north, South Yemen to the 
south, and across the sea, Ethiopia 
:Ho:l Sc.molia. North Yemen is H.e 

Yemen Arab Republic, as distinct 

from South Yemen (the People ' s 

Democratic Republic of Yemen). 

Its topography shows a warm humid 

coastal belt bordering the Red Sea, 

with an intermediate zone leading 

up to the high upland region some 

2000 metres above sea level, on the 
eastward side of which the . land 

drops towards the desert on the east. 

This is the reputed area of the king

dom of the Queen of Sheba, and it 
contains ancient remains of temples 
and dams from the Sabaean and Him

yaritic times .. The famous Ma'rib 
Dam is notable. This demonstrates 

the great antiquity of the Yemen, 

whose civilization goes back beyond 

the 1st century BC . Important trade 

routes traversed the country. 

It is generally agreed that building 

and architecture are influenced py 

climate and geology (Figs. 1 & 2) 

A study of its geology shows the 

sources of the raw materials for 
building construction. There are 

D. MATTHEWS 

BUILDING IN NORTH-YEMEN 

sources of good building stone, and 
also clays suitable for making burnt 

brick, sun- dried blocks and rammed 

cartn . Tne clays are suitable as 
finishes for flat earth roofs. 

Gypsum is available. There is a 
shortage of timber. 
The traditional materials and build-

~h 
1~\ 
j~ 
~' 

ing methods are shown in the film 
"Traditional Architecture in the 

Yemen" made by Vladimir Bibic and 

· myself as a contribution to the 

United Nations Conference on Human 

Settlements ("Habitat") held in 

Vancouver in 1976.The subject is 
also illustrated by colour slides. 
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FIG . 2. GEOLOGY Sho.,,n colo ttal conuNtliOn or the 'l'emcn 
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lt must be said that without people 

there would be no buildings. Their 

costume and bui laings show the 

influence of climate as between the 

cool uplanas and the warm coastal 

zone, which affects Doth the people 

one the style of bu i lding, and the 

lor11: scape. Cl in;ate: is a oeterrnining 

factor in these differences, and is 

illustrated by five case studies 

(.<' ig. :3) ntade for Sana'a and Ma'aba 

in the Upli>nd Zone, Ta'izz in the 

lnt~::rrttediate Savanna and Midlands, 
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and nodeida in tne \\arm Humid Coastal ... """uc too m a.s.l 

zone . Tne c l i r.tat ic do ta for each 

plac.: are plot teo on bioclimatic 

cnarts. Ft'OOl t il is it i s shown that 

Sc.na ' a ana '~a ' a ba in th E: uplands 

r.a ve con,fortab le conditions by day, 

and con s iderabl e cooling at night. 

Ta.'izz, in t~e intermediate zone, i s 

o :>ovE: t ne "(v:u fc. rl zone L. onditi on " 

~u r i ng half of the year, and with 

less diurnal variation between day 

and night than places on higher 

9round . Zabid is well above the com

fort conditions both by day and by 

night, being in the lowlands, as is 

Hodeida on the coast . 

These climatic patterns are reflec

ted in traditional solutions to 

building design (Figs. 4,5 & 6). 

The Upland zone, including Sana'a, 

(Fig . 4). is characterized by the 

use of many high buildings. Where 

possible, rooms for living and 

sleeping face south, having large 

windows to allow the winter sun to 

warm the rooms. The north side is 

cool, and used mainly for stores, 

kitchens, bathrooms and stairs. 

Because of the large diurnal range 

of temperature as between day and 

night, thick walls are necessary 

so as to even out the temperature, 

providing cool conditions by day 

and warm by night, without the need 

for heating or air-conditioning . 
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SF.~! l - UE SEKT 
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15' 
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In contrast, the higher temper-

atures and relative humidity in 

the coastal lowlands demand the 

cooling effec t of breeze, and in 

this area, including Hodeida, 

Luhaya and Mocha, windows are not 

fitted with glass, so timber grilles 

and shutters (the "mashrabiyah") 

have been adopted (Figs. 6 & 9). Zabid, 

whilst being in the lowlands, has 

a different micro-climate, being in 

FIG, 3. CASE STUDIES 

BUILDING DESIGN RECCMNC:.'/CA T 10:'/S 

SANA'A & I'IA'ABAR 
(Upland Mountain 1nd Plateau) 

Compact pLmni..g ...:t~ ....,l..oud epacu; 
llo ere•• u.,.tt:Lati.o" tt•qu.;_,.•d; 
Outdoor •l••ping cD"IICU not r•quir•d; 
~l! ....:Oidou op.,.inQ•, lOS • W'l of ...,zz 
a.r.a, but aorne tolar heat q be adtri.tc..d 
en .aet, tO\.Ith and w.•t; 

. HW\1':1 &rt1rnat ~u.a tmd roof• re.~ir•d 
....:•~ tim.-l"Q vr.at..,. than 6· """"' 

T A ' I Z Z (lnte.-d1ate Midland Zone) 

~at p~ ...:t~ """l..oud epacu; 
Ito orou v.ntitation reqwired; 
.sam. pro\.liu:cn can b• lft:ldl fol" outdDor 
•t..oping; 
S>nall ....:Oidou O!H"i.nu•, lOS • 20S of wl!; 
H""VV ozt•l"'llt waH• and roof• roquirod 

the Maritime semi-Desert, uses ""''" tU..-l"Q vr""tor than 
6 

""""' Z A B l D (Lowland mariti .. set~i-desert) 

courtyard planning and low buildings.~· c"""t~ard pLmni-u ec .,t,;..,, 
heat gairt; •~lc••d artnonal epc.c .. ; 

The high bui 1 dings of the "Red Sea "" cro., v""ti!.ation r•qv>rod; """""'"'" 
ahould b• I'IJtl.dl for outdoor el.lepi.r~g; 
SmaLl IJ"indou op-"ing•, 101 - 20'S of watt; 
H•av'tl ..rt.,•naL uath a:J1d roof• r~i.r•d 
with time-tag gr.au.r than 6 ~. 

Style" ( kt. Fi.'H£NCE: "The Red Sea 

S r;y Ze", and "Sua kin Postscl'ipt" by 

ueroiik H. f.ia. ~thews, KUSH VoL 1,1954 

and VoL Ill .• 1955) are in solid 

brick or stone. In the coastal 

region there are also more modest 

houses of thatch and straw (Fig. 11) 

both of oblong and circular olan. 

Rain is not a great problem as 

affecting building design. Provided 

earth walls are kept dry, they stand 

for ever. 
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H 0 DE I D A (We"" ~""id eoutal lowlands) 

E1.4JV}at•d bi.lil.dingt 011 eaet~••t dZ'\4 10 41 
C<' reduce "f"''IW"I to IL01. T"•v qo b• turned 
atightLv eo cu to oatcl, the br••••· Other" 
o,..,;mtat..:C~ ue poeei.bZ.. irt elo•~pcc~d 
1.a!{01.1t1 (II ill th1 oz..d tm.Jn, wh.,-.. bu"Ldi"Q'I 
pr'OVidl elvul• for """" othtr; op.., pl.aft for 
br•u• p~tNtion, ~t lc::lfW pl"t.atiort 
CZQdi.IUI t 1 trong a.rs:,a, ma., be "'«11d; p~.,.t 
cro••-v•"titation required; l"Cl(Jml aVtql.-bc:o\Ud; 
Proui.tiorl tlto1.1Ld be rrr:uJ.. for m.td.oor •l.•~i"9; 
H•dilllft 1i11 IJ'i~1, 261 - .OS of nonh and 
'""'" wtZ..; B«NJJ ut•"""t .... tz.. and f!Doro 
roqvirod ""''" .u..-z.aq vr.attr than , loour•; 
Ligkt bl.t ..,,a..: ... ul.atod roof• roquir•d ,.,;,~ 
a timo-l"Q of J looW'I 

lhtst rec0ft'll'ltndat1ons are based on. tht 
Kohoney cherts and publIcations of the 
United Hatio"' 
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FIG . 5. TRADITIO~AL SOLUTIONS THE INTERMEDIATE ZONE 

Hill village above Ta'izz 

FIG. 6. TRADITIONAL SOLUTI ONS THE COASTAL LOWLAND ZONE 
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Studies on insulation were made 

in a house in Sana'a, constructed 

of sun-dri~d earth block walls 40 

em thick, and with a traditional 

~arth roof . The walls were rendered 
txt~rnallj in mud plaster, and int

erna l ly i n gypsum. Measun:>ments v1ere 

taken of the external temperature, 

t••c inter·na 1 ruom t~mperature, and 

Llle ·ceiling temperature during the 

co ld season (January and February) 
(F·ig . 7). Th~ outsid~ temperature 

at 4:00 a.m. was just over 6°C, and 

it rose to a maximum of 27°C on 

Janua ry 23, and 21°C on February 4. 

however the room temperatu r e rem

ained withi n about 1°C on either 

sioe Of 20°C throughout the 24-hour 

~triad. As might be expected, the 

ce i 1 ing t emperature fluctuated 

ue~ween 21°C and 25°C, reach ing a 
,,,axillluln during the hours ~efore mi d

~i ght, wh~n heat would have been 

r<:Quirt:d ins ide the house. Thi s 

shows the effect of "time-lag" wher~
by the sun's heat too k about 8 hours 

to p!SS througn to the insidE. T~e 

effect of time-lag in the walls 

would be s imilar . This is the expla

nation for the even temperature 

inside the room, although the outside 

temperature fluctuated throu~h a 

range of about 15°C. 

The results of this study show the 

importance of "capacity insulation" 

which can only be obtained through 

the use of massive walls and roofs. 

"Resistive insulation" cannot achieve 

this effect, as it lacks the "night

storage" factor . 

CCt:51'RUCT JON: 
E.x t ~f10f and In I tr 1or Ttmpc-.-a.tur f 
11uC house 1n ~na·a 

Tr-.::;.:lit i onal earth r·oof 
on t i mber structure 
Walls 40 em earth bLocks 

ih.frrr nc r 
AJ~n ( 8rn4~,~d ~.~ .. ,_ ,_..,. 
~I[~ P~AN fCRSANI.-J. VALLf'f \ 91) 

"'1. 
lO 

FIG. 7. INSULATION STUDIES 
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ont· l"nusdnd' y t>.srs olo . 
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FIG . 8. WINDOWS - THE UPLA~D ZONE 

Another influence of climate is in 

the design of windows. It has been 

typical in the Ytmen to separa te the 

two functions of a window, lighting 

and ventilation . The older windows 

were provided with translucent slabs 

of alabaster for light, with timber 

shutters below (Fig. B) , for 

control of ventilation. Today, glass 

is used instead of alabaster. A fur

ther development is in the use of 

decorative infill panels comprising 

plain or coloured glass set in a rib

work of gypsum plaster, today an al

most indispensible element i n window 

design in the Yemen. As already men

ti oned, in the "Red Sea Style" of 

'lenti h tion grillt 
t yp i c a l of \he Rrd Sea . 

the coast, glass is rarely used, as 

it would interrupt the flow of the 

cooling breeze, which is needed in 

these humid regions for comfort. 
r r.tlflt' for ~hut len. • t 
t unaya . 

FIG. 9. 

lop· f'lung t lmlJer snut ter~ 
o~ c t '"9 as sun-shades 
1n btit al- f a.U 

WINDOWS - THE COASTAL LOWLAND ZONE 
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House in the former Jewish Quarter 

l!igt,·ri5E- family house in Sana'a Old City Hou5e on outskirts of Sana'a Old City 

l..;r"' si'-i<!tr:D-~ Cold sta~ 
( ... ~ .... :.h) ~ (not•thJ 

r1 ~ ~ 
---~-~--

'-

Sect ion 

Ptan 
10m 

Note : ~he 

r·oof timbers 
span 3 "•<!tr·es 

1 Central Hall 
2 Living /Sleeping 
3 Kitchen 
( Stort 
~ be tr.r(J c;::l 
6 Stairs to roof 

(and to futurE
extension) 

N-~7'' ' 
~ 

Modern versions of traditional 
designs in the new suburbs 

0 
~~-+-+~~4-~~ The "imported style" of apartment block 

Typical Yemeni house in the 

Upland Zone 

CO'!•bined with the effect of climate 
G1 ~n~ form cf ~~~ tuildins, is t~~ 
otn~r influence, the use of available 

lllotecrial5 and the building method . A 
typical Yemeni house in the uolands 

and midlands (Fig. 10) has a basic 

structure consisting of four parallel 

walls, about 3 metres aoart, the 

length of available building timber 
for roofs and floors. This is then 

supoorted on load-bearing walls. The 

climate dictates orientation, to 

ensure that living and sleeping rooms 

FIG . 10. URBAN HOUSE TYPES - SANA' A 

walls of stone or sun-d r ied blocks there is the "imported" style of 
have to be at least 40 em thick for apartment block from two to f i ve 
practi cal reilsons, there is suffi· storeys, sometimes built in stages, 
cient s tr~:ngth for the wall to carry with the steel rods exposed for 
four or five storeys, or more . At 

the same time, there is the required 

"capacity insulation" (Time-lag) . 

There are several minor variations 

in different .house types (Fig. 10), 

such as the high-rise single family 

future extensions. Th i s type has 
thin infill panel walls of cement 

blocks supported by the reinforced 

concrete frame. It has no climatic 

resistance, and is cold at night and 

hot in the day. This undesirable 

house of the Old City, and the sub- solution, as well as being costly 

urban version in the Bir al-Azab 

di s trict of Sana'a. The former Jew-
face south, with large windows to take ish quarter, Ga al-Oloufi, has an

advantage of the warming sun, whilst other type, with a courtyard on the 

the summer sun, being ov.: r :.ead, ha s first floor. Tnere is a mort! recent 

to maintain, is unfortunately 

becoming a standard solution in 

many countries in the Middle East. 

not the same effect. The wide central 

>~a c e is u>eful for many purposes, 

being in effect a covered courtyard. 

This is a standard solution for a 

house plan. It can be carried up so 

as to provide several more floors 

above on the same plan. Because 

single-storey version found in the 
new extensions outside the old walls 
of the city, and other variations 

with one or two storeys. Houses 
in the Ti hama are either in the "Red 

Sea Style" (Fig. 6) or are built of FIG. 11. HOUSES IN HODEIDA 
thatch and grass (Figs. 11 & 12). Then 

~ 
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l9J 
m First Phase 

. 

~-n 
-~ 

Thi rd Phase 
.._ .:t;:;:j 

-~ 

(: r, n.ottrials some technical facts 

..:an be given, (Fi.g. 13). Sun-dried 

<=crtn blocks are mode frorn 30 to 

37 em Dy 19 to 22 em ana from B to 

9)c•r; deep . , fanning walls at least 

SO em thick. Th~y are usually cov

" '·ed with n•ud plaster outside ana 

so11;etimes gyp~um plost~r insioe.The 

other technique in mud building is 

~ ~ ;;,,.._ r, as "zab ur". It is C arri~d out 

tly a team wi1o form the earth 1 UIIIPS 

into balls which are thrown up to 

th~ "'aster n•ason standing on the 

wall; he places them in position, 

fon11ing a layer all round the build

ing. Another use of earth blocks is 

in conjunction with burnt brick for 

an external skin. This is more res

istant to rain. Three courses of 

~arth blocks equal five of burnt 

brick. The burnt brick is square, 

1 ik~ old Roman bricks, about 16 em 

square and 5 em thick. There ar~ 

also half-bricks. Burnt bricks ma~e 

wall thicknesses of about 42 or 34 

em. They are also used for the char

acteristic brick decoration. 1 n the 

Tihama, bricks of a more convention

al oblong shape are made. 

E 
u 

..,., ~~~ 
Half brick 1-ltlol e bric~ 

Type of bricks used in Sana'a 
and elsewhere. Other types 
are used in the Tihama 

Second Phase 

FIG . 12. HOUSE DEVELOPMENT 

E: 
u 

.._ 
0 

co 

Arch 1 ined with bLwnt r, r ic• 
over a timber lintr.~ inc wall 
cons true ted of rcmrned ecru·, 

W A L L 0 F R A M M E L E ~ R T H 

Sun-dried Earth Block 

-l(- 53cm ----;i. Section 

Course B ~:..r::,JJ:J-D: ~ r· 
J.~:J.j:ti~ ~~:.t±tJ ·J 

--~ · -

Elevation and Bonding Plan 

W A l l 0 F 

E A R T H 

SUNDR!ED 

B L 0 C K S 

FIG. 13. MATERIALS - EARTH & BRICK 

External facing of burnt brick 
Internal backing of sundried blocks 

WALLS OF 
MIXED MATERIAL 

Sections 

W A L L S OF BURNT B R I C K 
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There is also abundant stone {F·iq. 14). 

For ~1and-cut work the material is 

split into smaller olocks in the 

quarry by means of gunpowder, and W A L L S 0 F 

then reduced further in size by hand. 

After being transported to the site, 

individual bloc~s are shaped so as 

tc. oro-duce one squared face, the 
rest of the block tapering inwards 

li~e a truncated pyramid when laid 

ir, t~e wa 11. The surface joints art: 

as thin ·as 1 rnn if the surface of 

the block is finished to a smooth 

cut. Joints on the external face 

may be ~et in either gypsum or cem

ent mortar. The rest of the wall is 

usually in mud mortar . The internal 

finish will probably be in a coat 

of mud mortor with gypsum mortar as 

the top coat. There are a 1 so many 
different types of random rubble 

walling in t~e Yemen, depending on 

the character of the locally avail

able stone (Fig. 1 /; j. Internal fin

ishes are the same as for hand-cut 

stone. Externally the stone may be 

exposed, with cement mortar or gyp

sum pointing, or alternatively with 
external rendering of cement and 

sand or of mud mortar . 

FIG. 16. TRADITIONAL EARTH ROOF 

Traditional earth roofs (Fig. lo) 

are supoorted either on tree trunks 

or on squared timber, carrying tam

orisk sticks that support the earth 

layer which is finished with o fine 

layer of clay and sond . Providing 

the rain-water outlets are kept 

clear, and the necessary fall is 

A~ ter?1a tive 
Course heights: 
5 courses to JOOcm 
~ courses to lOOcm 
3 courses to 80cm 

Detail of one block 
,; Z tort .. uive Finish: 
''F!A.Zl e.~t" 

"::~i..j' C!.A.t'' 
""'·;, c:...r•ter- cut" 
"Sc.~rtt.c.r dressed" 

FIG . 14 . MATERIALS - CUT STONE 

~i~ 
~+~. 
UJ ~ • . -: : i ~c>;::::~II?"'T'
::;: 

u 
w 
D 

W A L L S 0 F 
R A N D 0 M R U B B L E 

- RUBBLE 

A comment might be made on flexibil

ity of planning where thick walls 

are used. Le Corbusier advocated the 

use of thin columns as supporting 

members to allow "free planning". 

However, with thick external walls, 

maintained, such a roof is quite which are needed for climatic reas

waterproof, but it needs maintenance. ons, flexibility is still possible. 

~ 
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H A N D - C U T S T 0 N E 

If a module of say 1 .65 m (window 

0.70 m plus pier 0.95 m) is adopted, 

then even with the use of 40 em 

internal partition walls, the fol

lowing range of room sizes is poss-

i b 1 e: 1 . 15 m, 2. 90 m, 4 . 4 5 m, 6. 1 0 m, 
/.75 m, 9.40 m, etc. This theory was 

used in the projects for the National 

Institute of Public Administration, 

the Health Manpower Institute and 

other projects in Sana'a. 

These projects and others rs;,OI.Jtl in 

Appendic<o~a)such as the conversion 

of Beit 'Ali into Al Hamd Palace 
Hotel, and the Mi~istry of Justice 

in Sana'a, designed through the 

United Nations Development Pro

gramme, as well as the International 
School, the Ta'izz School of Nursing, 
the Provincial Health Centre and 

Hospital and Housing at Dhamar, 
were built using the maximum of 
local materials and building methods. 

They demonstrate that the proper 

stud_y of requirements and possibil

ities can lead to an extension of 

tradition and a regard for the 

identity of the Yemen, being rele

vant to the cultural and sociolog

ical context and an inspiration for 

the future. 

I agree with Professor Sax, when he 

opened this Seminar, and warned 

against falling into the "trap of 

romanticism" . However, that which 

might appear as "romantic" could 

perhaps have a functional basis that 

we should be careful not to ignore. 

It is one of the three prongs of this 

Seminar on Climate, Habitat and 

'"l~,~~J ~·~ 
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From an etching of Sana'a Old City 

by Derek Matthew s 

Conclusion 

These appendices include the 

text of the film, and olso 

examples of some of the proj

ects that have been designed 

and built in the Yemen, and 

out into use within the years 

from 1972 to 1981. These proj

ects all follow that Philoso-
PhY outlined in this presenta

tion and In the film. They are 
in accordance with the policy 

of the government ot that time, 

as well as that of the United 
Nations Development Progranme. 

Therefore they demonstrate that 

with a proper use of locallY 

available resources, the cultural 

heritage of the people, and also 

their economic possibilities, 

can be respected. 

TRAOillONAL 
ARCHI TECTURE 
IN THE YEMEN 
A film mooe tw 
Derek MOnhews ono 
Vlodtmir Bible 
for the United Nati ons Conference on 
HU!Tkln Settlements ( "HabltatM) held 
in Vancov~er in 1976 

TEXT Of THE FILM 

The Arab Republic of Yemen is 
situated in the souehel"l't oort of the 
Arabian peninsuLar. It has an area 
of 200,000 sq km. mu:i a population 
of Qc llfiLLicPI. According eo Unit.ed 
NaeicM et.ati:Jtics it is considered 
to be one of the pooNBt coWttries 
in the tJOrl.d. yet it may surprise 
yo~-~. ec Learn tJw. t it has never had 
~ acute lwt.~sing problem. 

In lrllny pa.rt.1' of the Yemen~ buiLd
in:; t.rith n&u:l has beflrt practised for 
centt.ries. This method, simil.a.r eo 
tha t .lo1.oc.m as "ratrmed ea:rtJJH or 
"adobe"~ is carr-ied out in the lemen 
t.rithout the use of timber [o't'flT.JOrk. 
Structures bl4il.t of "'Ad often reach 
hei-ghts o f 60me fifteen n~etzoes. 

In some distM.ct.s of the lemen, 
bW'7'1t bricks aJ"e used, giving bu.il.d
ings an increasing reltistance to 
lo.'e£lther. They al.so allorJ for the char
actel"isc.ic brick decoration. 

The ll'llin ND.J trriteri.aL [or buil.ding 
in the YCMeP~ is Local. stone, of which 
~hare i3 a. pLentifuL supply. Practi
cally every Yemeni is a lrllS071 with a 
naturaL [86linq for handling stone. 
Yemeni people haue i.nfu!rited building 
skilLs since aPteient times, and con
structLcn £"P.erns to b~t in their Life 
bl«>d. 

An important l'tlltl.troL ingredient 
[or 014il.dinq iJ1 the Yerrten is gypsUM. 
In a.dditicn tO S~tmgtheninq ~ 
openi."'}S and other parts of tfu! buil.d
i71C}~ gypsWI'I has an important function 
in rhe tra.rtu{act:ure of decorative 
grille-work~ t..~hich is an important 
feature of Yemeni a.J""C.Ititecture. 

Al.o>lg t..~ith buil.din? skill.-3, other 
cra:!ea aru.f. cra,fts have been devel-oped 

~AYO UT 

1EHOUSES 

.: i"!·( ~ l.-lll· •. ,,, ;; !.;'•. ! •. •··.· ·~·• !I oJ···fl '. 

•1eW Ji-Jr:• •• >j' f vl :.: .u· · iun; ~1ru;.n •h 
:on.-;i~t ::11 ~' ·•:' t it. · •f'tn :·• filct l.r• ··.' 

·1o:•:Ot'-I C iu.- .-n.,•r-ol rioc..ws arvl. g<l :•:3. 
/ill !11<!5 •: .l if[l.' r cnt. cl~nt:.)' 

·x~·flbineri re:~ ~lt in .2 fu~tionaL and 
ha.rrr(;Jniou~:> aJ"chitccture fOr tf: ._ lif..__ 
of the Yemeni paopl.6. 

When the Yemen first opened to 
m:Merr. civiLization, they Urrrtedi
a.tely copied t..~estern building meth
ods. Th i.:; 11ew approaeh c~letely 
ignored· the use of Looa.L lrllterial.s 
and ~ilding methods. The na.J bui.l.d
inqD, constructed :.ri.th tltin wall-s, 
were fowW. to be costLy to buiLd, 
hot in swrmeor, coLd i.n winter, and 
exp611siue to lfll7intain. 

Today therl! is a new government 
nol.icy. It.s IIIIQ:in ohJ'er.tiue is preci
sely the ul'le of Lor.al. I'!Cl'tel"ials and 
buil-ding Methcds. A new modsrn archi
t:ect.UN ia nou b~ born in the 
Ysmen. responding to the needs Of 
4eueLofJ"''JJ''t . Thia: new pol. icy is 
expected to pr-eserve the ~!I of 
the Yemen 'a strortg bJ.,iLd:i"? heritage, 
as c.>ell as protfiding social tmd eco
nomic cu:llxvztages for the people . 

Although Yemeni aJ"Chitectw'e has 
satisfied the needs of the peopl-e 
until. notJ~ there are.,. today, new 
l'equirementa tMt denttnd new soLu
tions. There ia: t.ke inpact of the 
automobiLe. whi.ch has al.readu crea
ted traffic problems in old ~ 
and neu ereens i.c713. There is a Lsc a 
Lack of biJ.ildiNJ codes <U1d rl.anning 
LegisLation. 

WP. haue Lea.l"''!ad in the Yeme-n that. 
with the u$e of Local. ~~t:~terials and 
buiLding 1fl6thod3. lwWJing preblems 
can be consi.deroabLy Ntbu:ed.,. RVen in 
the poozoest ec&mtriu of the wrl.d. 
It wul.d U.eN(ore seeon wise that 
architects and buil.d6rs of other 
COW'Itries should expLore tllo:mughL!f 
tlutir Z.O<XJ/.Ly at.IO:il.abl.4! r esour:.e.s 
before ven~ into JrlOre costl.!f 
and 1t0dernistic w~s of C0118tn.cceion. 
By doi1'19 so .• they couLd Spm"e their 
country WU'Iacessa:ry financial ezpen
diture, and hopefulLy en:!ure a deve~
oornent in hamw>ny tori.th the cultural 
heritag~ of r.heir pP.ople. 

Birds-eye VJ..€\-J showing 
mixture of t.he three 

house types 

LOW-COST HOUSING SCHEME, SANA'A 
(not yet constructed) 
Architect: Derek H. Matthews 
Architectural Ass istant: ijrank Jablonski 

PROVINCIAL HEALTH CENTRE AND HOSPITAL DHANAR 

Architectural Office Derek H. Matthews 
Architektenburo van der Stoep BV 
I.A.C.E International Architects and Consulting Engineers 
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From an etching of Sana'a Old City 
by Derek Matthews 

National Institute of 
Public Administration 
SANNA 

The Main Entrance Windows and Stonework detail 

E 

0 
:.::> 

SANA'A 
Health Manpower 

Institute 
PHASE 1 

A Administration 

B Teaching 

C Great HaU 

D Dormitories 

PHASE 2 

E Te=hing 

~--'-- F Dining Room, Kitchwz 
/ P L AN 

/ PHASE 3 (Future ) 

G Library, Reading Room 

General view from the South 

Courtyard. Teaching Block on right, · Side Entry from street, adjacent to the 
Admnistration Block. Dormitories beyond Link on left, Administration Bloc k behind 
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From an etching of Sana 'a Old City 
by Derek Matthews 
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Space under the Dome 

Ministry of Justice 
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The South Front 

The Offices 

A Meeting Ha 11 
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School of Nursing 

T<?ac!1 ing bl.e>ck 
l\dlr.in is c. rat io1:. 
Dormitory 

·· .. . 

Main Entrance and Administration Block at upper level 

Window Detail (here, above door) 

The International Scho_ql 

1 Classroom (4 & 5 year 
2 Staff Room 
3 Kitchenette 
4 Store (textbooks) 
5 Main Office 
6 Stor>e 
7 Office (Admin . Asst . ) 
8 Visitor>s ' Waiting 
9 Dir>ector> ' s Office 

10 Office (Deputy Dir>.) 
11 Office (Resour>ce) 
12 Science Laborator>y 
13 Stor>e 
14 Classrooms 
15 Stor>e (Audio-Visual) 
16 Librar ian ' s Office 
17 Lear>ning Centr>e 
18 Study Cells 
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H. HOUBEN 
ACCESSIBILITY AND EARTH CONSTRUCTION 

CRATERRE I 

CENTRE DE RECHERCHE ET d'APPLICATION TERRE 

Earth has been used for the con

struction of buildings since all 

times, in all parts of the world, 

by all people. Today more than 

30 % of the w~ - ld population 

(1.500.000.000) and most probably 

up to 50%, is living in earthen 

buildings. This situat ion makes 

earth the most widespread and 
most "popular" building material 

of the world. Yet it is one of 

the least known by construct ion 

professionals and i s completely 

ignored by official technical 

authorities. Earth is still used 

in i ndustria lised countries. 

In France, e.g. estimations have 

been made that 15 % of the exis 
ting dwellings are built with 

earth. In California U.S.A., the 

growth rate of solar-adobe houses 

seems to be 30 % per year. 
For the total of the developing 

countries 80% of the ru ral people 

and 20% of the urban inhabitants 

are using earth as principal 

building material. 

When starting a hous ing project, 

at one time, during the analysis 

stage, one will be faced by some 

problems concerning the economics 

of housing . The usual way is to 

make a rough estimation concer

ning the most reasonable cost and 

to design a house that hopefully 
would be accessible to the people 

concerned, keeping in mind that 

later on some design changes could 

be made. 

As the study continues, i t is then 

found out t hat things are getting 

more and more complex, and that in 

fact several designs should be 

considered, with variations concer

ning plans, s izes, costs, materi

als , finishes, etc. The original 

design becomes useless and all 

has to be started all over again. 40 
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A more systematic approach to 

this complex problem has been 

proposed by the U.N. 

The cost of an imaginary model 

house is calculated in function 

of the surface of the house. 

By a social inquiry, the minimum 

and maximum surface needs of the 

families are determined. 

Socio-economical studies are to 

give usefull information of the 
economical capacity of the fami-

1 i es concerned. 

If the solutions derived from the 

diagrams are not acceptable to the 

decision makers, several proposals 

can be adopted. 

Higher the economical capacity 

of the families by subventions; 

Lower the surface standards; 

Lower the quality of certain 

building materials, or the quali

ty of the house; 

Increase the economical capacity 

of the families by creating 

jobs; 

Decrease the cost of the mate

rials of the house (but how?); 

Etc. 
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In fact, this study should not be 

made for a selection of wall 

materials, but for a combination 
of all materials of the building. 

In low cost housing wall and 
roofing materials are most impor

tant . In practice, the different 
materials are often combined fol
lowing certain patterns. 

Thus, in the "cost-surface" 

diagram, the "materials" should 
be replaced by "Housing type" 
graphs. The possible combinations 

between materials are infinite, 

but a reasonable selection can 
be made. 
Often, this leads to the classi
fication of housing types within 

certain cost brackets 

Non durable houses from .. to .. US ~ 

Semi durable houses from .. to .. US ~ 

Durable houses from .. to .. US ~ 
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An analysis in the field, usually 

shows that there is a relation

ship between the housing type and 

the organisation that builds it. 

Certain types of houses are built 

by self help means, and other 

types of houses are built by con
tractors. 

By studying the cost components 

of houses, it becomes obvious that 
part of the cost is due to the 

kind of materials used, and part 

is due to the type of organisation 

that builds the house. 

Houses built by big contractors 

are much more ex pens i·ve than the 

same houses built by self help 

means . 

-1t-
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8ut usually small houses are built 

by self help, and more sophisti

cated houses are built by contrac

tors. The type of house, the mate

rials used, and the costs involved, 

are completely different for self 

help and contractor systems. 

The combination of materials used 

(or housing type) and the organi

sation that builds, results in 

housing costs varying from 100 % 

to less than 10 %. 
If technical ass;~tance is taken 

in account for self help and arti

sans, cost can be kept down easily 

to 50 % of the usual contractor 

cost. It is clear in fact that 

cost reductions should be obtained 

rather by changing the organisation 

than by changing the materials, but 

both go often together. 
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Applied in practice, this method 

shows often (if not always) that 

the great majority of the people 

of urban projects have no other 

choice but to use the most common 

local materials: stone, wood, fired 

bricks, bambou ... or earth. 

For Magnambougou (Bamako- Mali) 

80% of the population has to use 

earth as the basic building mate
rial. 

For Bujumbura (Burundi) it is up 

to 65 % of the population that has 

no othe r choice but to use earth. 

Unfortunately, in most cases these 

dwellings wi 11 be t1UD SHACKS insteac 

of EARTH HOUSES. 
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Building houses for US g 4,000 is 
a hard problem, but it can tech
nically be solved by any kind of 

organisation. 
Building houses for less than 

US g 4,000 and preferably for US 
Z 1,000 is a problem that only 
can be solved through self help 

or artisans. This problem con
cerns 50 % of the African urban 

population and 18.000.000 houses 
to be built within the 20 years 
to come. 

How can those MUD SHACKS, built 
by self help and artisans be 
transformed to EARTH HOUSES. 

In fact, these mud shacks need 
only sma11 technical improvements, 

at no (or very low) financial 
cost. 

The f1UO SHACK'situation is very 
similar to the LEPROSY situation . 
Leprosy is still existing and 
killing thousands of peoply, even 

though the means to eliminate it 
are known and it costs nothing 
(US g 2,00 per person): the hands 

to do the treatment are missing in 
the field. Those hands prefere to 
stay in the white laboratories 
and clean hospitals. 
Similarly, the means to improve 

earth construction practices are 
perfectly known, and do not cost 
much. But again the know-how 
stays in the neat research labo
ratories, appropriate technology 

centers, universities, etc .... 
This know-how should be transfered 

to the users by extension-workers. 
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Some conclusions 

Further research on earth con
struction techniques can be very 
interesting, technically spea

king, and can have high poten

tials for certain applications, 
but in terms of the lowest 15 '; 
of the low income households it 
is useless. 

The problem today is to get this 

know-how to the users, to these 
80 % in Magnambougou, to these 
88 % in Kigali, to these 65 % 

in Bujumbura etc., and to these 
80 % of the RURAL AREAS. 

One of the possible solutions 
for this problem i s certainly: 
TRAINING. Training of extension 
workers that will transfer the 

know-how to the users. Training 
of architects, engineers, and 
decision makers, that in this 
way could be made to accept more 

easily this "unknown material". 
There is very little chance 
that big contractors ever will 

solve low cost housing problems 
by using earth. 



JUli'!oER 

I should like to ask Matthews: could 

you te 11 us how it was that one of 
the occupations you have shown us 

was in overcoming the "moderne" 
influences which you illustrated very 

well in the last couple of slides. 
It is ver.v difficult to change things 
once they have been introduced. Can 
you say how, or whether, this can be 
overcome? The other part of the 

question: how were your suggestions 
on the use of local materials and 

building methods developed or passed 
on, how was it possible to carry out 

these ideas in practice? 

MATTHEWS 

I was initially with the United 
Nations project which had been 

started by the French Architect
Planner Alain Bertaud, whose assign

ment was to set up guide lines for 

the newly created Yemen Arab Repub
lic in solving some of the enormous 

problems concerning planning and 
phys ica 1 construction resulting from 

development and expansion. He 
realised that it was necessary to 

study, not only physical planning, 
but also materials and the aspects 
of building construction, for new 
town and city development was to 
take place. !he background was a 

country, the Yemen, which has been 

more or less isolated from new 
technological developments . After 

the civil war, and during the early 
years of the 1960's, foreign engin

eering influences caused design 
ideas to be imported that did not 

take into account local possibilit-

DISCUSSIONS 

3 1 

· ies, needs and traditions, so far as 
building was concerned, and many 

unsuitable buildings were erected . 
When the United Nations Development 

Programme began to give positive 
assistance to the Yemen from lg6B, 

the Town Planning Project was faced 
with the questions on how to build, 
and where, and with what sort of 
materials . Until the change of the 
regime, the Yemenis had been able to 

satisfy their building needs by means 
of traditional techniques, but with 

the influx of new demands for devel
opment, and new technology, new needs 

were arising, for which new solutions 
had to be found. It was hoped that 

this could be done so as to take into 

account the fine traditions of build
ing and architecture that had been 
created by the people during previous 

centuries. 
But the new ideas imported into the 

Yemen at that time by engineers from 
Egypt and elsewhere were the usual 
standard solutions co11100n in so many 

other countries in the Middle East 
and in other parts of the world. 
These buildings had reinforced con
crete frames and slabs, with infill 
panel walls of cement blocks only 
20 em thi ck. They proved to be unsat

isfactory, being hot in the day and 
during the summer, and cold at night 

and during the winter, as there was 
not sufficient "capacity insulation" 

or "time-lag" in the walls and roofs, 
being only half or less that that in 

traditional construction. They needed 
imported cement and steel. The nature 

of the material s meant that expensive 

~ 
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maintenance was required. 
From then on, I was involved in the 
design and construction of a series 

of monumental public buildings that 

were constructed on traditional lines 
and usin~ new technical innovations. 

These included the National Institute 
of Public Administration, the Hea lth 
Manpower Institute, the Ministry of 

Justice, all within the U.N. Develop
ment Programme and with the Ministry 

of Public Works. 1 also designed 
other projects such as the Inter

national School, the Health Centre 
and Hospital in Ohamar, and the Ta'izz 

School of Nursing. Some of these were 
part of the Netherlands Technical 

Assistance Programme to the Yemen. 
They were a 11 constructed using 1 oca 1 

materials and building methods. 
The Swedish consultants SCAAN who 

were commissioned by the World Bank 
to design and carry out a series of 

schools in the Yemen, were also 
working with the same philosophy, 

and they utili zed hammer-dres sed 

stone and other local materials . 
At the same time, commercial inter
ests, and some foreign companies 
and consultants were going in the 

other direction, so the impression 
cannot be given that ever.vthing in 
the building world in the Yemen at 
that time was fine; there was much 

insensitive and misguided work 
being carried out. 
These imported ideas were being 
proposed in a country, the Yemen, 

which already had a great tradition 
in building and architecture, going 

back for hundreds of years and 



proving to be satisfactory in pract
ice. The Yemeni people were and are 

proud of their architectural tradit
ions, and wanted to go on building 

for example in hand-cut stone, or at 
least in random rubble, as well as in 

burnt brick and sundried blocks and 
rammed earth. They were aware that 

what was now being offered to them 
in the name of the "new civilization" 

was not all that appropriate to their 

local conditions . So there was a sub
stantial backing behind the U.N. 

team both from the general public and 
also from the government. 
Before I arrived in the Yemen, a new 

building had been proposed for the 

however, some differences of opinion 
when a few Yemeni engineers returned 

home after being trained abroad in 
schools mostly in the Eastern Bloc 

countries. The emphasis had been on 

standardised industrial types of 
building construction, and they had 

little interest in, or desire to 

develop their own traditions and the 
rich cultural heritage of the Yemen, 

which was available for all to see. 

TURNER 

I think this is very important, as 
it could be said that the government 
is the leader in changing the situat

ion, and so we need to know more 
about it. 

Yemeni assi stants. They were not 
trained as architects, for none had 

the necessary level of secondary 
school education to enable them to 

go for formal training, although we 
looked at ways that might have made 

that possible. They were draughtsmen 
who understood the traditional ways 

of composing plans and elevations, 
suitable for the state of the local 
building industry. When some Yemeni 

engineers returned from training 
abroad, as I have mentioned, they 

had been taught techniques applicable 
to the more highly industrialized 

conditions, and were not equ i pped to 

develop their own heritage of Yemen 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Sana 'a, MATTHEWS architecture. Indeed they were not 
which was to have been constructed On the other question asked by Turner: sympathetic to the production of 

with a reinforced concrete frame, "How is the knowledge being passed buildings usin9 traditional methods, 

and thin walls, in the "imported on?" I think it has been a two-way and relied on bor ing solutions with 
style". The U.N. expert in town 
planning, Alain Bertaud, persuaded 
the government to reject this appr
oach and to adopt ·focal stone with 

load-bearing walls. This was agreed, 
the new movement was now under way, 

and the government were convinced 
it was a good policy, to the extent 
of carrying out the next project, a 

government Guest House, in the fully 

traditional manner, employing the 
best stone masons and craftsmen that 
were available. 1t thus became offic

ial policy to build in this way. 

tllilNF.R 

Uid the government really approve of 
this philosophy of the use of local 

building methods and materials, or 
were they more interested in the 

"moderne" type of construction? 

MA1'THEWS 

1 think, from what 1 have sai d now, 
it is true they understood the logic 
of using local materials and methods 

as much as possi ble, also from the 
standpointofeconomics, so as to 

save foreign exchange by avoiding 
the importation of items like steel 

and cement, as well as in giving 
employment to local skilled workers . 

It wa s indeed the offi ci al policy of 
the Ministry of Public Works to use 

loca l stone and Yemeni- type windows 
for all publi c buildings. There were , 

process. I probably learned as much 
as the Yemenis learned. They had 

their skills, and 1 wa s privil eged 
to be in a position to study these 

and help them to go on. It is n~st 
important for a consultant actually 

to live in the country concerned so 
as to understand the problems and 
possibilities, t hereby avoiding the 
danger of suggesting "rubber-stamp" 
solutions. Because I was totally 

involved in the design and constr
uction process there, I wa s able to 

produce exemplars whi ch are there to 
be seen, studied and evalua ted, and 

which indicate the philosophy of our 
U.N. projec t towards the development 

of cultural awareness, and which is 
influenced by climate, in other 

words: "habitat". It was also shown 
in the film "Traditional Architec

ture in the Yemen" made by Vladimir 
Bibic and myself for the U.N. Con
ference on Human Settlements (Van

couver 1976). 
TURNER 

Were you actually working with the 

Yemenis? 

MAT'! HEWS 

Yes, 1 wa s getting on with the work. 

The U.N.D.P. project was based in 
the Ministry of Public Works i n 

Sana'a, and I was assigned to that . 
In that Mini s try we had a number of 
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the ubiquitous reinforced concrete 

frame and thin panel walls. 
A technical college had been set up 
in Sana'a b_v the Chinese, who were 

putting forward useful ideas in the 
construction field. 

Returning to Turner' s question, 

was certainly workin9 with the 
Yemenis, both in the office and on 
site, with masons, plaster workers, 
contractors and sub-contractors. 

The system was almost medieval in 
character, and it was a challenge 

to take in the advantages of that 

system and to try to weld in some 
advances in technology . 

Regarding the dissemination of know

ledge, certai nly any new knowledge 
will be passed on by exemplar, part

icularly in rural areas where build
ing needs must still go o.n being 

satisfied using local methods , for it 
is impossible, from reasons of econ
omics, to import buildings into such 

areas. Some innovations are being 
made, and if inappropriate they will 

indicate those directions along 
whi ch it i s undesirable to proceed. 

Other factors may introduce alien 
materials, such as the corrugated 

iron roofing sheets recently prolif
erating along the new highway that 

links Hodeida with the border of 
Saudi Arabia. 



I hope that answers Turner's 
questions .. 

TURNER 

· Yes; but how do we demolish those 

images of bogus modernity? How do 
we help to change for the better 

the unders tanding of peoole on value? 
On the other side of it, what are 
the relative advantages? What can 
we do, what can be done? What are 
the interests behind it? What are 
the functional neerts? Regarding the 
mud blocks you were showing, we need 
to know more. 

MATTHEWS 

I think, in a way, it is not such a 
bad thing if some mistakes are made, 
if only to serve as awful exemplars! 
Also, I believe that, due to the 
large volume of building being done, 

some traditional values must inevit
ably come through into the new arch

itecture, because the climate remains 
the same, and available materials 

still exist. 
KAT AN 

When you first started building in 

the Yemen, you had the more tradit

ional staff. These were joined later 

by profess ionals who had returned 

from training abroad. Would it not 
have been possible for the U.N.D .P. 
to start recycling these profess ion

als who had been educated outside, 
so as to make them more effective in 
their own country? If they could be 
guided into acknowledging their own 

architecture, perhaps by this means 

things could be orevented from 
going wrong, and the work you had 

been doing would then become some 

kind of a guide-line for them. 

MATTHEWS 

Well, you all know how the UN works ! 
(Laughte~) . I tried to do a lot of 
things, but did not get that far. 
These were, however, our aims , and 

g1ven a second five-year period more 

could have been achieved. We did 
achieve some of the objectives, I 

believe. Certainly there is a lot of 
solid guidance in the buildings that 
were actually completed, .and which 
are too numerous to mention again. 

These exist, and must make people 

think. 

KAT AN 

It could be a good thinq if it came 
to be realized that we can still 

build modern buildings with charm, 

and which are still as functional as 

traditional buildings. The new off ice 
block in Sana'a for Yemen Airways has 
been illus trated on a slide. Could 
it be that there are two tyoes of 

modern buildinqs? 
MATTHEWS 

No! I think the lesson about that 
example is there for anyo'ne to see. 

In the long run, every f uture Yemeni 
architect must agree. 
AN AUDITOR 

There is a problem in educating 
large groups of oeoole, especially 
those of a low literacy level, e.g. 
self -help builders who may be build
ing mud houses. How is it poss ible 
to realize such an educational 

programme? I know of the problem of 
world-wide literacy programmes, and 

how little effect they have . They do 
not help the people who will be form

ing the new building technologies . 

HOUBEN 

It has been said that people should 
l earn new technologies . and improve 

on what they are doing . But 'they are 
not able to afford much, for there is 

no available money to help them to 

improve what they are doing already. 

For the other part of the ouestion, 

there are in existence specialist 
educational programmes . These can 

be used, f i lling in the knowledge 
required. Someone should organize it 
for their benefit, on new techniques 

in building, on the use of concrete, 
burnt brick, lime, wood, etc. But 
thi s i s only half of the problem. 

The village also needs cultur al and 
social development, and knowledge on 
financial planning. I think a train

in~ period of a year is needed, but 
we cannot give this amount of train
i ng to everyone in the village. At 

the "grass roots" in rural areas 

they need to know enough to be able 

to imorove their situation, and ·then 

thi s knowledge should be transferred 
to the suburban, and even urban areas 

through some other people who could 
be made extens ion workers. They should 
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prefer~bly be from the country itself. 
Many will be of a low technical l eve l , 
and so the people from the village 

should be brought together for train

ing, and then go back to their vill
a~e. The course must be very pract

ical, and is not going to be done by 
only one or two people. An orientat
ion course is needed. I t hink it is 

not coming from an appropriate techn
ology course in Europe or in a devel
oping country. We are tryinq in t he 
World Bank, everybody is talking 

about "appropriate technoloqy" . In 
fact, a lot of people are playing 
around with it. Hundreds of experts 

are meeting on olaster, lime. cut 
stone, and you can find small book
lets, giving the op i nion of Mr X and 
of Mr Y, but there is not one reasor.~ 

ably well written manual from A to Z 
for example on burnt brick manufacture 
in developing countries with low-cost 
techniques; you can only find a bit 

of information here. and a bit t here. 
On concrete and steel you can ·f i nd 

anythin~, but on local techn iques, 
what can you find? 
AN AUD I TOR 

What you are asking is, what i s the 
function of the university? 
HOUBEN 

I think that education should be 

worked from two levels; firstly from 

the university level, consis t ing of 
decision making, also on materia ls 
like concrete. And then at a lower 

level, the more local materials, so 
that once they go back to their 
country and are fa ced with local 

prob 1 ems, they wi 11 not be sea red by 
them. It is a question of educa tion. 
One never knows what i s going to be 

of use. Why should I be s tudying 
about concrete if I am never going 
to use it? But they were givi ng it 
to me. 
Who knows what he i s going to need? 

Why not give it all the same, on t he 
same level as any other mater ial. We 

need not change the programme all 
that much. There may be only ten or 
f i fteen materials al to9ether, so it 
mi ght only take three or four weeks 
more, I th i nk there is time to do i t. 

The other l evel should be t he l evel 



for the politician, the government 
decision-making level. Regarding 

very low-cost housing, we have to 

try to improve the situation a little, 
but for the community buildings like 
schools, small hospitals, etc., is 
the government which makes the dec

isions. It is here that that the 
architects and engineers can help the 

government to make decisions, but let 

us work with the same techniques. 
TURNER 

But there is a decision affecting the 
actual result. You talk about the 
professions with a capital "P". They 
do not have a monopoly, and it is 

exactly because of oeoole like your

selves, and institutions with their 
kind of power of decision-making that 

we have become very subjective indeed. 
Surely what has to be done is to 
ensure that the people who are most 
competant to make decisions at the 

local level are those people who are 
living in the area. The.v should have 

an aporopriate image, the kind of 
image like, for example, that which 
the World Bank has, where there are 

people drawing out on drawing boards 

very small buildings, and getting them is a problem. People build their own 
built. This kind of thing t.vpifies houses, they tend to be small. It is 
the extreme impact of deprivation of 
local power and is absurd. This is a 
situation we are up against, where 

community participation is concerned. 
AN AUDI1'0 .? 

It has been said that due to the kind 
of education and information systems 
which have neglected the traditional 
patterns there are problems. Now if 

we learn, there is a paradox, for if 
we come to the country with a know
led9e of traditional methods, we are 
not going to help the people with 
their problems, we are going to make 
the situation worse. 
AN AUDITOR 

Why limit the argument to concrete 

construction? We can sell COCA ·COLA 
all over the world. It depends on 
promotion, on bringing out the know

ledge. 

TURNER 

no use giving the small people, the 
small trader, any training, or even 
to try to explain other techniques, 
because their own system seems to 
work well. There is also the problem 

wher,e people migrate from the rural 
areas to the city, and within a year 

they will have lost everything about 
their cultural environment and know
how, and eventually .other people 

will have to come to upgrade the 
situation. 
TURNER 

On the one hand it is essential to 

practice what we preach, and thereby 
to help to change the situation, and 

on the other hand in addition to try

ing to he 1 p, to get out of their wa.v. 
GOFFIN 

When they come to our universities 
we can only make them acquainted with 

what we know here, hoping that they 
That is rather inappropriate tech- will eventually set up a course at 

nology. Why cannot we sell the concept? home, at their educational level and 

KATAN in their rural educational system. 

What he is trying to say, I think, 
is that for building houses, there 
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R. KA TAN 

UN CHANTIER ECOLE P 0 U R 

UN DEPLACEMENT DE POPULATIONS 

En .,remiere ~taoe du deplacement de 15ooo ·personnes du ala construction du barrage de 
Selir.gue au Uali, un chantier-ecole a ete cree pour construire une maison et un bureau
antenne ?NUD, sur le si.te du de~lacement. Ceci pour valoriser 1 1 habitat tradi ticinnel et re
chercher des amelio'rations dans 1 1 amenagement des espaces et dans les techniques de construc-
tion des nouveaux vi1.lages. · 

En la nrimera fase del traslado de 15000 oersonas o::>or la constru.ccion de la reoresa de 
Seling~~ eri Mali, un taller piloto fue es~ablecido-para la construcciori de una. casa v offici
na del PNUD en la region d•l traslado. Esto .oara valorizar los asentamientos tradici;nales 
Y para buscar majoramientos en el orderiamiento de lcs espacios y en l::!.s tec:1icas de const~•J.c
cion de los riuev6s pueblos. 

In the fLrst phase of the 15000 people .resettle!llent due to the Selingue dam const~·uc tion in 
Mali, a training ~ilot project has been created to build a house and a UNDP field office . 
This was to enhance and give value to traditional settlements and to research and i !llorove the 
planning and d~sign of s9aces as well as the construction techniques for the new villages. 

INTRODUCTION 

Il n 1 est pas de pays aujourd 1 hui en Afrique 
qui n 1 ait en cours un projet de deplacement 
de populations. 

Ces deplacements sont en g~n~ral provoques 
par des tremblements de terre ou par la 
construction de barrages hydro-agricoles ou 
hydro-electriques, et sont entrepris dans la 
plupart des cas en derniere minute. 

Les populations concern~es sent alors bruta
lement arrach~es a leurs racines . On les 
transpose de leur milieu rural, dont les 
technologies villageoises et la planifica
tion sont appropri~es au mode de vie, et tou.,
jours autoconstruit, a un milieu etranger : 
petites maisons en dur dans des lotissements 
parcellises, symbole d 1 une autre culture et 
pour d 1 aucuns "d 1 une vie · me.illeure". 

En general , ces milieux dits modernes, sent 
rejetes par leurs nouveaux habitants qui 
vont alors se debrouille~ seuls pour s 1 ins
taller ailleurs. Non sans j~uir d'une certa~ 
ne speculation auteur de la vente de ces 
"maisons cadeau", importaontes pour en tirer 
profit mais pas pour y habiter. 
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Dans le cas du barrage de Selingue au Mali, 
les autorit~s responsables n'ont effective
ment pense au deplacemer.t des populations 
qu 1 un an avant la mise en eau du barrage, 
soit seot aris a.,res le debut de sa construc
tion. Elles etaient ce?9ndant decidees a ce 
aue les nouveaux villages restent dans la 
tradition et scient autoconstruits, malgre 
la preference de certains pour le beton. 
A la demande des Autorit~s Maliennes, les 
Nations Unies ont mis en place uri programme 
pour aider ces populations. Le lac de rete
nue du barrage hydro-electrique grand de 
quarante mille hectares, devait inonder dou

' ze villages et huit hameaux et provoquer 
ainsi le d~placement de pres de c;:uinze mille 
!?ersonnes. 

Je fus envoye comme coordonateur en F~vrier 
1979 !?ar le Programme des Nations Unies pour 
le D~veloo::>.,ement (PNUD) , division de l 1 Exe
cution de~ - Projets, ~our organiser l 1 auto
construction des nouveaux v illages. J'y 
allais en tant qu 1 architecte-urbaniste et 
ST)ecialiste en develon'?ement ccmmunautaire, 
accompagne oar une archi tecte associee, sp~
cialiste dans !'animation feminine : 
~a~garita PACHECO. 
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Plutot que d' habi te;I:" ~- 1.50 km des popula
tions concernees ii .Bamako la Caoi tale, et 
faire deux ou trois visites par-semaine, 
comme il ~tait or~vu initialement, nous de
cidions avec !'accord des autorites locales, 
de construi.re un bureau, antenne PNUD du d-~
placement des populations, et une ma.ison 
d ·' habi.tation sur le si.t ·e, pour coordonner ce 
d~placement. 

Ce fut !'occasion de cr~er un chantier-~cole 
et d' ~tab.lir un ~change de connaissances des 
techniques de construction et du milieu de 
vie. Les ouvriers furent choisis dans les 
villages ii deplacer. Sur le conseil du chef 
de village, six des paysans constructeurs 
les plus adroits et qualifies, composerent 
l'~quipe initiale. Le chantier ~cole aura 
employe en tout une quinzaine de personnes 
pendant deux mois et pe.rmis de former quatre 
cadres devenus chefs d'equipe ~our la cons
truction des nouveaux villages. 

Notre but fut autant d'a~?rendre que d'en
seigner. 

Il ne s'agit point de proposer un modele aux 
paysans mais de chercher ~ ameliorer les 
techniques locales de la construction et de 
la conception fonctionnelle de l'espacecons
truit en harmonie avec la nature de la r~on 
ses traditions et son climat. 

Le plan des villages traditionnels de cette 
r~gion est le reflet d'une culture : c'est 
un plan organique, flexible et spontane qui 
varie avec la vie et la croi.ssance de chaque 
famille. Chaque concession comporte cinq ii 
six cases construites auteur d'une cour qui 
constitue l'espace social de la famille nu
cleaire . 

VILLAGE DE· BINKO 
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A l'oppose, le plan de la cit~ de Selingu~, 
construit pour les ingenieurs et techni ciens 
du barrage, perd tout contact avec la r~ali
te vivante des traditions locales. Ce sont 
les memes "villas" qui s,'etalent dans les 
banlieues des grandes villes europ~ennes. 
Ces maisons prefabriquees irnport~es sont 
montees par des specialistes ~trangers.Elles 
sont totalement inadapt~es au climat. La vie 
n'y est pos~ible que sous cli~atisation per
manente. Couteuses ii la construction, ces · 
maisons le son't ·alissi a -la maintenance. 

OBJECTIFS DU CHANTIER ECOLE : 

I - Formation de cadres locaux pour aider a 
!'organisation logistique du deplacem(:mt de 
populations (recrutes parmi · cette meme popu
latlon. 

II - Valorisation des materiaux l ocaux a 
travers la construction d'une maison etd'un 
bureau antenne PNUD du projet de deplacement 
de populations. · 

I II - Etude et experimentation pratiques 
d'amelio~ation de -l'habitat t raditionnel 
structures, enduits, etanch~ite, salubrite, 
sanitaires, mobilier, etc ... en uti lisant au
cun ou un minimum de produits importes pour 
que les paysans aient a c ces a toutes les 
techniques pour leurs nouveaux villages. 

IV- Demonstration que des ~trangers a l a cul
ture et ii la region, peuvent construire des 
espaces appropries a leur mode de vie, tout 
en respectant les traditions regionales et 
en utilisant la main d'oeuvre locale. 

DOMAINE DE L'EXPERIMENTATION 

A - ELEMENTS DE CONFORT 

Al/ Le Site 

Le choix du site a ~te determine par la pro
ximit~ des services d'eau et d'electricit~ 
de la Cite et par la presence d'un bouquet 

• d 'arbres. Certains de ces arbres, penches 
presque a !'horizon, donnaient un espace om
brage qui tenait naturellement compte des 
brises dominantes et . des fortes pluies des 3 
a 4 mois d'hivernage: 

A2/ Le Plan : Organisation fonctionnelle 

Telle la c oncession faite de cases indivi
duelles disposees auteur d'une cour, la mai 
son est une serie de cases rondes ou carrees 
pour les chambres a coucher, ou d 'autres for
mes pour s 'adapter aux for.ctions de· la cui
sine ou de l a salle de bains, toutes rel{ees 
entre e lles par un passage couvert t out au
tour de la cour-jardin. 

A3 / Le Plan : Son mi croclimat 

Contrai rement a la concession traditionnelle 
dont les cases sont construitres autourd'une 
cour vide de verdure, le jardin de la maison 
souvent arrose , ainsi oue le tunnel de ver
dure cree tout auteur ~ar le passage couvert 
a cree un microclimat . La temperature y est 
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de cinq a six degres de mains que sous n'im
porte quelle ombre aux alentours. 

PLAN DE LA MAISON ET DU BUREAU 

A4/ Le Bureau ~ ses caractlristiques 

Le bureau et la veranda-sljour sont ouverts 
sur la cour d'entree et le oublic. A l'inver
se, les cases de la maison sent orientles 
vers la cour-.jardin, espace plus prive. 
La taille du bureau est assez rare dans cet
te region pluvieuse du Mali. Pour celA nous 
avons pensl qu'il serait plus prudent de ren
forcer 1a structure en intlgrant des piliers 
de bois aux colonnes de banco. 

Nous avons obtenu ainsi une hauteur de quatre 
metres sous plafond oil l'air chaud est auto
matiquement expulse grace a un systeme natu
rel de ventilation haute, donnant ainsi un 
espace relativement frais. 

AS/ Les ouvertures et la ventilation naturell:! 

Toutes les ouvertures sont tres petites. 
Celles dont la forme est triangulaire, sont 
composles par trois briques d'adobe. Elles 
sont traditionnelles.D'autres tres etroites 
(20cm)et .dont la hauteur varie de 75crn a lmSO 
selon le lieu, ont etl creees pour donner de 
la lumiere ou pour marquer la jointure entre 
deux cases, toujours ouvertes en direction de 
la brise et dans une zone d'ombre permanente 
pour induire une ventilation naturelle. 

A6/ Orientation du Bureau 

Au Sud et a l'Ouest, le soleil ltant le plus 
fort, nous avons ferme la fa9ade Sud sauf 
pour une porte d'entree. La fa9ade Ouest,bien 
qu'entierement ouverte, est constamment a 
l'ombre parce que protegee par la veranda et 
son rideau d'arbres. L'Est re9oit les rafales 
de vent et de pluie pendant les mois d'hiver~ 
nage. La fa9ade Est, A l'origine completement 
fermee sauf pour quelques triangles de .venti
lation au point le plus haut de l'espace, a 
re9u presque un an apres la construction,une 
extension de deux petits bureaux proteges des 
pluies de l'Est par un grand auvent. 

Comme nous pouvons le remarquer sur le plan, 
les cases composant la maison ont des ouver
tures orientees de telle sorte qu'elles puis
sent eviter les intemperies et capter la bri
se pour induire une ventilation naturelle 
constante. 

A7/ Organisation fonctionnelle et amenagement 
des espaces interieurs 

Les amenagements interieurs des cases ont ete 
essentiellement realises en banco, telles les 
plateformes surelevees des lits A 40cm des 
banes ou sieges a la meme hauteur encastres 
dans les murs, des niches a differentes hau
teurs des murs, etc .•. Pendant le montage des 
murs, tant dans les cases de la maison qu'au 
bureau, un systeme tres simple d'ltageres en 
banco y a lte encastre comme le montre le 
dessin ci-dessous. Ces etageres servent d'es
?ace de rangement. Dans les cases tradition
nelles, les objets sont en general suspendus 
aux bambous du toit de paille, ou trainent 
a terre. 
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DETAIL DE CONSTRUCTION 
D'ETAGERES DE 
BANCO 

B - ELEMENTS D'HYGIENE 
Bl/Protection centre les insectes 
Pour la protection centre l'entrle d'insectes 
ou de rongeurs, des moustiquaires Ilietalliques 
ont lte posees sur un cadre de bois llqer et 
rigide et fixe aux dormants en bois encastrls 
dans la ma9onnerie des ouvertures triangulai
res ou rectangulaires. 

Taus les murs interieurs ont lte enduits de 
deux couches de badigeon au lait de chaux 
?OUr proteger des insectes. 



Tcus les bois utilises dans la structure et 
tous les bambous des paillotes ont ete en
duits d'huile de vidange, seule protection 
contre les termites, disponible en grande 
quantite et gratuite dans le chantier du 
barrage. 

82/ Les sols 

Tr~s souvent, les paysans construisent les 
murs de leurs cases a meme le sol. Pour evi
ter les risques d'inondation et !'accumula
tion d'humidite, les sols de toutes les sur
faces couvertes ont ete sureleves et cons
truits sur un soubassernent de tre.nte a qua
rante centimetres de hauteur. 

EXTERIEUR 

DETAIL DE CONSTRUCTION D'UN MUR TYPE SUR 
UN SOL LATERITIQUE 

Tel que le montre le detail ci-dessus, le 
soubassernent est compose de gros cailloux et 
de terre darnee, le tout recouvert d'une cou
che de cinq a huit centimetres de sable pour 
la pose de dalles de schistes, trouvees en 
grande quantite grace aux excavations provo
quees par la construction du barrage. La 
jointure des dalles de schistes a ete faite 
par un leger liant de ciment. Ainsi, les sols 
peuvent etre laves ou arroses frequemment 
pendant les periodes de grosses chaleurs pour 
aider a baisser la temperature ambiante. 

La demonstration etait faite qu'avec tres peu 
de ciment (importe et tr~s cher au Mali), les 
paysans pouvaient avoir un sol hygienique. Il 
fallait decourager les sols battus {terre 
argileuse et bouse de vache) generateurs du 
virus de la leore selon les dernieres recher
ches medicales: 

B3/ Euipements sanitaires 

Le cout des lavabos ou eviers etant exorbi
tant parce qu'irnportes, il etait utile de 
trouver une alternative de fabrication locale 
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pour encourage~ l'i~stallatic~ des sanitaires 
dans les equipements sociaux des nouveaux 
villages : dispensaires, eccles rurales, cen
tres sociaux, etc ... 

Nous avons cornrnande aux femmes potieres de 
la region, deux vasques de terre cuite de 
45crn de diarnetre, en specifiant de prevoir un 
trou devacuation de 4crn, pour pouvoir y adap
ter un syphon, ainsi que des petits carreaux 
de terre cuite de 7crn de cote pour pouvoir 
carreler les paillasses de la salle de bains 
et de la cuisine. 

Ces paillasses ou tables de travail ont ete 
construites sur des murets de briques de ban
co entre lesquels un lit de bambous serres a 
re~u une couche de banco stabilise a 3 % de 
cirnent, sur lequel le carrelage a P.te pose. 
La vasque a ete encastree dans la oaillasse 
et les carreaux ont ete disooses auteur en 
les joiqnant par un enduit stabilise en cirnert: 
Il etait ainsi facile de maintenir et de 
laver le tout. 

L'economie realisee en n'employant ni evler 
ni lavabo importes etait de 1 a 10, pose de 
robinets et de syphons inclus. 

Nous avons construit un puits perdu pour 
!'evacuation des we et des eaux usees a l'e~ 
droit oQ a ~te extrait la terre argileuse 
necessaire a la fabrication des briques de 
banco. 

C - AMELIORATIONS TECHNIQUES 

Cl/ Briques et Enduits 

Sur le site de la maison, une poche de terre 
argileuse a 30 % melee a de la paille fine 
cassee et de l'eau, nous a donne le banco de 
la construction. Plusieurs moules en bois de 
10x20x40 ont ete prepares. Une fois moulees, 
les briques ont ete retournees pour bien se
cher sur tous les cotes avant d'etre au 4eme 
jour pretes a l'emploi. 

Le mortier de montage des briques etait sem
blable a celui utilise pour les fabriquer, 
sauf pour un pan de mur expose a la pluie ou 
le mortier a ete stabilise a la chaux sur 
2m2 de maniere a mieux faire prise avec des 
enduits sernblables. Deux autres types d'en
duits ont ete utilises sur d'autres murs ex
poses ou non. L'un etait d'une composition 
similaire a celle pour fabriquer les briques 
et !'autre plus traditionnelle, a ete renfo~ 
cee par des terrnitieres finement concassees 
a 25 %, et de la bouse de vache a 25 % et 
utilise apres une periode de fermentation de 
3 semaines. 

Sur les murs les plus exposes, les premiers 
deux liants ont bien tenu apres deux saisons 
de fortes pluies, les deux autres liants ont 
ete bien conserves sur les murs non exposes 
eta l'interieur. 

Comme nous l'avons mentionne plus haut, les 
piliers de banco du bureau ont ete renforce~ 



Ils sont de 60cmx60cm avec un vide de 20cmx 
20cm au centre ou ant ete places des colonnes 
de bois de brousse traite ~ l'huile de vidan
ge. 

Les interstices ant ete combles par un LLant 
de banCO melange a de 1 I huile de Vidange pOUr 
mieux assurer le bois contre les termites. 

C2/ Paille et bambous ont ete utilises pour 
les paillotes des cases, la couverture de la 
veranda etpour le ~assage couvert distribuant 
les cases. 

Comme tous les bois de structure, les bambous 
ant ete traites a l'huile de vidange. Au lieu 
de n'en utiliser que 50 de moyenne pour les· 
cases traditionnelles, les structures des 
paillotes ont de 80 a 110 bambous pour leur 
assurer une vie plus longue (8 a 10 ans au 
lieu de 3). 

La paille est attachee par petits tas de 3 ~ 
4 em de diametre sur des longueurs de pres 
de 8 metres. Le rouleau tradi tionnel varie de 
4 ~ 6 metres seulement. Au lieu d'utiliser 
une dizaine de rouleaux de paille pour cou
vrir une paillote moyenne locale, nous en 
avons utilise entre 17 et 20 pour assurer 
u·ne meilleure etancheite et une vie plus lon
gue (8 ~ 10 ans au lieu de 3 ans). 

C3/ Etancheite 

Pour assurer l'etancheite du toit terrasse 
du bureau (36m2), nous avons realise diffe
rents essais d'adhesion d'une feuille de 
polyethilene (trouvee localement) en sand
wich entre deux couches de banco de 8 a 10cm 
Trois essais avec des terres de teneur dif
ferentes en argile ont ete realises 
a) avec addition de terre vegetale 30% 
b) avec addition de sable 20 % et de chaux 
10% 
c) de sa composition naturelle, telle que 
trouvee sur le site a 30% d'argile. 
L'adhesion la meilleure (c) a ete adoptee 
pour les terrasses du bureau, de la cuisine 
et de la salle de bains. 

La pose de la paille sur structure de bambo~ 
traites au dessus de la veranda et du passa
ge couvert, s'est faite sur une pente plus 
faible que celle .des paillotes. Pour eviter 
des infiltrations d'eau, des feuilles de 
polyethilene ont ete posees comme des tuiles 
entre deux couches de paille (voir dessin 
ci-dessous). Ainsi, l'etancheite a ete assu
ree pour les toits de banco et de paille. 

DETAIL .D'ETANCHEITE 

TOIT PAILLE 
VERANDA 
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D - COUTS DE LA CONSTRUCTION 

Les 150 m2 de surface couverte de la maison 
(incluant les espaces proteges mais non fer
mes)ont coi1te un total de$ 5000 us, dont 85% 
sont alles a la main d'oeuvre locale et 15 % 
a l'achat de materiaux et a l'experiment~on 
Cela veut dire que ce merne type de construc
tion vaudrait en autoconstruction ~ 750 US .. 
IMPACT. DU CHANTIER-ECOLE 

La construction du chantier ecole a eu un 
effet psychologique important aupres des po
pulations : elle a valorise a leurs yeux leur 
habitat traditionnel. Ils accepterent plus 
facilement leur deplacement et purent ensem
ble aider a planifier leurs nouveaux villa
ges et ameliorer certaines techniques tradi
tionnelles. Ce chantier ecole a provoque au
pres des autorites maliennes, l'etablissemeoc 
en 1981, du Centre de Technologie Adaptee, 
fonctionnant aujourd'hui pour tout le pays 
depuis Bamako. 

Il n'etait pas ici propose de modele type ou 
un prototype puisque la maison et le bureau 
etaient moules sur des besoins et un progr~ 
me precis et personnel mais il etait propose 
des ameliorations aux systemes de construc
tion traditionnels et des idees diverses qui 
en autoconstruction ne couterait rien aupa~ 
san. 

Nous n'avons pu rester suff~samment de temps 
pour suivre toutes les constructions indivi
duelles des concessions afin de noter !'im
pact total des details d'amelioration dans 
l'amenagement des espaces et dans la cons
truction des equipements. EN 1983, trois ans 
apres le deplacement, un tel inventaire se
rait de rigueur. 

DEVELOPPE!1ENT DES NOUVR?\.UX VILLAGES 

Les nouveaux sites furent choisis non sans 
que le conseil des notables, sous la condui
te du chef de village, n'ait change deux ou 
trois fois avant de se decider sur le lieu 
definitif. Ce choix a ete fait en concerta
tion permanente avec les habitants de chacun 
des villages. Apres de longues hesitations, 
ils desiraient tous un plan semblable au 
leur mais agrandi. Grace aux photos aerien
nes, il fut aise de reproduire et de pique
ter les plans de chaque village existant sur 
les nouveaux sites, en respectant la rela
tion entre les familles et leurs concessions, 
Suivant le desir general, chaque concession 
fut augmentee de quelque trente pour cent 
(30%) de la surface initiale. 
Sur la grande place du village et aux quatre 
points cardinaux, il fut apporte des dizai
nes de metres cubes de terre argileuse, des 
citernes d'eau, une quantite suffisante de 
bambous et de bottes de paille par le Projet 
pour que les familles puissent construire 
au moins autant de cases qu'ils en avaient 
laisse dans !'ancien village. Hommes, femmes 
et enfants avaient chacun leur role a jouer. 
Quelque deux mois avant cette etape, taus 
les villageois hommes, s'assemblaient pour 
un effort commun deux ou trois fois par 



semaine, week-end inclus, les femmes appor
tant la nourriture. Ils fabriquaient ensemble 
sur leur nouveau site, suffisamment de bri
ques de terre sechee pour en pourvoir chaque 
famille pour la construction immediate d'une 
ou deux cases de depannage suivant la taille 
de la famille, et pour construire la maison 
d'accueil qui plus tard devait devenir le 
centre communautaire. 

Ceci se passait pour chaque village, sous !a 
conduite du chef traditionnel. 

Une fois les art~res principales du village 
piquetees et tracees au bulldozer, et le mar
quage des concessions, chacune des familles 
prit possession de son terrain. 

Les relais necessaires pour !a coordination 
logistique de !'apport des materiaux et de 
la construction des nouveaux villages furent 
assures par les cadres locaux formes pendant 
la periode du chantier-ecole. Ils etaient 
quatre qui, a leur tour, form~rent chacun 
deux ou trois aides pour pouvoir couvrir par 
equipe trois ou quatre villages, sous !a di
rection des autorites locales, du coordina
teur PNUD et en etroite collaboration avec 
chacun des chefs traditionnels de village. 
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COUPE SUR LA CASE DE PASSAGE 
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CLIMATE, HABITAT, CULTURE 

The central emblem and symbol within the exhibi tions 

'Design and Third World' as well aa 'Human Ecological 

and Energy Aspects of Build i ng' around the internat i onal 

aeminar 'Climate Habitat Culture' in the Eindhoven 

Univereity of Technology 
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A possible and probably useful - at the • ~me time old as 

well as new - paradigms is: 

Here and now and everywhere there is only one world on 

all levels, like physically, spiritually, etc. one 

The conditional factors for the remain habitat of our 

human(e) existence in a proper climate and a human(e) 

culture during all times of mankind 

· H fR.f AND NOW J\ND fV£Rl'WHEtte 
THERE IS 

ONLY 
·o.NE· 

WORlD 
• 

- - ~·· 

c .A. 
·· · '~ 

ON AU LEVELS 
z ~ 4 
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THE fACTORS 
FOil THE HABITAT 



MUTUALITY 
INTERRELATIONSHIP 

EXCHANGE 
RECIPROCAL EFFECT 

INTERACTION 
WI THIN ·· 

TOTALITY · 

There are enormous numbers of relations within the 

whole. A polygone with diagonals illustrates this a 

little bit 

Therefore we need, a holistic approach, which - of 

course - includes a participatory socially based con-

sensus to survive 

1't 
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We need the power of distinctive consciousness to 

achieve the reality, to find . a or the way to (re)create 

a habitat for human beings in harmony with climatologi

cal and cultural possibilities 

• 
C.ONSCIOU$NESS 

QNEWOIUO 

~REALITY OR IlLUSION~ 
OIFt=EAfNlWOIUDS 

PQWE~ OF OCSTfNCTtON 
• 

CONSIOffV\TfON TO 
MIJCH AS ro~SIBlf 

NOT 
- NfiTHEI\.-NOR ~ 

BUT 
~AS WfUAS" 

NJ\TURJ\l ClllC.UMSTJ\NCf$ 
· · EAfUtf •WATER· JU~·EN ERGY·· 

• 

TH f .&:1 81\S 
AM 

CUM ArE 
HWTAT ll.l( 

1.2111 
CU lTUH /HZ 

~ 
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In the metamodel of an integral bio-logical architec

ture ~e find the principles, components and criteria for 

a holistic and harmonious approach of building towards 

a protecting and comfortable habitat and circumstances 

in our climate and c ulture 
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In this seminar and the concerning 

part of the research, the building 

activities in the less industriali

zed countries in the so called third 

world (with few exceptions) get a 

priority. 

The in our eyes almost heavy clim-

ate circumstances and original 

strong cultural aspects of the 

third world countries attract us 

again and again. Even the often 

felt duty or desire to help those 

parts of our world may be a reason 

for this kind of activities. As we 

know, not always based on the pure 

intention to help. 

Therefore 

that the 

would like to point out, 

whole human population 

lives on one earth and belongs to 

one and the same world. would 

like to break down the borders, 

which often lead to a peaceless or 

warful existence between various 

parts of the world. 

We all are more or less bounded to 

the same nature and the climate for 

which we are 'programmed' and in 

which we could come into existence 

on this world. 

The results of all human actions and 

behaviours are well known under the 

tertn culture. Like climate and 

nature also culture and civilization 

delivers the needs, opportunities 

and possibili~ies to 

habitat. 

create our 

Before this background - with this 

paradigms we may realize, that 

we, sitting in this highly developed 

University of an extremely civilized 

and industrialized country, can 

learn a lot, just from the 'primit-

ive' c ivilizations, 

often called. And 

as they are 

see the very 

high value in this kind of 'prim

itivity', namely the direct rela·t

ions of individuals and groups to 

the essential conditions in life. 

I had the opportunity to travel a 

lot because of my research journeys 

through the countries · classified as 

third world countries, in which the 

heritage of possibly the highest 

cultures - like India is still 

present to a great extent. 

I hardly designed and built in these 

countries, because worked as an 

architect mainly in European coun-

tries, but learned a lot of the 

ancient and far cultures of the 

East, to fulfill my tasks in the 

West. even realized that the wel-

fare of the industrialized countries 

in general and 

is based on what 

for 

they 

a rich portion 

receive from 

the less industrialized countries. 

Finally, as a matter of fact, what 

one group of people is doing in our 

world, is a shame, even a crime. 

only want to remind you of these 

facts, which were already explored 

by others, like 

Y. Friedman, I. Illich, S. L. Kwee, 

M. Turkauf, to whom I may refer. 

am convinced, that we have to 

cooperate, to work together in our 

department(s) 

permanent and 

and faculties with 

temporary members, 

with our guests in the happening of 

'Climate Habitat Culture' and with 

people from near and far, for the 

creation of our habitat (a healthy 

habitat) now and in the future -

if we want to survive with at least 

a little harmony. 

Our common work has to be focused 

on the real existential needs of the 

people in relat i on to their habitats 

and the context of the natural cir-

cumstances. 

Our world became small. So we have 

to be very careful, at the same 

time, however, it is easy now to 

come together, to design a more 

harmonious environment than ever 

before. 

In various cultures we find the 

image of different eras obscure 

and golden ones with some in bet

ween. Nowadays it seems we live, in 

spite of a bad era, full of politi

cal, economic and social wars, pol-

lotion on all levels and a lost 

(human) ecological equilibrium.! 

There are many reasons to try by 

all means, to approach a golden era 

again, even independently whether 

the ancient teachings are true or 

not. 

So hope, to enrich and stimulate 

you in your own work with this short 

and general contribution. 

Let us prepare ourselves for to a 
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fruitful cooperation in our world 

and a peaceful creation of habitats 

in an equilibrium of our environt 

ment. 

H E~E ANO.TH E R.E IS 

ONLY 
ONE 

WOR.LD 
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PHYSICAL PLANNING 

Introduction 
Ouagadougou, the capital of Upper Volta , 
has grown from a little French garri· 
son town at the turn of the century to 
a community of some 250 000 inhabitants 
today. Host of this growth took place 
during the past thirty years. Nearly 
ha If of the i nhab i tan ts II ve in "spon· 
taneous settlements" scattered round 
the edge of the town . 
There spontaneous sett l ements were Jar· 
gely built by people who moved from the 
country to the town to look for work; 
most of this emigration has occurred · 
since Upper Volta became independent 
In 1960 . 
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Fig. 1. The growth of Ouagadougou during this century. 
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The following specific features cha
racterize the areas of spontaneous 
settlement : 
The state is the legal owner of the 
ground. In other words, the occupants 
are not the legal owners. A brief 
sket~of the historical developments 
will make it clearer how this situation 
arose. According to traditional land 
usage, the land was distributed to the 
u5ers by the leaders of the local com· 
munity. The people given the land en
joyed the right of usufruct as long as 
the land was worked; consequently, the 
land had no comnercial value . It ap
pears that after a long time (thirty 
to ·f~:>·rty years), the owner a-cquired 
the right to dispose of the land at 
wi 11; however, the detai Is of this ar
rangement are no longer clea.rly known. 
In 1964, four years after independence, 
this customary system of land tenure 
was officially abolished and the state 
declared itself to be legal owner of 
the whole territory. 
The inception of the modern legal sys
tem of land tenure had far-reaching 
consequences, espec i a 11 y in the towns. 
In particular, only the occupants of 
the new neighbourhoods laid out in a 
grid pattern by the French, where the 
tit I e to each I ot was recorde·d in the 
cadast~al register, refained the rights 
to theor land. All others, in particu-

lar the inhabitants of the spontaneous 
settlements (where the land had been al
lotted in accordance with customary land 
usage rules), had formally lost all 
rights to the land they 1 ived on. 
There areas show a tradi tiona! rural 
settlement pattern, which grew up from 
an additive process of individual inte
rests. Each newcomer settled on an 
avai I able piece of land, without there 
being any over-all planning . 

. Each dwelling con-
sists of a number of (mainly single
room) buildings situated round a large 
common yard in which most of the day
to-day fanily activities take place. 
This spatial concept has been determined 
by a long cultural tradition, and is the 
physical expression of the prevalent form 
of society. The number of rooms, the ma
terials used and the functions assigned 
to the various spaces depend on the oc
cupants' social and economic circumstan
ces. As a result, the house is subject 
t~ continual ~hange - though at present, 
sonce the people liviny in the sponta
neous settlements are not sure whether 
they are going to be allowed to stay 
there, they are restricting further in
vestments in their houses to the abso
lute minimum. 
Elementary u~ban facilities are conspi~ 
cuous by theor absence : no mains water 
no drains, no electricity, no paved ' 

roads, no schools, etc. In general, the 
only collective faci I ity is the small 
neighbourhood mosque, built by self
he! p. 

Summarizing, we may thus state that 
nearly half of the inhab i tants of 
Ouagadougou live in spontaneous settle
ments scattered round the edge of the 
town, where even the most elementary 
urban amenities are generally lacking 
and according to modern legal concepts 
the occupants are not the owners of the 
land. 
The government of Upper Volta recogni
zes that the migrants leave the country
side for the towns from bitter neces·s i
ty, and consequently see 1 ittle profit 
in clearing the spontaneous settlements 
by forcible measures. On the other hand, 
it is realized that this spontaneous ur
banization entails big problems in such 
fields as emp loyment, education, health 
care, infrastructure and physical plan
ning . As a result, within the framework 
of the over-all development pol icy
wh ich in this primarily agrarian country 
is mainly aimed at imp roving the condi
t ions of life in the rural areas- a 
high priority ls given to renovation of 
the spontaneous settlements rather than 
to clearing and rebuilding. 

• 

Fig. 2. M01-phology of a spontaneous 
squatter settlement. 

Fig. 4. Living unit. 
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Fig. 3. Living unit (av. 8 people) 



Renovation 
In 1965 the municipality produced the 
first plan for reorganization of a part
ly settled area to the East of the in
dustrial zone, called Coughin-Nord. They 
apparently wanted to impose a grid lay
out on the neighbourhood, while respec
ting the original allotment of land as 
far as possible . The result is an ill
defined compromise. 
In the period from 1975 to 1977, a small 
experimental renovation project was car
ried out in Cissin-1 I, on the southern 
edge of the town, within the framework 
of the PNUO (Programme des Nations-Unies 
pour le O~veloppement). The objective 
wa.s to divide the avai I able land as ef
fic.iently as possible into private and 
pu~l lc areas, to Improve access and to 
assign the rights to the land to the oc
cupants after reallotment. Optimum use 
was to be made of the existing paths In 
the creation of the new roads (with a 
minimum width of Bm) through the neigh
bourhood. Existing social relations were 
to be respected as far as possible, I.e. 
the planners tried to avoid moving fami
lies a long way from their original ho
me. Finally, existing houses were to be 
spared as far as possible . 
This project yielded few technical pro
blems, but a lot of social ones. The 

main prob lem was that the traditional 
leaders lost face when the land over 
which they exercl sed authority under 
customary landusage rules came under 
the jurisd l cation of the municipality 
after title deeds to the land had been 
issued . These developments led to a 
good deal of tension, which manifested 
i tself as unrest dur i ng the practical 
execution of the project. Problems as
sociated with land speculation were al
so encountered. As a result of the is
sue of the title deeds and the improve
ment of the Infrastructure, the value 
of the grou·nd rose. As a res ul t, lots 
changed hands at prices amounting to 
ten times the renovation costs - even 
though the state still retained the for
mal ownersh i p of the land~ Nevertheless, 
t he project seemed to have been a rea
sonable success. The number of plots 
that had to be moved remained 1 imited, 
whi le the population density st i II rose 
by about 15% . Ho·reover, it was found a 
year after the end of the project that 
the occupants had already improved their 
dwellings a good deal, confirming the 
idea that ownership of the land one oc
cupies stimulates investment i n one's 
own housi ng. On the bas i s of this expe
~iment, the World Bank adv i sed the go
vernment to apply this restructuring ap-

L_ 

preach on a wider scale . 
However, the weak poi nts of this ap
proach became clearly apparent when re
novation plans for two other neighbour
hoods, Cissin-11 I and Zogona-Sud, were 
ready for anspection. The attempt to 
realize a new road network and a real
location of the dwell i ng lots, wh i le re
ta i ning as many of the original lots as 
possible, had led to renovation plans 
which were clearly not very functional . 
(In my opinion, it would have been bet
ter to start from the requirement that 
the road network and the new dwelling 
lots should both satisfy the relevant 
funct i onal demands ; the number of lots 
wh i ch could be reta i ned would then fol
low naturally). 
As a result of this dual i stic approach, 
many of the new dwelling lots in the 
planned renovation areas were t90 long 
and narrow to suit the traditional 
style of l i ving round a central open 
space; many of the build i ngs wh i ch were 
originally spared would have to be 
knocked down and rebuilt by the occu
pants after all, as they were situated 
at an odd angle or back to fron t on the 
new dwelling lot; and fi nally, the new 
road network was too arbitrary , and 
hence did not f i t in we l l ••ith the more 
o r de r ly arrangement in t he "grid town". 
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Fig. 5. CISSIN II~ ~enovation project based on a restructuring approach 

Part of Cissin III District~ 
existing situation. 
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Fig. 7. The same part~ after the pro
posed restructuring. 



The objectives of the renovation 

Legalization of 'the present land-tenure 
situation 
As mentioned above, the land in the 

· spontaneous settlements has been di s -
tributed among the occupants in accor
dance with long-establ i shed traditional 
customs . Shortly after Independence, 
however, th i s system of customary land 
tenure was off i cially abolished and the 
state became the potential owner of all 
l and in the country . Si nce then, no one 
has known what was going to be done 
with the land . 
This permanent uncertainty does not en
courage people to invest In their hou
ses, and indeed has a general demora
lizing effect on life in the neighbour
hood. Under these circumstances, it is 
hardly to be wondered at that occupants 
g i ve a very high priority to the issue 
of title deeds to the land they 1 ive 
on. 

Increasing the density 
The costs of installing and mainta1n1ng 
the infrastructure needed to keep a 
town running properly are very high, 
and can only be paid for if as many 
people as possible make use of them. At 
present, for example, only a quarter of 
the lots in this area are connected to 
the water mains, the drains are only 
designed for dealing with rain water, 
and there is no garbage collection sys 
tem at all. Moreover, it should be no
ted that the town is so large that it 
is an hour's walk from the outskirts 
to the centre, where most work, shops 
and other services are concentrated; 

and there is no public transport. 
For all these reasons, the authorities 
are trying in various ways to slow down 
urban expansion. Raising the occupation 
density is one of the means that could 
be used. This solution is difficult to 
apply in the "grid town", as the people 
who live there are not prepared to sell 
part of their lot : o'nce the right to 
the land has been obtained, they are 
not at all keen to rei inquish it. They 
would be more prepared to rent some li
ving space; but in view of the cultural 
value attached to possession of a piece 
of land, this possibility is not expec
ted to bear much fruit as long as there 
is vacant land on the outskirts of the 
town. The occupation density in the new 
developments can be raised by reducing 
the individual lot size from the 
500- 600m2 usual until now. Whether
and if so, how- It is possible to in
clude the requirement for higher occu
pation density in the renovation plans 
for the spontaneous settlements will be 
discussed below. 

Improving access 
The traditional system of land allot
ment in Ouagadougou does not create 
suitable conditions for access of mo
torized traffic. In v iew of the econo
mic situation, a sharp rise in the num
ber of households owning cars cannot 
be expected in the immediate future. 
(it may be estimated that no more than 
10% of the households will own a car 
by 1990). Nevertheless, when making re
novation plans, one should bear in mind 
the need to accommodate an increased 
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Fig. 8. neaaessity of drainage 

Fig. 9. pub Zia drinking-'l.t)ater tap 
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traffic density in the future without 
making excessive changes In the struc
ture of the neighbourhood. The kind of 
traffic to be expected in particular 
comprises motor-cycles, taxis, garbage 
collection lorries, public transport, 
fire engines and ambulances. 

Expanding the infrastructure 
As we have already mentioned, the sim
plest urban amenities are generally 
lacking in the spontaneous settlements . 
However, the financial means available 
for creation of infrastructure are 11-
"'ited, so strict priorities have to 
be laid down. The occupants are unani
·'IIOUS in naming a drink i ng-wa te r s upp 1 y 
as first pri.ority. Next, the drainage 
of rain water needs to be improved, as 
large parts of the neighbourhood become 
practically inaccessible in the rainy 
season (July to September), because of 
the mud. The first steps planned are 
therefore the installation of public 
drinking-water taps and the draining 
of the main roads. The provis i on of 
electricity, garbage collection, sewers 
and a telephone network should also 
come 1 ate r. 

Planning social amen1t1es 
While it seems unlikely that funds will 
be avai I able for educational and health· 
care facilities in the neighbourhood 
in the near future, space for these 
faci I ities shou l d be allowed for in 
the renovation plans so as to avoid un
pleasant compulsory purchase proce
dures later. 



The following 3 renovation plans were 
worked out for one neighbourhood of 
30 ha. 

Hodel 1 (see Fig. 11) 
Access to the neighbourhood is improved 
by provision of a number of new roads 
15m wide, which together with the 
existing roads form a grid such that 
each lot Is no more than 125m (one 
minute's walk) from a road suitable for 
motorized traffic. 

Hodel 2 (see Fig. 12-13) 
Within the grid of model 1, the exis
ting system of pathways is restructured 
so as to make practically every lot. 
accessible to motor traffic. For thts 
purpose, certain paths are widened to 
10m and extended or moved laterally; 
in the interests of traffic safety, 
intersections of these minor roads with 
the main roads are avoided. However, this 
proposal leads to very extensive modifi
cation of the whole neighbourhood struc
ture: hardly any lot is left unchanged. 
This proposal would have the effect of 
increasing the area allotted to roads 
in the neighbourhood; the occupation 
density would not be increased at all. 
Model 2a (see Fig . 13) is a variant of 
model 2, in which the individual lots 
are made accessible to motorized traf
fic either via a street or via a common 
courtyard . These courtyards, wh i ch are 
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given an area of about 500m2, can re
present a new element of open space in 
the neighbourhood alongside the streets 
(which serve mainly as public traffic 
spaces). 

Mode I 3 (see F i 9. 14) 
In this model, a fine-mesh grid is used 
to create a basically new lay-out for 
the neighbourhood, with the following 
character i s tics: 
- The roads vary in width, thus provi

ding a simple heirarchy in the avai
lable traffic routes (unlike the 
roads in the French grid town, which 
are all the same width). 

- the individual lots have a basically 
East-West ori.entatlon, which proves 
to be most effective in connection 
with the prevailing climatic varia
tions: in the rainy season, the winds 
(and rain) come mainly from the West, 
while in the dry season the wind is 
mainly from the East. It follows . from 
this that a "banco" house is best pro
tected from the elements if its front. 
facade (which should preferably face 
on to a street) is oriented towards 
the North or South. 

- In order to raise the occupation den
sity, the lots are made smaller than 
hitherto customary: lot sizes of 
15x15 z 225 m2, 15x20 ~ 300 m2 and 
15x25 a 375m2, in relative proper-

tions of 85%, 10% and 5% respectively, 
were chosen . (An increase of 30% in 
the number of plots with respect to 
the existing.) 

- The grid pattern is modified at the 
edges (unlike the case in the French 
grid town), so as to avoid intersec
tions between the residential streets 
(situated at intervals of 40 m) and ' 
the main roads; intersections between 
the residential streets and the se
condary roads are also reduced by 
the grouping of individual lots round 
common courtyards. 

The following remarks may be made i'n 
connection with the proposed reduction 
in the size of the dwell i ng lots. Study 
of aerial photographs of various sponta
neous settlements over the course of 
time show a clear trend from large round 
dwelling units to smaller square or rec
tangular lots. This transition is related 
to the fact that after the move from the 
country to the town, the traditional 
agrarian I ife (in which the dwelling lot 
must provide room for storage, cattle 
and cultivation as well as for accommoca
tion) gradually gives way to a more spe
cifically urban way of I ife based large
ly on trade, craftsmanship and i ndustry. 
The traditional closed family structure 
also changes towards a more open net~ 
work of social realtionships, where mar
ried ch ildren leave the ir parents and 
se t up home for themselves . 

Y t l • .1. ~ l L 1 1< t;. 
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Fig.lO. Existing situation for which 
the renovation models are worked out. 

Fig.12. Model 2. Every plot can now 
be reached by vehicular traffic. 

YIICA•I!.I'• ' 
110 . 1\' 

Fig.ll. Model 1. Access is improved 
with existing situation maintained as 
far as possible. 
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Fig.13. Model 2a - Variant, street 
access combined with courts. 



Fig. 14. Model 3 - staPt from scratch 
UJith a nelJ layout. 

React ions 
The three renovation models sketched 
above were discussed with inhabitants of 
the neighbourhood and with local leaders 
in October 1979, About 20% of 
the people living in the neighbourhood 
were covered by the survey. The most 
striking conclusion is that 99% of the 
people interviewed were in favour of re
novation of the neighbourhood rather 
than leaving things as they were, even 
if title deeds to the dwelling lots 
were given to occupants in both cases; 
the almost unanimous view seems to be 
that ''things can't go on as they are". 
Fur ther, 74% of the inhabitants chose 
for mode I 3 - even tho.ugh it was made 
c I ear to them that th i s .~u 1 d i nvo 1 ve 
demolition of about three- quarters of 
the houses in the .neighbo4rhood . This 
seems to reflect a desire for this 
ne ighbourhood to be brought more in line 
with the rest of the town. 94% preferred 
I iving on a street to 1 iving on a commu
nal courtyard, the main reasons given, 
being that on a street one has more 
chance of starting up a shop or other 
small business, while there is more 
chance of disagreements with neighbours 
if one shares a common courtyard . There 
was less agreement about the desired 
size of the future lots, the acquisition 
costs of which rose in proportion to 
their area; in any case, one-third of 
those interviewed chose for the smallest 
lots (area 225m2). The following sug
g~s tions were made as regards the time
table for the renovation activities ; 
first lay out the new lots and the road 
network, then install the pub! ic taps, 
"because you can't build (i . e. make 
"banco" blocks) without water (!)" , and 
finally give the people 12 months to 
11rnove". . 
The discussions with the authorities, 
represented for this purpose by the . 
"Commission Nationale d'Urbanisme"· 
(a kind of adv isory body for physical 
planning), res ulted in a majority for 
the following proposals : 
the new physical planning for the neigh
bourhood should be in I ine with that 
for the rest of t he town; the occupa
tion density shou ld be raised, in order 

to permit recovery of the infrastruc
ture costs via land taxes and also in 
order to r educe the distance between 
dwe l I ing place and work; the third re
novation model should be chosen, as 
this wi 11 faci I i tate installation of 
the infrastructure both now and in the 
future and will also y ield a defin i tive 
allotment of the land; the area of the 
dwelling lots as.signed to the peo~le of 
the neighbourhood should be between 
300 and 450m2 (the upper I imit be i ng 
intended to avoid land speculation) . 
There was disagreement as to whether 
the occupants should receive compensa
tion for some of the renovation costs: 
a majority felt that the occupants had 
acted aga i nst the law and thus at their 
own risk, while a minority considered 
that the state was at fault for not ac
ting earlier and that the fact that not 
everyone knew the new laws could be re
garded as a mitigating circumstance. 
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Conclusions 
So far, formal physical planning In 
Ouagadougou has been based on a grid 
system. In my op i nion, the physical plan· 
nlng for both new developments and reno
vat ion schemes - whether in the Nether
lands or in Ouagadougou- should be in
tegrated with that of the town as a who
le. From the viewpOint of the phys ical 
integrat i·on of the renovated nei.ghbour
hood with the gr id town, it will be 
clear that model 3 is to be prefe ~red 
over both models 1 and 2. · 
The degree of ·access is hard ly improved 
in model 1, but may be· characterized as 
good in both models 2 and 3. 
As regards the occupat ion density; this 
remains practically unchanged in models 
1 and 2; the d i ffe renee between these 
two models is that in model 1 things 
are left more or less as they are, whi le 
in model 2 a great deal of demolition 
work s t i II has to be done. In mode I 3, 
nearly everything has to be demol i shed 
but on . the other hand the occupati6n 
dens ity can be appreciably increased. 
The renovation costs per lot, to be 
borne by the occupants, wit I be less in 
model 3 than in model 2 because of the 
higher occupation density achieved i n 

·. the former. Model I involves the lowest 
renovation cost.s, but on· the other hand 
further ·improvements (such as indivi
dual 1 inks tothe water mains and the 
sewers) wi II be more complicated and 
hence more expensi ve . 
Summ ing up, we may concl ude that while 
it had been thought on intu itive 
grounds that model 1 was the best choice 
for renovat ion projects, as i t seemed to 
give less i nterference with tradit ional 
ways of I ife, the ·ana 1 ys i s given above 
indicate s that in the present case the 

mo re r adical approach of model 3 i s the 
best. Somewhat surpris ingly , this con
clusion was al so shared by the occupants 
of the nei ghbourhood surveyed. 
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P. JANSDAAL 
PROBLEMS REGARDING CLIMATE AND 

PRODUCT-DESIGN IN THE THIRD WORLD 

The concept of an industrial design 

institute, established by the 

Pakistan government goes back to 
the 1950's . 

A formel scheme was drawn up as 
early as 1960. A report did stress 

the importance and need of exports. 
Improvement of design should meet 

the demands of foreign buyers. 

The government realised the. fact 

that unless an indigenous design 
culture was encouraged, and that 
too through a Design Institute 

established in the country, Pakis

tan could continue to be dominated 
by the colonial heritage that ad

verse ly affects the manufacturing 
sector which retards the growth of 

exports and results in a wastage 

of natural resources without any 

obvious benefit to the population 

at large. 
The government of Switzerland 

accepted Pakistans request to set 

up an ins titute of Industrial 

Design in Karachi, and an agree

ment to this effect was signed in 
november 1970. 

The project was f i nanced by the 
Export market Development Fund 

from Paki s tan while the Swiss go

vernment contributed and still 

contributes until now by provi

ding experts, special equipment 

and material . Pakistan covers the 
local expenditure. According to 

the bilateral agreement the 

Paki stan Des ign Institute is a 

promotional institution in the 

field of product development and 

desi gn with emphasis on quality. 
PDI must have a productive role 
with the direct impact both on 

the promotion of the Pakistan 
exports and on the national 

industrial production . 

The first years of the institute 

were very difficult, progress was 

under the optimistic expectations 

by reasons of political insta

bi 1 ity. 

The change in government power, at 

that time Ali Bhutto was changed for 

Zia ul Haq, paralised trade invest

ments and also POI-activities. 

In the first stage the important 

role of POI was the upgrading and 

innovation of export products to 
save foreign currency. In a second 
stage from '78 a new approach was 

emphasised by developing specific 

Pakistan products by systematic use 

of local available materials and 

skills. 
The western experts tried to pro

mote appropriate technologie in 

design . But acceptance by the Pa
kistan designers and the management 

of the Institute was rather low . 
There are many reasons; in thi s 
context I only mention two closely 
related to each other: 

- the low prestige of low-techno

logy design in those countries, 

where people are still devotees 

of technological progress and 
- denying of real life problems of 

the low income groups in the 

higher educational systems. 

Teachers and students of high 

family classes live mentally too 

far away from the poor and his 

fundamental needs , and teachers 

and students of lower and middle 

classes want to grow away from 

their family's primitive heritage 

as soon as possible . 

Jansdaal undertook with the Pakistan 

Design Institute a succesfull project 

for the Wor ld Health Organisation 

(WHO} . In connection with an organi
sation, the socalled Expended Pro
gramm on Immuni zation, conducted by 

the WHO, a workshop has been set up 

for those working with and trans-
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porting vaccins to instruct them in 

the· maintenance of the vaccins and 

equipments and in the importance of 

maintenance of the so called "Cold 

Chain Sys tern". 

The "Co ~d Chain". 

The Cold Chain consi s t s of a series 
of transportation links during which 
adequate refrigeration is required to 

maintain vaccine potency. 
The vaccine must be carefully packed, 
transported in specially constucted 

cold boxes to centra l and peripheral 
stores, where they can be trans

ferred to electric refrigerations 

allowing minimum loss of temperature. 

Again, for field trips with mobile 

vaccination teams, special ly con

structed containers with week long 
storage capacity and secure locking 

arrangements are essential . 

Close to 97 % of all deaths in child
hood occur in developing countries, 

where 40 X of the population are 
children, mainly living in rura l 

areas and where the average health 

expenditure is scarcely$ 1,0 per 

capita per year. In many of these 
areas up to 50% of the children 

might die before five years of age, 

largely from preventable deseases . 

Even though six of main killers 

(Measles, polio, tuberculos is (BCG}, 

di phte ria, pertusis, t etanus (OPT }. } 

.can be prevented by a simple inocul
ation procedure, 80 million children 

born annually in developing countries 

will not be vaccinated. There are two 



main technical problems: the sensi

tivity of vaccines to heat and, 
allied to this, the difficulty of 

providing suitable cold storage 

equipment to keep vaccines at recom
mended temperature during the "Cold 

Cnai n", this is from the manufacturer 

to the furthest point at which they 

are to be administrated. 

A complicating difficulty is that 
there are differences in temperature 

sensitivity of vaccines. OPT e.g. 

when freezing will loose their 
immunizing capacity. Most vaccines 
are best maintained at temperatures 

between +4 to +8°C . 

Mos t developing coutries find parti

cular difficulties in the efficient 
delivery and administration of 
vaccines to children living in iso

lated communities 'scattered in 

extensive rural areeas - often up to 

80 1 of total population. 

Breakdowns in refrigerating du-
ring this, the last stage of the 

"Cold Chain", have led to high 

losses of vaccine. This is often 
due to wrong management and the 

application of inappropriate 

equipment. 
Only 30 % of the children irrrnu
nized every year in Pakistan are 

actually safe garded against 
disease. Very often the vaccine, 

when it reaches the field workers 

and vaccinators, is no longer 

potent. Adequate care has not 
been taken to maintain th vaccine 

to its preservation . 
Somewhere along the line,in 

transit of storage, due to wrong 

management neglect, lack of 
knowledge, faulty equipment or 
breakdowns in refrigeration the 
vaccine was exposed to higher 

temperatures that rendered it 

totally ineffective. 

Although several strategies are 

being tested- using mobile teams 

from fixed and provisional cen
tres - there are still consider

able heavy problems to be solved 

in order to achieve efficient 

immunization with restricted 

resources: 

1. Travelling on poor roads and 

weather conditions; 
2. Vaccines sensitivity to heat; 

3. Sterile requirements of vaccine 

administration procedure; 
4. Lack of energy supplies for 

conventional refrigeration; 
5. Limited technological and eco

nomic resources; 

6 . Responsibility of the team 

involved . 

In this paper some aspects will be 

shown of the last stage of the 
cold chain when no power supply 

is available . Special boxes have 

been constructed for the transport 
of the vaccines. These boxes are 

insulated and cooled by ice-bags, 

so-called cold dogs containing wa
ter and additive to increase vis
cosity . The boxes are in use in 

one week field trips of the vac
cination team under extreme 

climatic conditions. 

A proto-type of a cold box designed 

in appropriate technology in Sweden 

was supplied to the Pakistan Design 
Institute by the Unicef as an 

example of a high quality product 

possible to construct in developing 

countries. 
POI analysed the box from the point 

of view of design and manufacturing 
aspects e .g. availability of mate
rial and manufacturing possibilities 

in Pakistan . The Swedish box is a 
good example of the way in which 

designers in the West often think 
about developing countries. It is a 

good example of how things don't 

work. 

Swedish cold box f or Unicef, 

designed in appropriate t echnology. 
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There are no universal solutions for 

generalised problems of the devel
·oping countries . It is impossible to 

define the Third World as ~ phe

nomenon. Each developing country 
needs his own problem solution. It 

is too technocratic to think that 

there is one optimal design solution 

for a problem that exists in diffe

rent cultural and climatological 

parts of the world. 

The design of the Swedish box was 

not apprpriate for Pakistan's con
ditions. 

The required materia 1 s and compo-· 

nents were not available and diffe
rent local requirements could not 

be met. 

It was ironically to find out after 

some investigations that POI in 

collaboration with a Pakistan firm 
was able to design and produce a 
rather sophisticated cold box in 
medium technology, using fibergla ss 
reinforced polyester as material and 

pressure moulding as technique. 

The double shell construction of the 
box is in situ foamed with poly

urethan for insulation and to give 

structural rigidity to the box . 

The necessary ironmongery, clasps 
and hinges and seals for secure 
closure proved to be difficult to 

construct under local conditions at 

high quality level . 
The product proved recently in tes ts 

in London to be one of the best . 

About 40 to 50 models are available 

in the world. 

The cold life time of the POI-box is 
about one week under climatic · con

ditions of 43°C. Every day the box 

is opened 6 times for taking out 

vaccines. 

An i nteresting innovation has been 
developed for the WHO by the Pakistan 

Design Institute by re-ana.lys i ng the 

fundamental aims and objectives and 

generating alternative design solu

tions. 

Cold boxes must be shock-resistant, 

only than the insulating quality is 

assured. The insulation material 



Design and prototype of a cold box, designed and manufactu:Ped in 

Pakistan by PDI (fibergLass reinforced polyester with polyurethan foamed). 

must be protected against damage, 
the casing of the lid and box must 
be very stabile and sturdy connected. 

That"s why droptesting has to be 

done with all models. ~esigners and 

manufacturers tried to make their 
boxes resistant in the droptest by 

constructing the casing in strong 

and heavy wood, metal or plastic . 

The result is a compromis between 

costs, strenghts and weight . It is 

not true that the heavier and the 

thicker the material of the casing 

the stronger the box is. The heavier 

the box the more vulnerable it will 

be in the droptest. That's why POI 

searched for another sys tern to make 

the box shockresistant to protect 

the foamcore and the lid closing 

system against mechanical damage and 

moisture. 
The result of this approach is a 

hard foam box protected by a sur
rounding soft foam shock absorbing 
barrier. The soft ·foam is protected 
against mechanical damage by a 

canvas or leather upholstering and 

against moisture by a sealed plastic 
plasticfoil between the canvas or 

leather and the soft foam. 

The soft foam is an integral part 

of the lisclosing system. When 

closing the heavy zip the soft foam 

on the contact surface of box and 
lid will be compressed forming an 

ideal seal. 

This new approach has several ad

vantages: materia 1 s and production 

technology is available ' in devel

oping countries. If no zips or plas-

tic foam is available, leather straps 
and other insulation and flexible 
shock absorbing materials can be used 

as cotton, wool and lots of other 
natura 1 fibres. 

The total weight of the box is very 

low, so that even bigger boxes can 

be carried by persons. 

Especi ally for mountainous and other 

rough terrain where the immunisation 
team has to carry the boxes over 
longer distances is this design 

proposal very useful. The softbox 

can be carried as a ruck-sack, in 

towns the vaccinators can carry the 
light boxes with them travelling by 

bus or by taxi. 

Materials and production costs can 

be considerably lower than these 
costs spent in the construction of 
boxes with a hard casing. 

The POI cold box could not be used 

as a representative example of an 

appropriate design for Third World 

Countries . A product design team 

and a factory working up different 

kinds of polymers is a combination 
not existing in too many developing 

countries. 
That's why Jansdaal was asked by the 
World Health Org-anisation to write 

a paper about constructing and 

modifying cold boxes for the trans

port of vaccin~s using appropriate 

technology for · developing countries 

in the world in Asia, Africa and 

South America . This paper has been 
published now. It is aguide to 

design modification, testing, pro

duction and quality controlling of 
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cold boxes for areas where suitable 

industrially produced models are 
physically or economically not 
vailable. 

The paper deals with appropriate 

technology, specified as low and 
medium technology: 

--Appropriate technology: objective 

is to create new products in a 

defined area with use of the ex

isting know-how of the population 

and with available techniques and 

materials in this area. The re

sults must fulfin needs and m-ust 

be sociany, culturally and eco

nomically acceptable. 

--Const~~cting cold boxes in appro

pria te technology implicates the 

use of low and medium technology. 

--Low technology: working up and 

assembling of traditional materi

als (steel, wood, copper, brass, 

natural fibres and adhesives) 

with traditional hand tools and 

techniques (Craftsman technology). 

--Medium technology: working up and 

assembling of traditional materi

als and non-traditional materials 

(alum~nium, polymers) wi th more 

adva~ced techniques. In this 

connection are mentioned: 

- punching and bending of metal 

sheet for hinges and catchers; 

-vacuum forming of thermoplastics; 

-blow moulding of thermoplastics; 

-polyester hand layup technique. 

-Mixed low and medium technology: 

-non-tradi tional materials such 

as thermoplastic sheet can be 

traditionally assemb Zed; 

-re-cyclable industrial materials 

and products can be reused by 

low and/or medi~ technology. 



The paper is meant for the EPI 
programme managers, for the design
ers and producers involved with 
cold boxes in appropriate technolo
gy. The purpose of the given design 
proposals is not only that they 
initiate a way of thinking about 
constructing cold boxes that leads 
to independence and self-reliance 
of the participants of the Cold 

.Chain Programme in the Third World. 

Ergonomic principles are very im
portant i.n this respect; a. human 
being is able to carry weights; 
important factors influencing this 

ability are weight,sllape, distance, 
and the way in which the weight is 
carried with or without help of an 
expedient. 

Understanding of principles of heat 
transfer is very important for 
designers and they are explained in 
the paper. 

Detailed proposals are given for 
modification of existing cold-boxes 
and carriers. Available boxes are 
researched. Tests showed that the 
cold lifetime was insufficient, 
closing of the lid was bad, leakages 

occur. 

Reinforcing of the weak outercasting 
with light metal structures and 
added various components like cat
chers, locks and handles are some 
of the proposals. 

The paper is illustrated with draw
ings showing ideas, possibilities of 
construction details in low techno

logy and traditional materials, even 
available in remote areas of the 
developing countries. 

Also the design solutions in medium 
technology are mentioned, possibly 
available in towns. 

Innovative design for the World Health Organisation by 
the Pakistan Design Institute : the soft-foam vaccin carrier. 

Ergonomic j"actors regarding 
cultural habitudes of 
carrying ~eights. 

Proposals for modifications 
of existing cold boxes. 

Principles of heat transfer 
a:re e:rp Zained in the paper. 
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A tention providing clasp 
in appropriate technology; 
ZocaZ .design and production. 



P. BEEKMAN 

A PROJECT OF URBAN RENEWAL FOR 

The project for the renewing of a 

quarter in the old city of 
Istanbul, is a result of the study 
trip to Turkey in '78. 

If you go to Istanbul you can see a 
lot of architecture there, you 
really meet what you learned about 
architecture, or what you red in 
architecture books. 

But if you are there somewhat 
longer and you have the sense for 
the housing problems of the people, 
you discover the impulse by your
self to help or to do something. 
The old quarters of the city are 
overpopulated, and the circumstan
ces for living there are very bact. 
This problem is caused by the in
comers from the countryside, who 
cannot find a job in their vil
lages, the agriculture has been 

mechanised and there is a lack 
of alternatives for the workers. 
The circumstances run down, 

schools are closed and the social 
services are on a minimum level, 
many families are looking for a 
better situation in the towns, 
or in Western Europe. In this 
way the migration to the towns -
had arisen, they live in large 
groups together, in a few rooms in 
decayed houses of the old quarters 
of the city, mostly in the neigh
bourhood of the small workshops 
and factories ~here they have a 
job of bad and dirty work for 
little money. 

The industrial development of 

Istanbul needs the amount of cheap 

labour. If the workers should ask 
for more or better circumstances 
they would be discharged. 
There is no choice: either to be a 
poor worker in the town, or unem
ployed in the countryside. But the 

background of the slums in the old 
quarters is complex and covers more 
problems than I could understand. 
The larger number of import-workers 
coming from everywhere, is harmful 
for the social connection between 
the inhabitants. Another negative 
aspect is the density, caused by 
the haphazard exploitation of the 
decayed houses, the owners will not 
turn them into better ones and the 
government is not able to put more 
pressure, because there is no money 
for better houses and reduction of 
the density, so that the family 
structure can grow. 

My conclusion is that the lack of 
repair of the houses is the begin
ning of this negative process, the 
whole situation of the quarters runs 
down if you ·are not able to stop 
this. You see the tendency that the 
vacant bad houses are bought by the 
middle class, not by the real capi
talists, but by the "well-to-do" 
men. The property of houses there
fore is spread over a large group 
of owners. These house exploitants 
are specially interested in buying 
2 or 3 houses in a row in order to 
break them down for a new and grea
ter building like a hotel or an 
appartment. 

The whole situation causes a 
damaged environment and the ori
ginal people leave as soon as 
possible, but for the existing 
inhabitants there is no prospect 
of a better time or place. 
Their government is the only one 
who can save their rights. 

After Istanbul I was in Egypt, 
Saudi Arabia and Marocco and 
there I have also met the pro
blems with overpopulation in the 
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old quarters of the towns. 
This is not specific for the big 
cities like Cairo, but each town, 
small or big, has it more or less. 
In all places you can see the 
increase of the unskilled people, 
outcasts, cheap labourers for the 

factor ies, a process always in 
the same context of a changed 
agriculture, excess of birthrate 
(and so on). Peop 1 e 1 i vi ng in 
squatters or slums, together in 
families, each with their own 
way of life. 

During the· execution of the pro
ject of Istanbul and especially by 
the evaluation afterwards, I feel 
the need to formulate the problem 

in general terms. 
I think that I can say that most 
of the problems in the third world 
are problems of density, caused by 
what is called "urbanisation". 
The culture of the third world, 
especially of Islamic countries is 
not based on a dense society. 



All the social solutions, laws, 

relations between (groups of) 
people, organisation of towns are 

based on small concentrations of 
families, trade cartels, mosque 
centres, and such. 

The people have no answer to the 
new problems arisen, and caused by 

the Western influence of large 
scale organisations and production. 

We (from fiestern Europe) cannot 
understand this conflict, we only 

see the results. But we can help 
to tackle the gap between the 
original culture and the problems 

of the density, because we have 

experience in living in high

density areas, we have knowledge 

about social organisation and 
management. 
It is important that the local 

governments can make clear and 

describe the situation in such 
terms, that it can be understood 
by their own people. 

I think that we can give the tools 

for this process, not tools shar
pened by the experience in our si
tuation, but tools adapted to the 
local situations. 

Thinking about the right tools 
asks for the question about the 
education at our department. 
Questions like: 

What about architecture as a prin

ciple of the western status and 
power? 

What about structures grown in our 
efficient society, with expensive 

materials and a lot of energy? 

What about construction methods 

all mechanised to save labour? 

What about the look at the pro
blems of the third world, without 
our own profit? 
But I have questions, I cannot 

deny that I was born and have 

grown up in anoti1er world. All the 
things I'm doing are drained with 

my education. I find and use the 
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terms and methods which I have 
learned, like a look in a mirror. 
The question is: the methods and 
terms that I will show you now 
about my analysis of the problem, 
are they the right ones? 

Because they are coming from 

another culture, other feeling and 
nature. In our culture it is normal 
to speak in a way of systems, or to 
make ana lyses, 1~i th speci a 1 terms 
for the arrangement of settlements 

and architecture. I am curious to 
know the terms and system that can 
be produced by the people them
selves. 

Analysis of the housing problem in 
a quarter of Istanbul. 

The oldest part of the city Eminoi 

can be devided into 3 parts: the 
Islamic part, the Byzantic part and 
the c ita de 1 • 

You can see two different kinds of 
structure there: the Islamic is 
chaotic with the mosque in the 
centre, there you find the old 
wooden houses, the Bazar, Univer
sity. And secondly, the Byzantine 
structure, which is rectangular 

with houses of stone and long row 
horizontal streets. 

Between these two parts there is 

the Ordu Caddesi, the main road of 
the old town. 

You can see the Ordu as the "pu
blic" space, there you'll find the 
tourists and you can reach the im
portant monuments. 

Behind this "public" street, there 
are the "private" quarters, where 

people are living; each quarter has 
its own structure, according to its 
function: "housing". 

I called it the "private" (closed) 
structure, because it has to be 

safe. If it is intended for living, 
safety is the primary factor. 
Now the problem of the situation 
of the old housing quarters can be 

described in terms of being no 

longer the safe and closed place 
for living. The people are driven 

out by the lack of privacy, caused 

by the growth and strength of ini
mical functions. 

That was also the view of the town 

planners. They made a model for the 
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whole city as well as for the 

parts; to separate public and pri

vate. Each part (called a struc

tural and functional unit) has to 

be a "balanced" unit in itself. 

If you want to realise such units, 

you'll have to reduce the amount 

of transport, between the districts 

and you'll have to limit production 

and the amount of people. You can 

make each part in a way according 

to its place in the whole of the 
city, for instance for public 
service, production or housing. 
But in the Islam'ic way of life 

you shouldn't make one-sided units, 

because the whole life is "woven" 

with very many aspects. Each unit 

therefore must be compared out 

of several functions related to 

a standard for the unit as a new 

complete whole. 
In this way you get a system, in 

which each unit has its own prin

cipal function. 

In a living unit (for instance 

the housing quarter) not only 

housing functions have been 

arranged, but also other functions 

related to the requirements of 

good liv~ng. In this way you get 

the "standard" about the character 

of the other functions in the 

quarter. 

The main functions, depending on 

the balance in the residential 
quarter are : living, traffic, 

production. If you want a balance 

for good Jiving, you must expel 

some of the polluting and distur

bing functions, like factories, 

large garages or workplaces, as 

they disturb the living circum

stances . 

The recovery of the balance, in 

order to achieve privacy again, 

is the first condition for a new 
start of living. The second con

dition is to repair the bad dwel

lings, so that they can be consi

dered for living and become free 

of haphazard speculation. Once 

these conditions are set, you can 
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-.- .. t 
start the new or~anisation of 
living and become free of haphazard 

speculation. Once these conditions 

are set, you can start the new 

organisation of living, traffic 
and product ion. 

You therefore need an analySis of 

the structure in relation to the 

occupied functions, because the 

structure has the capacity to in
clude functions and this has to be 

in harmony with its place in the 
whole. 

l-iViNG At~ ... , CLOSEO $TIJ,cwt:E 

That means _ that you can weigh the 
functions against the capacity of· 

the "structure-services", like 
sewerage, pipes, electric power, 

telecommunication etc. 
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In the project area, the long and 
row horizontal streets have more 

technical capacity than the short 

and vertical ones. Besides, the 

horizontal streets are more suit
able for traffic and htavy func

tions. 

On these terw; the cone l us ion can 
be drawn that the long horizontal 

streets are the right place for 

the public functions. 
The short vertical ones can be 

intended for living. 

For rearrangement of the functions 

you can collect all the workshops 
from the cellars of the houses to 

the corners of the horizontal 

streets and build a special buil
ding there. This can be higher and 

contain more services, because the 

infrastructure of the horizontal 
street allows more than that of 

the vertical one. The renovation 

of the living streets in the quar

ter starts after this moving 

process. 
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It is possible to carry out the 
process in two different phases: 

first the moving process to build 

up the public structure, and se
cond the renovation of the houses, 

either handling each house sepa

rately or handling a group of 

houses in-the whole street. 

The renovation of the houses is a 

story of itself, for which 

need another chapter. 

should 

But the intention of this process 

is to build up the structure of 

the houses with an efficient 
building system and to have them 

completed by the owners afterwards. 



J. JANSSEN 

BAMBOO RESEARCH AT THE EINDHOVEI'l 

UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

To increase the self-sufficiency of developing countries. 

indigenous materials must be exploited to the full. Among them 

bamboo is a familiair material with a long history of 

usefulness, and in building it has been ~mployed in South-East 

Asia for housing and for scaffolding; but could it play a big

ger part in building. especially in structural applications ? 

To answer this question in 1974 the author began a compre

hensive research programme on the mechanical properties of 

bamboo, particularly for structural uses in joints and trusses. 

The present paper highlights the research done on these sub

jects. The problem of durability remains a major one, of 

course, but falls outside the author's specific field of 

interest. 

Similarly, bamboo as reinforcement in concrete is not des

cribed here . 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Bamboo grows in many countries in South East Asia (India, 

Pakistan, Bangladesh. Thailand, Malaysia. Indonesia. China, 

Philippines. Japan, Sri Lanka). in some countries in Africa 

(Kenya. Tanzania) and in south America (Colombia. Brasil. 

etc.). 
In these countries bamboo is a very important material as it 

is used for housing. other constructions. food, paperpulp, 

handicrafts, music instruments, water pipes, scaffolding. 

rural uses. etc. 
The annual crop is estimated at 10 million tons (compared with 

timber in L.D.c.•s. other than firewood: 180 million tons ) . 

which equals about B million km of bamboo or 200 times the 

circumference of the earth. 

In the context of this report the field of interest is limited 

to building constructions other than houses. Examples are 

trusses to support roofs of schools. clinics. market places; 

bridges; etc. 

Table 1 shows the use for these purposes in four countries i n 

South East Asia 
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\ crop used for 
country bamboo annual crop construction other 

area in km 2 in 106 ton than housing 

Bangladesh 6000 l.O 10 

Burma 6000 2.0 32 

India 100000 3.23 16 

Thai land 10000 0.1 20 

Total 122000 6.3 20 (mean) 

Table 1 

The mean of 20 percent in the last column of table 1 means: 

1.28 million tons, 

or 45 million U.S.$ (1 ton costs 35 U.S . $), 

or 1 million km. 

or 25 times the circumference of the earth. 

From these 1.28 million tons trusses and purlins for roofs 

covering 150 km 2 could be made, i.e. 0,25 m2 building per 

caput per year in the four countries mentioned. 

For Bangladesh 70 million villagers are said to use bamboo in 

their daily life, which is about 90 percent of the population 

of 80 million. 

From these figures, how incomplete they might be, it is clear 

that bamboo is important for construction other than housinCJ 

for some hundreds of million villagers in South East Asia, 

which figure could be extended with people in Colombia etc. 

The advantage of the use of bamboo as a construction material 

can be summarised as follows: 

From a bamboo-area, each year ripe culms can be cut. 

In case of wood, one has to wait for some twenty years, after 

which the area is clear-cut (deforestation, erosion); 

Bamboo is a light. strong, stiff and elastic material. In case 

of an earthquake. its behaviour is very good. For a f loorbeam 

or purlin bamboo needs only 40 percent material compared with 

wood: 

Only simple tools are needed like machete and hack saw for its 

cropping and use; 

No sawing or logging like in the case of wood; 

No waste material like bark and sawdust; 

Bamboo is not in competition with wood for charcoal; 

Bamboo can be cultivated by individual villagers; 

The return of capital is faster for bamboo than for wood. 

Another advantage of bamboo as a building material is the 

small quantity of energy needed for production, compared with 

other building materials, also taking into account the 

different bearing capacities of each material. 

Table 2 shows the ratio of energy for production per unit 

stress when in use: 

units 

concrete 

steel 

wood 

240 

1500 

80 

bamboo 30 

MJ/m3 per Ntmm2 
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Example: from the figures 30 for bamboo and 240 for concrete 

it can be cone! uded that the product ion of bamboo 

needs only 1/8 of the energy needed for the produc

tion of the same bearing capacity in concret•. 

Among the draw backs of bamboo ace the following: 

Bamboo needs preservation, similarly as for timber; 

Due to the hollow form, the fire risk is greater than with 

wood (which is massive); 

Joints are more difficult than in wood; 

Bamboos ace not of equal length and diameter. 

RESEARCH IN EINDHOVEN, 1974 - 1982 

The reason for the start of our research was a request made by 

volunteers in developing countries. They asked technical 

advice on how to build bamboo trusses for schools and ware

houses. We did not know how to help them to solve their 

problems, but we found old information in the files of our 

former Royal Dutch Indian Army, from the 1890's. With this 

information we could give them a proper advice. This old 

information, however, appeared to be useful to many volun-

teers. and so we published a reprint. Severa 1 hun-

dreds of copies of this Dutch reprint have been distributed 

among volunteers. In addition to this text, a similar English 

text has been prepared. Both reprints contain infor

mation on the use of bamboo in building. We thus became 

interested in bamboo, and we developed a research programme on 

the use of bamboo in building structures, especially in 

trusses for roofs or bridges. Our idea is that bamboo can play 

a bigger role in building than it did, because the mechanical 

properties of bamboo are not used to the full. In bamboo 

structures a development is required similarly to that in e.g. 

wooden trusses: a century ago every carpenter built a wooden 

truss like his father did, with too much wood, and of unknown 

safety. Now wooden trusses are designed, calculated and built 

on the bas is of much research, with less wood and of a know 

safety. We wish to contribute to such a development. 

our research started in 1974. A bamboo laboratory was instal

led, bamboo material was ordered from the Philippines and 

research got under way. 

The research was terminated in 1982, yielding the following 

results: 

an overview of the short term mechanical strength and stiff

ness of bamboo in case of compression, bending, tension and 

shear, in relationship with the biological composition of the 

bamboo; 

a mathematical model of the sclerenchyma-cell, to explain the 

mechanical properties from the biological composition; 

a study on how to join bamboos to be used in the joints in 

trusses and bridges. About so joints were built full scale, 

tested and improved. In addition 5 trusses with a free span of 

8 m were built. 

The results of this programm were published on scientific 

level in a doctor's thesis and on congresses in London. singa

pore and Kyoto. 

The results have also been translated to a low technical 

level, to be used by field practitioners (up till now 1.300 

copies). A first and hesitant step towards the transfer of re

search results to small target groups. 
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The costs of this programm have been U.S.$ 800000, including 

10.35 men-year by staff. These costs were carried by the Eind

hoven University of Technology. 

Pages 83 - 84 show some pictures. Page 84 shows a cross

section of a building with bamboo trusses. based on this 

research. 

Some closing remarks: 

a) The described research programme and findings were presen

ted at the meetings of bamboo researchers in Singapore 

(1980) and Kyoto (1981). At these meetings. all the leading 

bamboo experts from South East Asia were present, and their 

reactions were unanimously positive. 

b) Unfortunately, the research is unique in the world and 

similar research is done nowhere. This leaves us with two 

problems. First. other research centres should be initiated 

in countries where bamboo is used and second the already 

available research results and the results yet to come need 

translation for the target groups. 

c) Housing was not a topic in the programme. because struc

tural problems hardly occur in housing. 

d) gecommendations resulting from the programme were: 

research into the long term behaviour of bamboo should be 

initiated 

design of and research on trusses should continue 

training programmes for young researchers from bamboo coun

tries are needed 

dissemination of the results to people in bamboo countries 

is a must. 

AIMS OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAMME 1984~1988 

It is well known how clever people in bamboo regions are in 

building with bamboo. Why then is research necessary ? 

- Economic Reasons. 

The quantity of bamboo, needed for a building or a bridge, 

can be diminished to two-third or even one half if tradition 

is enlarged with the results of research, in a similar way 

as we have seen with wood in the past forty years in Europe. 

Bamboo can be used instead of timber, which is becoming 

increasingly expensive. 

- Safety reasons. 

Constructions built with traditional knowledge only, are 

sometimes much too safe in certain parts of the construction 

(which also means too expensive), but in others they are not 

safe enough. Research can improve this . to reach a safety 

equally divided over all parts of the construction. in a 

similar way as we have seen in the past with brick and tim

ber constructions. 

- Ecological reasons. 

If the use of bamboo in building could be promoted, the risk 

of deforestation could be diminished. 

Special attention should be given to building regulations in 

countries where bamboo is a common material: in most cases 

they only deal with steel. concrete and wood, and do not 

mention bamboo, which prohibits building with bamboo. Building 

regulations should deal with bamboo as well. if bamboo is to 

be given the place it is worth. The results of research shall 

be given to building departments in bamboo-key-countries. to 

draw their attention to bamboo in future texts of their buil-
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ding regulations. 

The aims of the proposed programme of activities concern fun-

damental, advanced, research practical and technical 

research training of your researchers and dissemina-

tion of research results. 

BENDING TEST 

TEST un Jorr:!, AHER rP,ILIJRE 

~ 
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8 me tres 

Cross-section of a building with bamboo trusses 

DETA IL OF TEST ON TRUSS 

CONSULTANCY SERVICE 

Dr . Janssen is glad to run a consultancy service on bamboo as a 

building material. This serice is free for those working in 

favour of developing countries, with no financial interest for 

their own. This service is based on dr . Janssen's 

rience as well as on his library, containing 280 

articles, with an index system with 980 entries . 

Address: 

own expe

books and 

Dr: . J.J.A. Janssen, Eindhoven University of Technology, 

P . O. Box 513 , 5600 MB Eindhoven . 
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P. ERKELENS 

EXPERIENCES WITH LOW-COST HOUSING IN KENYA 

~ 
as 

!.Background information 

During the years 1977 - 1980 the 
author worked in Kenya under The 

Netherlands Technical Assistance 
PrograllVlle. First in the t4inistry 
of Housing and Social Services as 
a housing planner and later as a 
materials engineer in the Housing 

Research and Development Unit 
(HROU) at the University of Nai

robi. Some of the experiences 
during this period will be dis

cussed in this article. 

2.The Housing problem 

Kenya is about 17 times The 
Netherlands and has about 15 mil

lion of inhabitants of which 2 
million people live in the three 
big towns Nairobi, Mombasa and 
Kisumu. 

Like many other developing coun
tries also Kenya is facing a number 
of problems such as: 
- A high unemployment rate 

(of over 20% in urban areas) 

- A high birthrate (3 .5% per annum) 
A food shortage by times in some 
parts of the country 

- And a tremendous housing shor

tage in particular in the towns. 

Every week 500 illegal dwellings 
are completed and occupied in the 

towns of Kenya and three times as 
much in the rural areas. 

The housing shortage is at all 
level s of income and i s one of the 

reasons for the continuous increa

sing rents. 



The housing shortage can be de
fined as the difference between 
the required number of houses and 

the available number of houses of 

a certain (defined) minimum stan
dard . 
It will be clear that the defini

tion of an acceptable minimum 

standard can lead to numerous 
discussions.~) But also the cal

culation of the required number 
of houses can be done in different 

ways. 

~Je wi 11 1 eave this subject and we 
follow the National Development 

Plan 1979-1983 (page 171) which 
gives the following figures: 

In 1978 was the current shortfall 
in urban areas : 140.000 units. 
Estimated annual increase in urban 
households over 5 years: 150.000 
units. 

Estimated annual increase in rural 
households over 5 years : 450 . 000 
units. 

Annual replacement in rural areas 
over 5 years: 600.000 units. 

Being a total of: 1.340.000 units . 

~)To illustrate this with a Dutch 
example: There is a housing 
shortage nowadays but if the 
standards should be applied of 
20 years ago there would be a 
surplus now. 

The same development plan projects 

a construction output of 74.000 
housing units in the modern sec

tor. Experience has shown that 
there is a considerable difference 
between the projected- and the 

real output: 

For the plan period 1970 - 1974 

was projected: 50.000 but realized 
250.000 units and for the plan 
period 1974 - 1978 was projected 
40.000 but realized 9.000 units. 

This may justify the conclusion 

that in this plan period will be 
realized only: around 30.000-
40.000 units. Thus increasing the 

shortfall by: 1.300.000 units (!) 

within 5 years. 

3.Housing for the lower 
income brackets 

The whole problem of low cost 
hou ing is a very complicated 

subject and cannot be solved in 
a simple way. 

In Kenya the provision of low 
cost housing is realized by 
various ministries, the National 

Housing Corporation (NHC) and 

foreign aid organizations like the 

World Bank and USAID (United 
States Aid) both in collaboration 
with the Government and also by 
some private organizations. 

Medium and High cost housing is 
provided for ·by the NHC and pri
vate developers. Limited govern

ment funds are used for rental 
accomodation. Most of housing is 

built for selling or for tenant
purchase. 

A low cost house can be provided 
in various ways: 

1} As a completed house. A stan
dard low cost house consists of 

2 rooms of respectively 9 and 12 
m2, a kitchen, a shower, a toilet 

and a splash area . The realization 
of thes~ houses is usually in 
hands of a special project orga
nization. 

2) As a partly completed house 
(sites and services concept). The 
owner is provided with a plot 

with a completed core unit con
sisting of a shower, a toilet 

sometimes a kitchen unit and basic 
infrastructure (water, sewerage). 

The owner/occupant can complete 
the house within a limited period 

with a materials loan. 

And: 

3) Because of the ever increasing 
building costs a plot with basic 

services only (access road, water

tap on the plot and a sewer con

nection on the plot boundary). 
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Dependent on the location and 
subsoil conditions a complete 
house (of about 37 m2) of conven

tional materials will cost Kshs 
32.000/- or Dfl. 260/m2 contrac

tors rate (1982). 

A core unit (shower, toilet, kitch

en) of 9,18 m2 will cost Kshs 
17.000/- or -Dfl. 556/m2 contractors 
rate. 

Basic services will cost Kshs 
8.000/- or Ofl. 2.400. 

Affordabi 1 ity of a core unit 

Let us assume a core · unit serviced 

with roads, water sewage and a loan 

provided by the Nat iona.l Housing 
Corporation: 

Costs of a core unit Kshs 17000.
Repayment period 
20 years 

(Subsidized) interest 
rate 6,5 % 

Annuity per year 1542.-
Other costs: 
r1a i ntenance 2 % 

Insurance 0,25 % 

Landrent 3 % of value 

of 10 % of house 433.-
Administration costs: 
Administration costs 7,5 % 

Bad debts 5.0 % 247.-
Total per year: 
Per month: 

Kshs 2222/ 

Kshs 185/8 

Required income between: 740 - 926 
(20 - 25 ;q. 

At least 50% of the population 
earns less than Kshs 700/- per 

month. So they are not qualified 
for this type of housing. Those 

who are qualified may construct a 
temporary room next to the core 
unit and will construct in due 
course a room of permanent mate

rials which they can either occupy 
or sublet. 

By this system of subletting the 
repayment costs can be brou9ht up 
easier. 

Though this type of housing is not 
cheap. 



Plot. initially provided with a coritractor-built shower and toilet 

plus main walls and a roof covering the habitable area. 

occupied by an owner houaehold and two minor subtenant bou.a:ehold8. 

Low cost housing Kibera 
-11 intiU. of 

tilli>er board• 

Due to the immense short fall, 
this provision of Site and Service 
housing full fills only' a part of 
the housing market but the people 
with a low or no income have to 
seek other housing. They usually 
rent a room or start to 'squatt'. 

Any type of housing is too 

expensive for low/no-income people, 
which are an important category. 
Therefore ways and means have to be 

found to cater for these people. 

~le can think of: 
- Reduction of the interest rates 
- Simplification of standards 
- Stimulation of squatter improve-

ments 

- Research into lower cost building The HRDU publishes a wide range 
materials and constructions. of reports papers and recommen-

dations concerning all aspects 
Activities are undertaken at a num- of low cost housing. The HRDU 
ber of these points. The last two also provides a teaching service 
items are a part of the tasks of in the University on . low cost 
the Housing Research and Develop- housing and urbanization problems. 
ment Unit, where the author worked. 

4.The Housing Research and Develop

ment Unit. (HRDU) 

The HRDU was · established as a 
result of recommendations of ·a 
UN report on housing in Kenya in 

1965 and is based at the Univer
sity, Faculty of Architecture 
Design and Development. It i s 
supported by funding by the 
Ministry of Housing and Social 

The staff (15) of the HRDU con
sists of: 
a director, architects (2), 
sociologist, architect planner, 
economist, engineer services, 
engineer materials, some tech
nical and clerical staff. 

The materials engineer in the 
Unit is responsible for the 
development of low cost building 

materials and constructions. 
-Stimulation of self help projects· Services which is also the Units' 

Research into more simple designs primary client. 
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By pressing one pipe doW!• in a corruga1: ion, the 
previous one should be kept in place. 

S.HRDU Research into low cost 
building materials and low cost 

constructions 

One of the tasks of the HRDU is 

research into low cost materials 

and cons tructions. Because of the 
limited number of staff the Unit 

works closely together with other 

local instituteslike the University 
Department .. . of Ci vi 1 Engineering 
and foreign organizations like the 

British Building Research Esta
blishment. 

The following examples of research 
are results of either HRDU research 

only or of joint efforts. 

5.1 The HRDU has made a design of 

a low cost house in 1975 to 

be built in an experimental 
self-help scheme in Kibera/ 

Nairobi. A prototype was con

structed on the campus of the 
University. It is a pity that 

the actual realization of the 

project never took place. But 
it i s a very good example of 

a 1ow cost housing construc

tion. (Fig. 1) 
By changing position of the 

wa1ls the use of the house can 

be altered. House type A shows 
a solution with subtenants. 

The construction shows some 
typical low cost solutions. 

- A simple column construction 
-Wall infill is possible 

maximum flexibility 

- No trusses but simple rafters 
- Roof ventilation. 

5.2 Roofing: Sheets 
Sheets of approximately 1 x 1 
m can be made on a very simple 

way on site. This method was 
developed by the Department of 
Civil Engineering and the 
Kenyatta University College. 

3 layers of cement mortar are 
plastered on a flat polythene 

sheet with also 2 layers of 
sisa1 fibres. Afterwards cor

rugation is given by pressing 

the sheet into a mould.(Fig.2) 

5.3 Papyrus polythene roof 

A low cost roof cons isting 
of polythene sandwiched be
tween papyrus was tested for 
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a period of three years under 
Nairobi weather conditions. 
For this purpose an experi

mental structure was erected 
at the mai n campus. This 
rooftype is very simple and 
appropriate. It can be plas

tered to reduce combustibility. 

The estimated life time is at 
least 5 years. (Fig. 3) 

5.4 Thatched roof 

Thatch as a roofing material 
is still in use in rural areas. 
Thatching materials are: 
papyrus, grass and palmleaves. 

As it is at some locations an 
appropriate building material , 
the HRDU undertook a research 
in the Kisi i district. 

Thatch can be home grown. 
One acre of e.g . cotton grass 
can provide for a roof of 

100m2. The life time of a 
thatched roof, if well main

tained (and repaired) is in 

the order of 10 - 20 years. 
It has very ~ood thermal charac· 

teristic$ but it is a comhus

tible materia1. Safar no treat
ment could be developed to 
reduce this. 

5.5 Adobe walls with sisal 

The Undugu Society of Kenya 
has constructed some staff

houses with appropriate mate

rials in Katangi (a small vil
lage) . 
This was an application of 



research results from the 
Department of Civil Engineering 
(UON) and others. 
The walls were made of unstabi
lized dried mud blocks (rammed 
earth) within the joints only 
sisal fibres. (Fig. 4) 
These fibres were taken up in 
a plaster layer on both sides 
of the wall. This construction 
has good earthquake resistant 
properties. 

5.6 Research in collaboration with 
the Building Research Establish

ment (U.K.) 
The Building Research Establish 
ment (England) has developed a 
new block making machine 
(Brepak) which can manufacture 
stabilized blocks of a higher 
compressive strength than those 
made with the HRDU, on-site 
field trials were conducted. 
Results are ·promising: the sur
face of the blocks is smoother, 
blocks are more condensed. 
Also unstabilized blocks can 
be made and it is expected · 
that these blocks will have 
a longer lifespan than blocks 
made with the cinvaram. 
A small clinic was built with 
the ' Brepak' blocks. 

5.7 Low cost timber roof truss 
Though Kenya has much timber 
(podo, cypress and cedar) 
timber as a building material 
did never become very popular, 
because of a number of reasons. 

There is a limited knowledge 
about structural and other 
aspects of timber. There is 
also a lack of proper designs 
for timber constructions. 
Reason why the HRDU has de
veloped and tested a low cost 
timber roof truss for a span 
of a roof of 6.4 m. 

5.8 Other research 
There is far more research 
which can be mentioned and 
which was carried out like: 
- The behaviour of trench 

fill foundations 
- Lime sludge mortar 

View ot completed wall from the inner !ide 
before plasterin~. 

- Case studies of three buil
ding projects : a research 
into the employment genera
tion by building projects. 

6. Conclusions 

Finally I want to draw some con
clusions: 
To solve the housing problem is in 
my view a matter of at least a 

period of one generation, but also 
this University can contribute in 
solving this problem. Let me ex
plain. 

The Eindhoven University has given 
me special leave for more than 
three years. This has not only 
happened to me, but also to other 
members of this University. 
I have always found it a pity and 
waste of effort/money that expe
rience obtained in developing 
countries could hardly be appl ied 
on a more permanent basis when 
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back in this University. 

I believe that there is a reser
voir of knowledge which can be 
channelled in an effective way 
e .g. by the set-up of a consul
tancy unit. 



W. SCHIJNS 

LOCAL ARCHITECTURE IN MALl, WEST-AFRICA 

MOTIVATION OF THE PROJECT 

THE RESEARCH PROJECT IS A RESULT OF THE COcl-

1-lON CONCERN ABOUT THE DERIORATI0:-1 OF THE TRA

DITIONAL ARCHITECTURE fu~D BUILDING TECHNOLO

GY IN <·!ALI. AS OBSERVED BY AFRICAN AND DUTCH 

SCIENTISTS BUILDERS AND ALSO GOVE~~MENTAL OF

FICIALS. THIS COULD BE AN H1POR";"ANT CATALYST 

IN THE REVALUATIOi~ AND REDEVELOP1·1ENT OF THE 

INDIGE!WUS BUILDING-TRADITION. 

SEVERAL FOill1S OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH HAVE 

ALREADY BEEN, DONE BY DUTCHNEN IN MALI . FOR 

EXAMPLE IN THE FIELD OF ARCHEOLOGY, SOCIOLO

GY, GEOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, ANTHROPOLOGY AND 

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY. IN ADDITION THERE IS NEED 

FOR MORE RESEARCH ABOUT THE AUTHENTIC ARCHI

TECTURE AND VERNACULAR BUILDING. 

DEFINING THE PROBLEM 

WE CAN ~STABLISH THAT RECENT BUILDING IN AF

RICA IS MOS7LY A PROJECTION OF \~ESTERN MODELS, 

WITH THE RESULT THAT THE AUTHENTIC BUILDING 

CULTURE IS CONSIDERED INFERIOR. THE REJECTION 

THE SOLUTION FOR MAINTENANCE AND BUILDING PER

MAi~ENCE. 

RESEARCH SITUATIONS 

TWO ~£SEARCH AREAS IN MALI HAVE BEEN CHOSEN: 

DOGONLAND, ALONG THE CANYON OF BANDIAGARA AND 

THE INNER-DELTA OF THE NIGER. IN BOTH SITUA

TIONS DUTCH SCIENTIFIC WORKERS HAVE BEEN OPE

RATDIG FOR MANY YEARS. THEY CAN TRANSMIT THEIR 

KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCES. AS TO THE DOGONS, 

ESPECIALLY THE COHERENCE OF BUILT FORM, HOUSE 

FORI·! AND ARCHITECTURAL MEANING HAS AWAKENED 

OCR INTEREST AND HAS RESULTED IN TYPOLOGICAL 

STUDIES FO THEIR ARCHITECTURE . IN THE NIGER

DELTA WE FOCUS ON THE MONUMENTAL EARTHEN AR

CHITECTURE OF THE · r!EDIEVAL TOWN DJENNE. 

ESPECIALLY ITS OLD MASON-GUILDS WIIICH llf!E STl LL 

ACTIVE NOWADAYS, ARE OF HIGH INTEREST, BE

CAUSE THEY HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE AND GREAT 

SKILL IN 11UD BUILDING. SO WE STARTED AN IN

TEGRAL STUDY OF DJENNE'S ARCHITECTURE WITH 

ANTHROPOLOGIST IMPLICATIONS, BECAUSE WE BE-
OF TRADITIONAL VALUES DESTROYS THE BALANCE LIEVE THAT THESE EXA!1PLES ARE H1PORTANT HIS
AND PATTERNS OF BUILDING ORGfu~ISATION AND CREA- TORICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL REPRESENTANTS OF 
TES DEPENDA!<CES, FOR EXAMPLE AS A RESULT OF 

THE NEED FOR FOREIGN BUILDING ~!ATERIALS, SUCH 

AS CE~lEl~T, STEEL, ROOF METALS OR OTHER IMPOR

TANT WESTERN BUILDING MATERIALS. ESPECIALLY 

IN RURAL AREAS THESE ARE MORE EXPENSIVE THAN 

TRADITIONAL MATERIALS BECAUSE THEY HAVE TO 

BE TRA!<SPORTED OVER LONG DISTANCES. 

AIM TO THE RESEARCH 

THE MAIN AU! OF THE RESEARCH IS TO PROVE THE 

FACT THAT THE LOCAL ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING 

TECHNOLOGY OF MALI IS llNI(JUE AND OF A HIGH 

UUALITY LEVEL. IT COULD BE THE RIGHT BASE FOR 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN APPROPRIATE ARCHITECTURE, 

~ICH STARTS FROM AFRICA'S OWN TRADITION. FROM 

THIS POINT OF DEPARTURE ONE CAN TRY TO FIND 

~ 
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THE BUILDING - CULTURE IN MALI AND WEST-AFRI

CA AS A WHOLE. 

THE RELEVANCE TO THE DEVELOPMENT PROBLEM 

IN tffiLI THE EXISTING BUILDING CULTURE IS NOW 

CHANGING QUICKLY OR RATHER DISAPPEARING. THIS 

RESEARCH CAN CONTRIBUTE TO THE COMPOSITION OF 

AN OVERALL CULTURAL DOCUMENT OF AFRICA \VITH 

· COULD SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW AFRICAN 

SELFCONSIOUSNESS WITH MORE RESPECT FOR THE 

INDIGENOUS CULTURE. THIS WINTER WE MET SEVERAL 

YOUNG AFRICAN ARCHITECTS IN TOGO. THEY SHOWED 

AN INCREASED INTEREST FOR THEIR RURAL ARCHI

TECTURE AND HAD EVEN MADE PROMISING SURVEY

STUDIES IN THE VILLAGES. APPARENTLY SOMETHING 

IS CHANGING. 



PARTICIPANTS 

THE PROJECTS HAS AN INTERDISCIPLINAY INTEN

TION, UNTIL THIS MQr.1ENT THE PARTICIPANTS ARE! 

CASPAR GROOT, CIVIL ENGINEER AND STAF MEMBER 

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY OF DELFT, 

PROF. DIEDERIK VAN DER WAALS OF THE UNIVERSI

TY OF GRONINGEN ru~D ROGIER BEDAUX OF THE UNI

VERSITY OF UTRECHT. BOTH ARCHAEOLOGISTS. AND 

MYSELF. AS PART OF THE PROJECT A GROUP OF 

DUTCH STUDENTS HAVE MADE INTENSIVE OBSERVA

TIONS IN THE TOWN CENTRE OF DJENNE. DURING 

SEVERAL 110NTH ANNELOU VAN GIJN AND ARIE Vru~ 

RANGELROOY, HAVE MADE ANTHROPOLOGICAL SURVEYS, 

ARCHITECTURAL OBSERVATIONS, MEASUREMENTS AND 

STUDIES OF BUILDING I~TERIALS. DURING THIS 

TH1E A PERFECT CONTACT WITH THE LOCAL POPU

LATION AND ESPECIALLY WITH THE FAMOUS ADOBE 

MASONS, HAS GROWN. 

RESULTS 

SO FAR THE PROJECT HAS RESULTED IN THE OBSER

VATIONS WICH WE SHOWED IN SEVERAL EXHIBITIONS 

AND A PUBLICATIOl.JS. ALSO A SMALL EXPERIMENT 

DURING OUR STAY IN DJENNE HAS TO BE MENTIONED. 

AFTER A REQUEST OF THE LOCAL DOCTOR, PLANS FOR 

A COUPLE OF SMALL ADOBE HOUSES FOR EPIDEMIC 

PATIENTS WERE DEVELOPED, TOGETHER WITH TWO 

YOUNG LOCAL MASONS. BECAUSE TIMBER WAS TOO 

EXPENSIVE WE PROPOSED VAULTS OF MUDBRICKS FOR 

THE ROOFS. AN OLD MEMBER OF THE MASON-GUILD 

WHO HAD EXPERIENCE WITH THESE CONSTRUCTIONS A 

LONG TIME AGO, TOLD US HOW TO DO IT. PRE

PARii.JG THZ PROJECT TillS WAY A WONDERFUL COMMU

NICATION HAS GROWN AND THERE IS NO DOUBT 

THEY WILL BE UNDER CONSTRUCTION SOON. 

THE FUTURE 

MORE OFTEl-1 THEH NO'I' THE ROLE OF THE ARCHITECT 

IS A DISTURBING FACTOR. HE PROMOTES THE WES

TERN BUILDING HODEL AND REJECTS LOCAL TRADI

TION. WE SHOULD START EDUCATIONAL BUILDING 

PROJECTS IN RURAL AREAS IN WHICH EUROPEAN 

AS \~ELL AS AFRICAN STUDENTS COOPERATE \HTH 

INDIGENOUS BUILDERS, OUT OF THIS COLLABORA

TION A NEW RESPECT FOR AND KNOWLEDGE ABOUT 

THE AUTHENTIC BUILDING SKILLS COULD GRO\~ . 

WOLF SCHIJNS 

<·1AART 1 9 8 2 
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TRADITIONAl. HOUSING IN DJENNE - MALI (HOUSE l) 

COURTYARD (HOUSE 1) 

CIIIEF-HOUSE IN BANANI, PAYS DOGON -MALI 



FACADE (HOUSE 1) 

GROUND FLOOR (llOUSE I) 
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SECTION (HOUSE I) 

FIRST STAGE (HOUSE 1) 



FACADE 

GMN/I.RY 1 GRANARY 2 GRANARY 3 

CHIEF-HOUSE IN SANGHA - PAYS DOGON ("GINNA NA") 

TOP VIEW OF THE CHIEF-HOUSE-COMPOUND IN SANGHA - PAYS DOGON 



J. 

NEW 

TURNER 

DIRECTIONS IN HOUSING 

1.0 S~lARY 

1.1 . This is a working paper to provide the common background to a series of 

current discussions and activities in the sphere of housing and local develop-· 

ment. Three elements are discussed which are assumed to correspond with the 

non-spatial and non-temporal dimensions of all activities in society: 

1) the use of basic resources, that is: land and space; work and time; technics • 

and energy. 2) demands for resources and the goods and services for which they 

are used, and 3) .policy or the response of government to demands for housing 

goods and services and for the resources used. 

1.2 It is argued that useful or operational statements of problems or barriers 

to the satisfaction of basic needs, such as sheltered habitat, must be in terms 

of resource use it' government policies are to be effective. And, if stated in 

these terms so that housing is understood as a process and activity rather than 

a separate sector and commodity, it is evndent that ef'fective action by govern

ment depends on the support it can give to local initiative, rather than the 

quantity of dwellings it can supply. 

~:l The proper use of resources, it is observed, depends on institutional struc

tures; above all, on decision-making and control systems. It is concluded that 

the greater the distances between deeisien-makers aad .resoumce users, the greater 

the risk of waste ~nd misuse so that decisions must be made at the lowest feas

ible level. 

1.4 It is pointed out that the devolution of responsibilities for resource use 

and locally specific social, economic and physical structures, or the forma of 

homes and neighbourhoods, depends on normative decisions and controls which 

guarantee access to resources and the freedom to use them in locally appropriate 

ways. Also that the necessary changes in policy demand more government action 

on the invisible structures of authority, law and the exchange system or 

finance, and less direct action through sponsorship or construction of housing 

projects. 

11 5 The argument is supported by the already evident trand away from housing 

project programmes, especially in Third World contexts, to programmes providing 

disaggregated aerv~ces. It is anticipated that this worldwide current of cban&e 

will move toward an increasing emphasis on "resource progr11111111es" through which 

government can most effectively enable and support local initiatives instead of 

the ineffective or increasingly costly attempts to intervene directly with the 

supply of centrally administered housing schemes. 
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2.0 Common Situations : Demands & Responses 

2.1 Host people in rapidly growing cities of low-income countries have ex

perienced an often dramatic deterioration of their housing conditions over the 

past decades. Many and most of the rapidly increasing number of new arrivals 

from the provinces and other regions have been forced to pay ever higher rents 

for inner-city accomodation; extreme overcrowding and the growth of shanty towns 

in and around city centres have been the inevitable result. At the same time, 

it has become increasingly difficult for most to resettle on unoccupied land 

to build their ovn homes, in -.:.eir villages or towns of origin,or on the periph-' 

ery of the city where they were born.or where. immigrants may prefe~; o;r be 

obliged to remaiQ.. The once co111110n and even. ·general symbiosis of inner-city,low

rental and self-organized and self-managed homes ·and neighbourhoods or villages 

of permanent ·residence. has broken down al1110st everyllhere under ·the cOmbined or 

separate pressures of rapid urban population growth, land speculation, policies 

on finance and standards affordable only by the minority of wealthier citizens. 

2.2 This situation was and,perhaps, .still is misunderstood by the grea·t major

ity of those in authority and by their vocal .and relatively well-off minority 

conatitutencies. Iri the. first place, only parts of the whole are seen to be 
relevant. Low-incom.e housing is seen as a ·separate !'henomenon·, even as a phys

ical commodity, separately from the social and economic situations of the bouse

holds, ignoring its sccial and economic realities. It is raro:ly seen in relation 

to other categories; even in· the· same city, let ·alone in towns and villages. 

Terall! such as "eye;-sores" betray the superficial perception of those who use t.~em 

to describe the homes and neighbourhoods of the poor, The elites' own town

houses used to form the cores of almost all cities before that population moved 

out to the modern suburbs, leaving their subdivided properties for rent to 

lower income people, if they were not turned over to commerce. It is not sur

prising that the wealthy resent the consequent deterioration of the city environ

ment and the predominance of the rapidly increasing low-income majority. The 

understandable but uninformed reaction is to try and eradicate the physical 

symptoms. 

2.3 As moat politicians and planners were ignorant of this process, thinking 

only of the physical and visible structures and their material standards, their 

policies were .counterproductive: on the one hand political pressures forced 

governments to hold controllable rents down to. increasingly unrealistic levels. 

accelerating physical deterioration and the growth of the poorest forms of inner 

city settlement; while, on the other hand, sporadic effort s were made to re

house lower-income ~eople in modern multi-family dwellings or in peri-urban 

single f amily unit developments . When lower-income ini tiatives were tsk.en, 

responding to effective demands for suburban resettlement in far more realistic 

ways, these were often violently discouraged by police action, though not always 

successfully. 
. . , . 

2.4 In some LatLn AmerLcan countries, such as ·Peru and Colombia, these contra-

dictions were particularly evident by the late 1950s. With two-thirds or more 

of all current urban growth '>e ing carried out by unauthorised developers and 

squatters·, the idea of er.adication and rehousing - .or just eradication - had 

become absurdly unrealistic. The unavoidable facts were a great incentive 

to accept the then new idea that the immense collective energy and initiative of 

the mass of the people should be "mobilised" and " channeled" instead of being 

suppressed or, if unstoppable, ignored. 
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2.5 The increasingly numerous, vocal and voting general public, most of which 

bas s great interest in rehousing themselves in the peri-urban settlements or 

in improving their conditions, once settled, encouraged the authorities to think 

along more constructive lines. Some of these then new linea of thinking were 

by well-known observers and even junior professional& working at field level in 

government departments. Mainly as a result of personal contact with tbe people 

auppoaedly eerved by the government agencies, a far better underatanding of their 

economic and aocial situations and priorities were acquired - modifying the 

viewa formed on the basis of statistical analyses of phyeical conditions. In 

the early, rather simple views that were widely adopted during the 1960a, it was 

evidently necessary to harness the will and efforts of the mass .of the people 

if any significant housing improvements were to take place in low-income contexts. 

Many politicians and professionals still long for the unattainable models such 

as those of Singapore and Hong Kong, but the majority, albeit reluctantly, have 

come to terms with the facts of contemporary urban life • . 
2.6 During the 1970s, the still over-simplified interpretations of these facta 

have led, nevertheless, to considerably more cost-effective government sponsored 

programmes, many co~funded with international agencies, most notably, the World 

Bank. The "service programmes" are now more generally acceptable than the 

"project prograDDes" of ready-to•occupy housing schemes. Service programmes 

provide building sit.es with varying levels of services, often complemented by 

projects installing services to up-grade existing settlements. 

2.7 Although substantially more has been achieved with lower levels of per 

capita investment of public funds in the sites and s·ervices prograumea, exper

ience has not been at all even, nor are the prognoses reassuring. In man~. 

perhaps most low-income households' experience of applying for plots in sites 

and services schemes, the rules and pro·cedures, the costs or all to.gether have 

led to turning the offer down or to selling the option to others who .could afford 

it. In other, no~ uncommon cases, properly qualified applicants have been pre

empted by others even before the intended beneficiaries had the chance to take 

up or to sell their own rights. And, where the intended beneficiaries have been 

in the great majority, large sites and services .schemes have tended to ex

acerbate the geographic segregation of social classes. 

2.8 Experience of settlement upgrading programmes appears to have been more 

positive to date. h.lhough great differences of cost and quality have been 

observed, both of the works carried out and of their maintenance, these progr8111Des 

appear to have served a much higher proportion of the intended beneficiaries 

quite satisfactorily. 

2.9 However, from some observations and· similar experiences in other contexts, 

the prognosis for upgraded urban areas in mixed economies is disturbing; the 

of ten considerable increase of land and property values, following improvement, 

or even, legal recoanition alone, threaten established communities. Low--income 

renters are squeezed out and low-income owner-occupiers tend to sell out in 

order to take advantage of the often considerable capital gains. Settlement 

up-grading under most current conditions could prove to be the prelude to an 

accelerated breakup of healthy mixed communities and local economies and the 

replacement by high-income residents or commerce. This may not matter if the 

former c::an reconstitute themselves elsewhere, but current urban development 

forma and policies tend to separate classes and activities into large, distant, 

homogenous and relatively sterile zones • 
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2,10 The change of perception and understanding needed for the institution of 

policies that can deal with these threats to real 'development and the reduction 

of poverty, is being stimulated by the increasingly evident limi~ations of these 

still quite new service programmes. Although sites and services and settlement 

upgrading programmes have achieved substantially more than the previous project 

programmes, their present scale and current rate of growth fall far abort of 

need, The central question for the major funding agencies sponsoring service 

programmes is the same as that which confronted them when their housing budgets 

were invested in project programmes: '~w can production keep up with the 

growth of demand, let alone catch up with the existing deficit ?" A few 

years ago, senior officials responsible for service programmes thought they 

knew the answer. Now those who are well-informed with .up-to-date experiences 

are not quite so sure. 

3.0 Changing Perceptions and Understanding 

3.1 Experience in all spheres has accelerated a deep change of perception and 

understanding of the elements of housing and any other activities: of demends 

of resources for their satisfaction, and of authority over demand and supply. 

In this section, I summarise my own understanding of these changes and, in 

the next and last section, I outline the policy implications. 

3.2 As the foregoing overview suggests, the perception of housing demand is 

changing from a simplistic assumption that it is a matter of physical quality 

alone, to the understanding and acceptance of economic, social and inatitutional . 
needs and priorities, as well as those for the wider, geographic aspects of 

location, It is coming to be widely, if not generally understood, that people 

suffer as much or even more from dislocation and insecurity or the non.trana

ferability of tenure than they suffer from the physical discomforts of poor 

shelter. 

3.3 The perception of resources and the means available for the satisfaction of 

demands has also been changing rapidly, especially since the publication of 

photographs of the planet Earth from outer space, and the consequent change of 

the global image from a geo-political chart to an ecological reality. This 

revolutionary image of our small and delicate space-ship Earth has shifted 

our focus onto the environmental limits to the waste of scarce resources, and 

their polluting effects, accelerated by the huge increase in oil prices. 

This inflation has also accentuated the escalating risks of increasingly unequal 

access to resources and essential goods. So it is becoming more aod more 

widely understood that the problems of supply have more to do with the econoay 

of resource use than with industrial productivity --that is, more to do with 

the UIOUOt of apace, time and energy used in proportion to useful goods and ser

vices generated, and less to do with the quantity of products per man hour or 

with financial returns on investment. 

3.4 The improved understanding of needs, priorities and demands as functions 

of relationships between people and all aspects of their changing situations. 

together with the ~mproved or renewed understanding of economy as a matter of 

basic resource use, are leading to a restatement of housing problema and taaks, 

The conventional definitions of housing problems in terms of numerical 

"deficits" statistically determined by offiei·ally designated material standards 

is increasingly suspect. Only where governments have exceptionally high per. 

capita budgets can targets based on such calculations be reached, or even appro

ached -- a fact that is more and more widely recognised by populations .a longer 

impressed by the few facades erected as a totally inadequate cover for the 
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ineffectiveness of government housing action. Even where a majority of those 

in need have been accomodated in mass-housing schemes, their viability is often 

if not generally being undermined by technical or social failures and 

consequent financial loss~s. 

3.5 In order to be stated usefully and to indicate attainable targets, 

problems must be restated in terms which identify mismatches of supply and demand 

or, at least, which relate the investment of resources to the output of useful 

goods and services in space and time. Quantifiable indicators are necessary, 

of course, but where the conditions are functions of relationships ·between 

people and their built environment, these must be ratios or proportions between 

guant:ities they cannot be fixed quantities or scales, either logically or 

in practice. For example, anyone will have a real housing _problem when 

accomodation costs more than one can afford to pay -- a lethal situation for 

those who cannot afford even to eat well enough to keep in good health. 

3.6 Real stresses from which people so commanly suffer, but which are often 

overlooked,are more directly linked to dysfunctions and diseconomies of society 

and its environment as a whole, than those between physical conditions and 

appearances. When low-income people are barred from places where they can most 

easily earn a living and live cheaply, they are much more likely to become 

burdens on society, rather than contributing, tax-paying citizens. Similarly, 

when better-off households are barred from the secure tenure of land for improved 

homes and neighbourhoods, society will lose not only the benefit of their invest

ments, but may also have to carry the unnecessary burden of the highly subsi

dised inner-city accomodation so many moderate and middle-income households 

acquire - - often at the ~ense of those who really need them. 

3.7 Increased awareness of the relative nature of needs and the extreme varia

bility of demands, together with an awareness of the necessity of basic re

source economy, leads to a deeper understanding of the relationships between 

demands and the uses and abuses of resources. As one observes what land, 

skills and technologies are used by whom, how and with what results, it be

comes clear that the still widespread assumptions of superior knowledge and 

authority by professionals working for or through large organisations, whether 

public or private, are generally exaggerated and often false. 

3.8 In the ·field of housing, economies of scale in the use of basic resources 

are, by and large, the inverse of what has been so commonly assumed in the past. 

The ·- larger, more dcentralised and more distant the decision-makers from the 

actual users of resources on sites and in their own homes and neighbourhoods,_ 

the greater the expenditures and costs. The larger and more complex the organ

isation, the higher the proportion of higher to lower-paid employees; the 

greater the ~tations to use capital-intensive technologies, often exacer-

bating balance-of-payments deficits; large organisations generally ·increase the 

centralisation of investment in the metropolis or principal cities, tend to 

_accelerate migration to them through the sudden but short-lived waves of demand 

for unskilled labour and, by favouring a few large _developments instead of 

many small ones, social stratification is increased still further. Added to 

these direct consequences of large-scale housing organisations and projects is 

the diversion, inhibiting or even perversion of resources which only small, 

local organisations or individuals can use: their own iniuiative, time, effort 

and skills; their own savings or other material resources such as small plots of 

land. or improvable properties; and their own savings and will to invest. As one 

often-noted Argentinian squatter put it: "lh~re is nothing worse than being pre

vented from doing what one is able and willing to do." The consequences of auch 

frustrations are often converted into excessive demands on those who have 

usurped personal and local autonomy or, even, into vandalism or other forma 

of violence. 
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3.9 A deep change of perception of the roots of security and fulfilment, of 

real and peaceful development, is taking place. It is the essential comple~nt 

to the changes of demand and policy which must take place if a sustainable way 

of life for all is to be established. Led or, at least, anticipated by the dis

coveries of modern physics, we are now re-discovering ancient wisdom translated 

into modern terms: that, in the final analysis, matter is energy; that reality 

lies in relationships and so what matters is not wbat.~bings ·•re or appear to be, 

but, rather, what they do for people and to their environment. This understand

ing leads to or is discovered through the realisation that well-being and growth 

to fulfilment depend on cooperation and mutual aid on the complementarities of 

difference& of all kinds, profeasional, social, cultural or sexual -- and not 

on their rivalry or dominance. 

4.0 Implications for Community Demands and Government Responses 

4.1 Recent experience and renewed thought indicate major and complementary 

changes of housing demand and supply or, more narrowly, of government policy: 

in general and in all contexts, the prop.er use of .. resources in order to get 

more for less and so reverse the growing divides between rieh and poor, require 

a strengthening of personal and local demands for access to resources, on the one 

hand, and on the other, the helping hand of government must enable and support 

local initiatives, by increasing access to locally scarce or constrained resources. 

This constitutes a reversal of the once dominant and rarely questioned belief 

in the viable necessity of an industrialised or, at least, a centralised mass

housing supply system administered by corporate organisations, whether public, 

private or both together. 

4.2 As the overview of section 2 above reveals, this is not an abstract or 

utopian notion but based on experience and observation, easily explained. In 

the perspective adopted, there are no reasons to doubt the evidence that the 

tighter and more standardised the packaging of housing goods and services --of 

the elements of both the visible and invisible structures -- the .higher and more 

distant the levels of decision and control. Conversely, the higher the levels 

of decision and control, the greater the need for standardisation. However .the 

greater degree of standardisation, the greater the inhibition of personal and 

local resource investment; so the greater the consequent need to replace them 

with more costly ones; and the greater the need for controls to overcome stresses 

or resistances generated by the inevitable mismatches between a standardised . 

supply and a variable demand. Therefore, if the intention is to make better 

use of resources and to get more for less, then decision-making powers over 

specific, local and personal resource use must be devolved to levels where persons, 

and the local organisations they control, can make .locally appropriate decisions. 

This. in turn. demands the disaggregation of the separately or independently 

variable goods and services that make up or support particular dwellings and their 

surroundings. Hence the already observed sequence of changes from packaged 

"project progrSDIIIes" to partially disaggregated "service prograumes" and the 

anticipated move over the present threshold into "resource prograumes". 

4.3 If the most effective actions are tho&e that can be taken on the indepen

dently variable components and elements of whole packages or assemblies, then 

there must be sufficient agreement on the nature of those handles, or levers, 

by which whole systems can be modified. This is not the place to present any 

schemes or 1110dels or definitions; all that is needed here are some examples 

to illustrate the point. The three "fields of action" briefly described below 

also illustrate essential differences between ways. means and ends --presumably 

distinctions common to all languages that are bound to be reflected in any whole 

set of terms identifying what can be done in any sphere or general activity. 
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4.4 The immediate ends of housing action, as distinct from the further ends 

of impacts on the context or larger environment that may be intended, are 

forms or structures, both visible, physical improvements and those that are only 

indirectly visible, such as forms of tenure, social relations or economic values, 

Changes of form will have impac~on the whole system, of course, and can have 

wider impacts on the context and future developments. _The design of layouts 

and buildings (the architecture) can be changed to some extent wi t.hout changing 

the other elements and components, such ss the nature and organisation of work, 

or financing. But some forms will limit options for work, finance,both together 

or other elements, such as building materials and construction standards. 

Large, multi-unit blocks of flats, for example, will require large building 

firms with sufficient capital and managerial capabilities for handling the equip

ment and managing. the many specialised sub-contractors required. Small or even 

medium-sized firms will be eliminated_. self-employed and self-help builders will 

have little or no scope. Financing will be similarly limited to the larger 

organisations with sufficient capital, limiting, in turn, the range of borrowers 

or imposing demands for subsidies. Although sometimes exaggerated by determinis

tic theories, architectural design is a powerful lever for use in modifying.any 

of the other component ways, means or i11101ediate e_nds of the activity as a whole. 

4.5 The forms or immediate ends of an activity are achieved through certain 

means, used in cert ain ways. The means actually and directly used are 

resources, in the strict sense: land and space, work and time and technics and 

energy in actual practice. Work, or the exercise of skills in time, like 

architectural form, which also involves work, can be organised and skills 

exer~sed in diffewent ways for the same ends or vice versa. But any particular 

kind and scale of organisation will .have technical, economic or even social 

limits to its options. Small builders, independent artisans and self-helpers 

cannot cope with large buildings and it is unecoaomic for large building organ

isations to build small structures individually . And work, like design, is 

coamon to all activities in the sphere of hot~sing or habitat; _the organisation 

and nature of planaing and design can greatly affect what is designed. The 

forms of built environments when designed by architects who are directly respon

sible to the users may be very different from when they are employed by corpor

ate organisatians financing or sponsoring housing programmes for their own 

nominee& , 

4.6 Finance is in the third genera l category: although commonly called a 

"resource" it is not a means in the same sense as work and time, or technics 

and energy, or land and space. Money is a means to get the means for building 

with, one does not actually build with money, or any other kind of exchange. 

A"tl forms of exchange, monetary or non-.monetary, are social inventions anc! 

institutions which control the ways in which the human and material means are 

used to produce or maintain the immediate ends of an activity Like the other 

basic institutions of law (or rules in general, including unwritten law or custom) 

and authority (or government in the broad sense), finance is a mor£ 

powerful instrument than any one resource and a much more powerful lever than any 

chauge of form or design can be. Institutional changes, because they are so 

powerful, are the most difficult to make. There are bound to be strong resistances 

from vested interest groups when any significant modification to the exchange 

system is proposed or attempted --hence the importance of tactical approaches 

· through other, less "political" and provocative channels, such as building org

anisations or architectural design. For example, if increased autonomy is desired, 

whether of a national gover~ent from dependence on international finance and 

central banking systems, then the first steps may be to specify small structures 

that can be built by small firms, artisans or self-builders by stages--and this 

first step may have to be reinforced or guaranteed by ensuring the participation 

of the users or others in whose interest it is to invest in such forms. 
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4.7 This differentiation of ways, means and ends and the identification of the 

distinct fie~ds of institutional action, of the planning, provision or manage

ment of resources, and the construction or improvement and management of built 

forme~ implies a r~ivision of labour and the redefining of limits to different 

kinds and levels of authority. In the perspective of this paper, it is clear 

that the assembly of locally specific forms, the design, construction and manage-

ment of the built environment, must be in local hands and of the users thea-

selves to the greatest possible extent. It is not a proper sphere for corpor

ate organisation, public or private; supra-local intervention in design and 

construction must be minimised and, wherever possible, limited to the provision 

of, or connection with infrastructures and serviees which cannot be installed or 

managed by local organisations. The proper role of government is the support of 

local initiative by ensuring access to resources and freedom to use them within 

the limits necessary to protect the environment and the freedom and well-being 

of others. As concluded at a recent seminar attended by a .number of well-known 

professionals and senior representatives of major international agencies:* 

The focus is clearly shifting to the "informal" or community sector, 
in an attempt to put to work its inherent resources, to support rather 
than to dominate a housing process which already produces the majority 
of housing. It is an approach founded on policies of least intervention, 
operating simultaneously with those of maximum support; an approach 
which is interventionist rather than project oriented. 

* From the prospectus for the forthcoming Seminar and Workshop on Frameworks for 
Implementation, an offering of the Professional Practice Program on ~ea~~ and 
Housing in Developing Countries, Alternative Roles of Users and lnat1tut~ons. A 
follow-up of the Seminar/Workshop on the latter theme organised by the Laboratory 
of Architecture and Planning, MIT, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge MA.02139, 
USA, August 1982. (The next to be held at the same venue, August 1-5, 1983.) 
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D I S c·,u S S I 0 N S 

1 - 4 1 9 8 2 

Question to AMADE 

"What kind of technology do you con

sider possible for transfer between 

developed and developing countries, 

speaking of hardware and software?" 

AMADE 

Many of us during these discussions 
have been talking of bad technology, 

but I think tnere is no such thing. 
It may be appropriate but it will 

not be bad necessarily. Concrete can 
be a good thing, the problem is how 

to choose with adequate knowledge. 
Building science can be taught, and 

it does not require people to be 

liter ate in order to .learn it. If 

a developed country wishes to export 
knowledge, we have io ask "what sort 

of knowledge?" Every country has to 
work with its own available materials, 

and local technologies will even use 
some high technology products such 

as plastics and iron, and we are not 
saying they should not do so, but 
what are the consequences of such 
economic exchanges, and what can be 

done to find a reasonable balance? 
I feel that many experts are acting 

towards developing countries with a 
certain romanticism. However we 
cannot reject the realities, nor the 

use of both local and imported 
technologies without knowing the 

consequences. 
TURNER w AMADE 

I question your statement that there 

is no such thing as bad technology 

although you are right in the way 
you say it . There is no such thing 

as "appropriate technology", for 
exampl e , a gun may be appropriate to 

shoot you. I sugges t there are three 

criteria that apply to any partic
ular situation or event: 

Firstly, the impact on positive 
relationships between persons, this 

1 might call "autonomy" . If people 
are enabled to be responsible for 

their own decisions, it is sati s
factory, but if the opposite, in 

reducing their capacity to reach 

decisions for themselves, it is not 

satisfactory. 
Secondly, it is only satisfactory 

if it minimi ses the use of energy 
for the job in hand. This also can 
apoly to waste of space, in the use 
of land, for example, and also of 

the use of time. 
Thirdly, and this is difficult to 

describe, as it is a matter of har
mony. Is the result shocking for 
our five senses, is it excessive ly 
noisy or ugly. 

In other words, are we wasting, 
misusing and abusing our material 

resources? These are the criteria 
in my opinion. 

Af.tAVi.' 

Also, if a builder today uses wood 

for construction, this can cause an 

~ological catastrophe. It is nec
essary to change habits. 

1'URNER 

Of course you cannot say a particular 

thing is good or bad, without see
ing ·it in its context. 

SCHMID 
Is this really true? Where dre the 

bad things coming from? 

TURNER 

That is the question of context. If 

the criteria are settled and the 

situation understood, it can be 
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satisfactory. 
GOFFIN 

It depends on the understanding of 
the culture. If a new material is 

used in a certain context, i t must 
be studied not only with the brain 

but al so intuitively at different 
levels, as to what relation this new 

material will have with people and 
with the community. It requires a 

very deep unders tanding, and it is 

not sufficient just to start using 
it . 

We have read about the High Dam in 
Egypt. It was supposed to be wonder

ful, but we all know what actually 
happened through some vital points 

not being studied at t he right ti me . 

KAT AN 

A similar thing happened with the 
house I described to you last night. 

I got into trouble with the inter
national press when a German paper 

inquired (the Germans were financ
ing the Hydro-electric Scheme in 

Mali) into this question : "do we 
-have to pay for large projects in 

developing countries or should we 
carry. out a lot of small projects?" 
They showed pictures of the darn 

and also of my house; it gave me a 
lot of trouble because people were 

asking "What is intensive labour in 
development? What scale are we con
sidering? What kind of technology 
are we using? What i s appropriate?" 
Then we considered culture. What 
culture are we working in? Are we 

really trying to help? How can we 
bring the people of that part icul ar 

region into a f urther stage of dev-



elopment? It is not a matter of 
revolution but of evolution, by 
trying to bring in something of a 
better life without disturbing the 
harmony of their ecology and culture, 
taking into account the climate and 
habitat. How do we solve these 
questions in terms of a rational 
north-south dialogue, and on what 
kind of technological basis? 
GOFFIN 
Are we western people willing to 
change our level of life? This is a 
radical process. We think we are 
clever because we try to think over 
a whole process. We approach the 
problem with our minds, but ·do not 
want to change our behaviour . This 
disturbs me. I shall give an example. 
My father had been a prisoner for 
five years in Germany, and afterwards 
he cant i nued to work in a gun 
factory. I asked him why he did such 
a job after suffering during the war, 
and he answered that he did it in 
order to save his life. We are also 
doing something similar, we continue 
to make cars, guns, hi~h technology. 
I am not advocating that we drop all 
this technology, but we must under
stand the meaning of our behaviour, 
of our civilization. We must have 
the courage to decide to reduce our 
material level. We must start with 
ourselves, otherwise we cannot infl
uence others. 
AMADE 

I think we cannot change technolog
ical matters by saying they are bad; 
we must propose alternatives so that 
people can say "this is better". 
TURNER 

Let me respond. I think it is a 
question of what we are afraid of, 
our behaviour is dictated by a pattern 
of hopes and fears about what we see 
around us . This influences our attit
ude. I now see the kind of buildings 
that I des i g)'lec! not so very many years 
ago, which I thought indicated the 
progress of development, as the tomb 
of our civilization, of our culture. 
That to my mind is finished, it is 
collapsing. These are the feelings 
which frighten me because they are 
so threatening, and which are the 
signals that I get from the environ-

ment in which we live, giving me 
op1n1ons differing very much from 
those of twenty five years ago. 

What is it that is so attractive 
about what people are doing for 
example in Africa? Intuitively we 
know it is very beautiful and it 
could inspire us to do something 
positive. In talking about values. 
this is the way we experience them. 
How do we react? We love our motor
car, but we wish to get rid of it. 
The comments made by Paul Goffin 
touched me very much, and we must 
be serious and receptive about this, 
even if it changes our behaviour 

· patterns, however difficult that may 
be. We can sincerely try to do some
thing about the people out there who 
are suffering as a consequence of 
the way in which we are living. So 
it is a challenge, tf not a popular 

one. 

Situations like that of Goffin's 
father still exist for example in 
places like ,Glasgow and Birmingham. 
People feel threatened by such things 
as the nuclear threat, but cannot do 
much about it . 

MINKE 

I have a question to put to those 
of you who have bui lt already in 
developing countries, and I should 
like to start with a statement, for 
I do not agree totally with what 
has been said. For my part I found 
in several developing countries that 
the main problem is not that we have 
to study their culture, to under
stand the people, and not to bring 
in new materials and techniques that 

could destroy their social and cult
ural structure, but what I found was 
the opposite: when you arrive, they 
ask you to build in the western style 
with western technology. This means 
they want· structures of concrete and 
steel. I found it impossible to try 
to convince them that their tradit
ional technology is better for their 
needs. They laughed at me, thinking 
I am just one of those artistic west
ern "drop-outs". I could not solve 
this problem, even on a small scale, 
and I never met anyone who could. I 
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should like to hear from you, as to 
how you would handle that problem. 
KAT AN 

I spoke about population resettle
ment in Mali, and to try to answer 
your question, it was part of 
government policy that the resettle
ment should be done in local mater
ials and traditional methods and I 
found it a good policy, yet at the 
same time the government was finding 
millions of dollars to build the new 
electricity plant. They wanted the 
people to take care of themselves 
but left it to the U.N . programme 
to deal with the logistics. After 
that progamme I was afraid about 
what might happen. After the villages 
had been built, who was going to 
design, build and finance the other 
facilities needed for health, educ
ation and community services? The 
90vernment hoped for some foreign 
financial aid for this. Usually the 
schools built in West Africa are of 

. cone rete blocks and corrugi! ted i rem 

roofs. So one of the first questions 
I then asked was "what kind of educ
ation do you want to give to these 
children", that is an important 
question. What sort of space do they 
need? It is not enough just to make 
six rooms in a row under i! roof. So 
far as I know, nothing much has been 
done, except for a couple of schools 
built at Djenne in local materials. 
I hope I have influenced the thinking 
of people coming afterwards. 
A second phase occurred when I went 
back to set up a centre for appropr
iate technology. In Mali, as also in 
most developing countries, the ruri!l 
world looks to the city for its model, 
and the city looks to us. That is 
the problem. The U.N. had a prooosal 
for building ten houses for experts 
in Bamako, and I suggested the.v 
should be built of earth so .as to 
prove to the local people that there 
may be rich people also who can live 
in such houses, and who do not think 
earth is a material only for very 
n.oor people. The idea was also for 
the houses to be integrated into the 
existing community for social reasons . 
After talking with with U.N. staff, 
and also local oeoPle including those 



working in government departments, I 
had a list of about twenty-five who 
wanted to live in this type of house. 

I was only there for four months to 
set up a project, which was to be 
taken over by the nationals. The 
national director who took over wa s 

very sensitive about the problem and 
his own culture and traditions, so it 

is hoped he could achieve a fusion 

between the knowledge he got from our 
education with the lifestyle existing 

in his own cm11T1unities . This could be 
the beginninq of a reversal of an 

earl i er trend towards westernisation . 
When I travelled in the country, I 
met governors and also chiefs of the 

villages and others, many of whom 

wanted to use earth construction and 
who were aware of the very rich trad

ition . I was very impressed that the 
hierarchy were willing to look at this . 
Improved methods of building i n earth 

were however needed, to free the 

people from some of the heavy labour. 

We must look at the results of labor
atory and other research so as to 

achieve a longer life than five or 
ten years for an earth build i ng. I 

saw there some huts that were said to 

be more than one hundred years old . 

Thi s i s where the study of technol

ogy is needed, as well as in aspects 

of the cultural background, so as to 
find out how to improve the quality 

of living. 

From that stage, the administrators 
in the various re(lions asked why we 
always . built only in the·capital 

city, why not in the regions? So 
we changed the programme. When I 

left the government intended to 

experiment outside the city. This 
was poss ible because the politi cal 

atmosphere was right in that 

country. 

MINKE 

Do you mean that it is more import

ant to be a teacher than an archit

ec t? 

KAT AN 

Very much so. To me , to be an arch

itect is completely demod~ . It i s 

out of place, and this is why I am 

very sad to be one because I feel I 
am oreaching to preachers. When I 

came here to thi s University I had 

hoped to talk to students; but how 
many are here now, perhaps two? 
This is terrible, because we could 
have had a much greater impact.! 

have been on the streets working 
for fifteen or twenty years, and 

now the only impact I could have is 

in talking to students so that they 
might do the same. 

TURNER 

I think we have to differentiate 

between two jobs that we are compet

ent to do . Apart from designing 

buildings and finished products, let 

us say it is more difficult to do the 

other job, which, I think, is more 

important, and very relevant to what 

we are talking about . That is, to 

design the. e 1 ements and procedures 
in the broader sense, so as to 

enable people to use their own skill 

and resources better than the archit
ects ca·n do. This is very challenging. 

In trainin(l an architect to work for 

example in Mali or Peru, it is nec
essary to analyse the independant 
and various components, and to make 

it possible for them to work it out 
through the use of materials and 

tools. This requires a deeper level 

of understandin(j than is normal, and 
a more direct and intimate knowledge 

of the situation. 

I think that in general the des ign 

of dwellings is not one of the arch

itect's problems, and never used to 

be .He used to design for the Kings 
and the Gods (kings and the banks) 

and governments; the large, the more 

complex, the monumental, these were 

the normal products of the architect. 

Building houses and localities was 

the problem of the local master
builder. This i s a question of trad

ition. Given the fact that there are 

tremendous ruptures in tradition, as 
well as a total change in organizat

ion through population growth, 

movement, and so on, this demands 
attention, because new traditions and 

methods have to be introduced very 
quickly. The slow process ·of trial 

and error can no longer be depended 

uoon. There will be many mistakes 
unless we inject into the situation 

the ski lls we possess; we can also 

develop those . It is very complex. 
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As I have said. there is a dem~nd 
for the services of well-trained 
architects in typical third world 

countries. if a proper way can be 

found for using their skills . So 
long as they are only channelled 

(in the housing area) into making 
simple designs for repetitive 
projects, they are not only wast

ing their professional skills and 

talents , they are also imposing 
ideas on people who , given the 

right tools, would be capable of 

finding their own solutions . 
MATTHEWS 

As a oractising architect 1 must 
admit that I feel slightly out of 

my depth in this discussion, because 

I disa~ree with so much that both 
Katan and Turner have said. As 
architects we have no right to 

abdicate; we have very much to 
contribute. However, I also agree 

with some points that have been made . 

Whoever is the designer, whether 
architect or master-builder or any 
other person, has an imoact on the 

techno 1 ogy used. A building method 
has to be selected that will satisfy 
certain needs on different levels, 

including time; this applies whether 
high or 1 ow techno 1 og.v is used . If 

the needs are not satisfied, well, 

then the result will be bad . For 

example, the houses that were built 

in Mali for the Dam technicians were 

completely uninhabitable, and were an 
obvious misuse of technology. The 

U.N. programme in the Yemen had a 

project for the building of a U.N . 

village in earth blocks and tradit

ional construction to house experts, 

but earth was not acceptable to the 
government in this case, who wanted 
it to be executed . in cut stone, also 

a good local materi al, but more 

costly. This project designed by 
the U.N. expert Alain Bertaud was 

intended to prove that earth build
ing could be acceptable. He had 

already built a house in earth and 

was living in it to demonstrate the 
point that this material could help 

to satisfy the enormous building 
need in the rapid expansion of Sana'a 

the capital of the Yemen. The archit
ect could have made a contribution 



if he had been allowed to. There are 
other problems. I should like to 
mention one of the Dutch financed 
projects in the Yemen, the provis· 
ion of a Store for Seed Potatoes in 
a rural area. Alternative designs 
were worked out, one in local mater· 
ials with thick walls, and the other 
prefabricated. The first would have 
been more economical in the amount 
of cooling reouired mechanically, as 
well as being an example which could 
easily be copied by the local people 
as a protoype . However the financing 
agency insisted on the prefabricated 
building, because they intended to 
reduce to a minimum the amount sper~ 

locally . The result is a high techn· 

hand, from some Belgian friends) an ideas, but never lost sight of the 

extraordinary polarization has taken local needs ~nd Dossibilities. I 
place in the building industry. As a hope th~t what. I have shown you 
result of a high degree of central- proves this. 
ization, housing production has been KATAN 
highly industrialized. This has had I want you to hear that I am one of 
disastrous results, with the imposit· those who abdicated! I want to dis-
ion of miles and miles of standard· agree with both of you when you 

ised dwellings which are badly built agree (l.auphter) and .vou say that 
and very unpopular, as well as having monumental building is done by arch-
the side effect of destroying the itects; you are contradicting your-

intermediate skills of the building selves in a way, I hope, because I 
industry, which until then had very came from a tradition of big design. 
good building traditions. T was trained in the Beaux Arts as a 
~TTHEWS super designer. Then I went to the 

This is a misuse of mass production, U.S.A. with~ fellowship to M.I .T., 
which first requires, in the process , and then I spent ten years when I 
a prototype which has to be made as was in the States becoming one of 

oloqy building that requires a greater perfect as possible before going into 
energy consumption for a·ir-coriditioning mass production . It looks as if they 

the greatest architects, getting 

all the top prizes, etc. 1 went to 
work with Louis Kahn, the big master, 

and was under his influence for 

than would have been needed with have not achieved that. 
the structure in local materials, 
as well as being a less suitable 
oro ootype . This 1 eads on to the 
fact that the architect certainly 
has a great role to play. Housing 
is not only houses; communities 
need many other types of .build
ings, and professional skill is 

essential in the design of these 
as well as in the design of lay
outs for houses if dreary results 

. so often produced by pub 1 i c works 

departments are to be avoided.We 
have been shown beautiful exam~les 
of villages in Africa built in the 
traditional way, without archit
ects, similarly there are the towns 
and villages in the Yemen created 

whilst there is or was a living 
tradition. The impact of high.er 
technology has done much to break 

the link that existed in traditional 
work. Communities need all the skills 
available, from those that .possess 
the required sensitivity, including 
good architects, if a new tradition 
is to be develooed. 

TURNER 

I believe our profession has done a 
great deal of damage in invading 
those t erritories which are the 

domain of the local arti san ·and 
builder. Instead of contributing to 
the methods and the design process, 
we have simply t aken over. For example 

in Algeria (1 heard thi s at second-

TURNER 

No, they have not. What they are 

(bing is bad, but they think they are 
doing well; it is really .disastrous . 
MATTIIF:WS 

There need be nothing wrong with mass 
production. There were mass-produced 
houses in the 18th century, such as 
in some of the finest London squares . 
I do not agree with your comment that 
the design of dwellings is not one of 
the architect's problems. Small build
ings are as important and signific
ant as large ones . In addition the 
larger buildings h~ve .an effect on 
the smaller ones. As I said before, 
as architects, we must not abdicate, 

we must become more involved. We have 
to ensure that technology is used in 
the right way, and not just copy for 
its own sake. Minke said earlier that 
he had never met anyone who had 
solved the problem in convincing 

people that traditional technology 
is better for thei r needs.! was very 
fortunate in the Yemen in being in 
exactlv that situation where they 
wanted to build in their traditional 
way. People have said to me, "how 

did you make the buildings in the 
Yemen?" The answer is that they 
"happened", much as buildings must 
have been built during the middle 

~ges in Europe, where there were 
responsible craftsmen involved. 
In the Yemen, we introduced new 
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two or three years. Then I began 
to ~uestion the relevance of what 
1 had been taught in relation to 
the society I was living in . After 
some years of questioning, I dec-
ided to turn my back on convenbonal 
practice, and went to Haarlem to 
work with different community groups 
for twelve years from 1963 to 1975, 
with blacks and Puerto Ricans. I 

tried to unlearn in the streets 
what I had learned in the sr.hools, 
but I actually learned to be some

thing else , which is, I hope, to be 
a new type of professional. I like 

the buildings that you (Matthews) 
have done, and I think that approach 
is good, and sensitive to culture and 

locality . There are very few archit
ects like that, unfortunately! Hut I 
think that what disturbs me most is 
what has been the manner of thinking 
in the direction of developing tools 
for helping people to desi gn them
selves. And we speak about hous;ng in 
the process of doing that, .and I do 

not agree, '··. I. be 1 i eve that a 1 so a 
police station, a community centre or 

anything like that is also part of 
the community, and should be controll

ed by the community, and if so, it 
should be designed by the community 
with proper guidance and expertise, 
so that they make the final deci sions 

on how it is going to look. So far 



as master plans for urban projects, 
or of the scale from a village up to 
a regional plan, are concerned, this 
has always been the domain of the 
technicians, because there are so 
many components, and it is thought 
that people need the computers and 
experts to solve those problems. I 
do not believe this. For example, 
in l972-73 the Regional Plan Assoc-

iation initiated the idea of having 
the Regional Plan for New York, with 
a population . of 18 mil 1 ion, done 
through a participatory system, for 
the 1976 Bicentennial Celebrations 
in the U.S.A. Some 3 mi 11 ion people 
participated, thanks to the media, 
the T.V., the radio and newspapers 
during a two or three year prepar
atory period, and a oKJnth of inten-
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sive questionin9 and particip~tion 
with these 3 million. At least 1 
nrillion participated actively in 
answering questions and in putting 
forward ideas. I n~ntion this just 
to show that a lot of .big things can 
be done in con~n if there is a sense 
of COITIIIUnity. And this, I feel, is 
the cause of our problem as architects. 



D. MREVLJE - POLAK 

" S '' F 0 R S H E L T E R 

"Hhere is the oriqinq of the housinq 

problem? How did it a~pear? 

!lr.Sax, as a well -of bournois 

shouldn't know that ~his nroblem i s 

a product of the bourgeoi s social 

formation ... in which they herd 

11orkers-into large cities. The her

din~ takes place faster than the 
growth of new settlements fo r thesi 

v10rkers. This system nrovides a mass 

of tenants even for the ~os t fithy 

d11ellin'], in 1~hich each house owner 

as a caritalist has not only the 

r i<]ht ... , but also the duty to un 
scrupulously extrac t the hiohest 

rent. In such a society the housinq 

probleM is not a ha~'lerstance but a 
necessary institution which can be 

abolished with n funda~ental chanqe 

of the social order in which this 

pablem occurs. 

housing policy is designed by those 

who are a 1 ready provided ~1ith a dwe 1-

ling and those that still lack a flat 

supposedly live under the name social 

circumstances as those uho are l'lell-

of in t~is respect." 
11y line ~f free associations on this 

subject started when I saw a huge 

s logan hanging a~ove t~e street say

in:;): "i1oje sanje le:)U stanovanje" . 

"•·ly drcal:l'i- a beau tiful f l at." 

s tanovanj e 

sne 1 teo· 

sanje 

It i s a sheer coincidence t hat a 

word "stanovanje" begins with "stan" 

which is also a Slovene word deno

ting social class. Because of that 

"S" for shelter. 

In the Yugoslav case, the new socie-

Bour~eois socialists are not willing ty created in 1945, inherited a 

to realise that the housin~ oroble~ very deficient housing fund, oartly 

ste~s from the given circu~stances. a consequence of destruction during 

For them there is nothinq left but to the second World War ( 25~ of all 
explain these proble~s cushioned in dwellings were demolished ). Up to 

moral phrases, 3S a consequence of the early sixties financial funds 

--------,h-,u_m-;:at_, _m_,a--,l-:-i_c_e_o7r_t-:-o-----:s-:-a_.::y_:,~t_..o_d_e::_r_l_·v-=~~------'f-'olLr-"tllf_c_o_n_s_t_r_uct .. Lon of new dwel-
it from the oric;inal sin." lings predominently in social 

Friedrich Engels 

One hundred years after Engels wrote 

these lines, a new society, which 

Doth ite and K.f.1arx preached for, has 

become reality. Surprisingly, these 

fundamental problems which Engels 

s tressed remain acute and unso lved 

even in the new social order. 

H011 i s this possibl e? With a oit of 

irony !1r. Pozene l s ta te<.l : "that the 

ownership. The construction of ne1~ 

dwellings could not keep pace with 

the rising needs of the society, 

though it did alleviate the acute 

problems that we faced immediately 

after the second World l-Iar. The mid 

sixties, an economic reform was pro
mulgated which resulted in a decen

tralization of housing funds coupled 

with an increase in financial parti-
sipation regardless of family in

come, family size and deci si on -

making of the population involved. 
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This reorientation of the housing 

policy resulted in: 

an increasing share of private 

owned dwellings 

- a large discrimination between so

cial classes ( poor familie s could 
not afford to buy a flat ) 

- denial the size of household as a 

criterian fo r the si ze of the ha

.Ji tat 

We tried to alleviate the extreme 

negative consequences of this poli
cy by constructing so-called "soli

darity" flats. Thes f l ats solved 

housing probl ems only for a t iny mi
nority for those in need, si tuating 

them, at the outskirts of larger 

cities, not i ntegratin~ them into 
the complex urban structure. 

(no theatres, shops, weak infra

structure ). 

The western model of the ~arket eco

nomy re9arding the hous ingpolicy in 

the Yugoslav case resulted in a fai

lure to meet basic human needs. 

Cosnett-c-mod i Fica t i o11s (sol i dar Hy) 

couldn't sol ve the acute needs for 

d)'lellings. On the other hand this 

orientation enabled building firms 

to realize high profits and manipu

late financial funds. Certain insti 

tutions acquired monopoly rights on 

land use, prici ng communal i nfra

structure. 

Under this social surface a querilla 

warfare was going on. People were 
desparate and to solve their basic 

needs they started illegal actions 

or to say: " For illegaly solving 



the housing problems we can state 

that they are illegal physical mani
festations of a constitutional right 

of the 1torking people to a decent 

living i.e . habitat." 

As an iMplecit admitance of defeat 

the official policy towards uncontro
led or illegal habitats has been to
lerant at hteir begings. Since our 

society which proclaims " self-mena
gement" - solving housing problems 

by means of uncontrolled settlements. 

Uncontrolled or illegaly constructed 

habitat are rising in the outskirts 

of large cities, along roads leading 

to industrial centres, in rural areas 

and villages it-self. 

To grasp the dimension of this pheno

mena we can state that approximately 

20":; of habitats are uncontro 11 ed o·nes. 

There are no precise national wide 

statistics. 

What are the basic reasons for such a 

wide rise of uncontrolled settlements 7 

l. Housin~ development coula not fol

low the dynamic growth of industra

l ization and urbanizati on . 

2. Under preaviling conditions which 

were created by Market economy 
people cannot afford to buy a flat 

or to built a legal individual 

house. 

3. Because they built on land, 
which was not regulated by 

the state, tney do not pay 
contributions for comunal in

frastructure. ( Nevertheless 
appt·ox imate !y r.a if of tiles.: 

habitats are connected to the 

comunal infra-structure by 

various ingenious methods -

neighbours solidarity ). 
4. 60' of illegal or uncontrolled 

se ttlements "grow" on agricul

tural land, which was inheri

ted, given or bought, because 

of the same reason as was sta

ted above. (Though we must 

state t~at this massive abuse 

of agricultural lanu is not 

specific only for illegal se 

settlements ). 

5. If they bui 1 t in uncontrolled 

way the time span ( from 5-

10 years ) is suited to their 

financial abilities . ( Travel

ling througn Yugoslavia one 
invariably notices the incre

dible amount of housing con

struction going on. This is an 
optic illusion and nothing 

more). 

o. Uncontrolled construction is 
possible in phases with ratio

nal use of materials (recy

cling). 

7. They can move in before the 

habitat is completed. The coM

pletion of it and further ex
tentions are done according 

to ·their financial abilities 

"and needs. 
B. The size and lay-out of dwel

ling is suited to their needs, 

aspiration and way of life. 
9. The lack of financial abili

ties is substituted by p~ysi

cal participation ( working 

in tite free time with volun

tary nelp of friends and rela

tives. 

Bureaucrati c and represive atti
tude towards uncontrolled settle

ments could not stop its rise, 

because the uncontrolled habitats 
spring from basic social need 

and inability of the individuals 

to solve this problem by legal 

means. 

Bureaucratic and represive attitude 

towards uncontrolled settlements 

could not stop its rise, because 
the uncontrolled habitats spring 

from basic social need and anabili
ty of the indiv iduals to solve this 

prob lem by legal means. 

Fas i ng the fact that 1ve are not 

capable of solving the housing 

problem with the conventional 

highly organized housing policy 

leeds us to a new evaluation of 

these movements . We could have to 

regard these movements as spring 

of: 
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a) posotive human energy 

b) selfinitiative 
c) participation in the most 

broad sense and not like 

criminal deeds. If we shall in
troduce this new set of values, 

new to the objectively organized 

housing policy, we could reach our 

social aims. So to say the lack of 

financial funds can be compensate 

by positive human energy. 

At the end I would like to state 

what I concluded as an architect 
looking at uncontrolled settlements 

which we can ca 11 "Architecture 

without Architects". Expecting that 
when people are not bound by any 

restrictions, their creative power 

1~ould burst out. But unfortunately 
this is not the case. Where is the 

reason ? 

In quick social economic and poli 

tical change we withdrawed the past 

qualities (cultural inheritage, 
harmony with nature) without crea

ting the new ones, or the link 

between them . Thi s results in our 

habitat culture (as well) is evident 
in "Architecture without Architects" 
or in "Architecture with Architects". 

So, my credo on this path is that ~1e 

should think about: 

a) evaluation of cultural inheritage 

according to new style of living 

b) respect for i ndividual I.Jay of 1 i fe 

c) how to involve people (selfini ti a-

tive, participation). 



R • EL-DAHAN 

SPONTANEOUS SETTLEMENTS IN EGYPT 

The largest part of human settle
ment in Egypt is uncontrolled by 

the government. That is {75 ~) of 

the houses in Cairo and almost all 

the houses in rural areas are 

bui It spontaneously by the people 

themselves. Many of these areas, 
especially the ones inside or 

near big cities, tend to become 

poor and densily populated slums, 
and are considered a problem. 

The present paper is not concerned 

with this type of settlement. 
Indigenous architecture on the 

other hand presents many examples 

of how man can deal with his 
housing problem, without any exter

nal support and creats his own 

beautiful architecture. This 
architecture is in fact controlled. 

The control here comes from within 

the community through tradition, 
which is handed down from one 

generation to the next, bearing 

the imprint of the whole life 

style.of the community, from daily 

customs to building methods. 

by the interaction of man with hi s 

religion, his society and his 

environment, is in fact the anony

mous architect responsible for 

this beauty. 

In Upper Egypt and in the Aswan 

region in particular, where the 
climate is hot and arid, the people 

have developed a traditional archi

tecture which answers to all their 

needs It is climatologically 

efficient as well as being very 

economical. Communication between 

Cairo and this region was poor for 

many years. Thus this tradition has 

been preserved and is still alive. 
It has not yet been significantiy 

affected by modern technological 
influence. 

Aboul Riche 

The village of Aboul Riche, the 

subject of this paper, is situated 
directly north of Aswan and illu

strates the spontaneous archite~ 

ture of the people of this region. 

NILE 
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Nowadays, the agricultural land of 

the village, bounded by the Nile 

and the main road, is no longer suf· 

ficient to support the increasing 
population, at the same time the 

tourism boom in Aswan has provided 

fa ourable opportunities of employ
ment in hotels and restaurants . 

Nevertheless the village has not 

lost the character of a rural com
munity. Except for this external 

employment of the men, their tra

ditional roles in the village have 
remained untouched. For example, 

the women's role has not changed, 

the house is her domain. Apart from 



cooking, she makes reed caroets and 

baskets and is responsible for the 
plastering of the house, as well as 

being able to build a new "mastaba" 
(built in seat). Her domestic rou

tine includes keeping and raising 

goats, poultry and in some cases 

cows, as well as bread baking in 

the oven of the house. 
The average width of the village 

is about 500 meters, but it ex

tends for over 9 kilometers border
ed on the west by the road and on 

the east by the hill. The orien
tation of houses and rooms in the 

entire village is towards the 

north. The village is built on a 

high rocky plateau, thus leaving 
the agricultural land to the west 

of the road, free of settlements. 

The village extends partially 
onto the hill as the plateau is 

not wide enough. This intrusion 
into the wild nature is however 

done with a lot of tact. We per

ceive a natural harmony between 
village and hill. The villagers 

have manipulated the slopes in a 
natural manner. It seems as if 

they are not -even concerned by 

the change in levels. On the other 

hand, the village continues the 
form of the hill side, which is 

itself accentuated by the parallel 
lines of vaults. Although the 

same materials and building tech
niques have been used in a nearby 

village "Soheil", the village has 

a totally different character. 

This, in my opinion, i s s imply due 

to the fact that the hill against 

w~ich the village is built i s 

different . Thi s characteristic 

narmony betHeen the settlement and 

its local environment and the 

topography, i s respected through
out the vill ages in thi s region. 

Aboul Ri che i t self i s divided into 

a series of "Nagaas". A "Nagaa" is 

a rural agglomeration of families 

concentrated socially around a 

mosque, whi ch could be compared 

in this case with a neighbourhood 

in a modern urban setting. This 

study was made in two of the eight 

Nagaas of Aboul Riche. Nagaa "El

Khalassab", which is one of the 
oldest Nagaas of t he vill age and a 

f'i(f :>.. <S~T ~ ~"10~ 
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recent one, immediately to the 
south of the fornier, "El-Nagaa 

El -Gedid" which was started when 
the government gave the land to re

settle the inhabitants of a nearby 
village "Baharif" after a flood in 

lg55 . 

The difference between these two 

"Naqaas" lays mainly in their 

streets . In the new "Nagaa", the 

land was parcelled out to the 
peoply, therefore the st reets, 

which are about 8 meters wide, are 
straight, long and perpendi cular 

to the main road. In Nagaa "El-Kha

lassab " on the contrary, the 

streets are winding and rather nar
row. Their widt h varies , the nar

rowest being about a meter. There 
are bent entrances, enclosures , and 

limited views of the sky, all fea
tures which reflect the inward life 

of intimacy and pri vacy of the 

Nagaa (Fig. 2) . In most cases the 

entrances of the houses do not open 
direct ly on to the narrow parts , 
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but each two or three entrances are 

gathered around a small space, 

provided with seats, forming an 

extension of the houses, thus cre

ating a meeting point between 

neighbours. This is one of the 

features that strengthens social 

bonds in the vi l lage (Fig. 3). 

Construction and building 

materials 

Any man in the village can build 

his own house, with the help of 
hi s neighbours or f riends. They 

are a 11 acquainted 1~i th the process 

of build i ng, except for roofing 

with vaults or domes. For their 

construction a specia l mason from 

the community is needed. They use 
all t he materials available in 

their env·i ronment, thus reducing 

the building cost . The main mate

rial used is sun dried mud of the 

"ile. Essential for wal ls, roofs 

as well as in the decoration, the 

mud mixed with straw, i s left to 



"fennent" for a few days. The 

mixture, light and cohesive, is 
then ready for brick making or 

plastering. For the vaults, the 

bricks, which have special dimen
sions, have to contain more straw 

than usual for both greater light

ness and strength. Without scaf

folding or centering, the mason 

roughly outlines the parabolic 

fonn of the vault in mud on the 
end wall of the room, which is 

raised higher than the others. He 

then begins to lay the bricks one 
by one against this wall. After 

five or six courses, it forms an 

inclined parabolic arch leaning 
on to the end wall and supported 

by the two side walls. This arch 

is slowly extended until the whole 

room is covered . It is then plas

tered on both the inside and the 
outside. It is rare to find a 

house in the village without vaul

ted roofs, the people say, they 

are a natural air-conditioner. Mud 

br1ck domes are also used 1n many 

houses when the room to be covered 

H 
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is square. This technique of 

roofinq is thousands of years old. 

However, since the construction of 

the High Dam, mud now is in short 
supply, stone therefore has gradu

ally replaced mud bricks as the 

principal material for constructing 

walls, using mud as mortar . The 

wall is raised up to a certain 

height, is then continued in mud 

bricks. This stone is dug from 

quarries in the adjoining hill and 

carri .ed down on donkeys. 

Another material used for roofing 

is palm tree trunks split into two 
or four. They are laid across the 

top of the wall about one meter 

apart and covered with palm leaves. 

The roof is then sometimes covered 

with a layer of plastic sheeting 

for protection against occasional 

rain, followed by a layer of mud 

for thennal insulation. 

Aboul R1che 1s d1fferent from other 

villages, in that it uses special 
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white plaster, which i s one of its 

characteristics. The plaster covers 

ceilings, wall s and also extends on 
to the floors. 
lt is made out of clay, which only 
exists in caves on that hill, and 

is carried down in bags . Only the 

women are responsible for this 

plastering. This distinguishing 

white surface is achieved in. three 
steps. After the building is com

pleted, they first plaster the 

surface with the usual mud -
straw mixture, which is used 
everywhere else in Egypt . This 

part of the operation could be 

done by women as well as men. 

The clay, after being left in 

water overnight, thus forming a 

thick liquid, is mixed for the 

second layer with animal dung and 

then spread by hand on to the 
plastered surface . It is left to 
dry until the application of the 

last layer . This final one is made 
exclusively of the white clay. 

It is renewed by the ~10r.1en a 1 most 
weekly, very carefully and only 

by hand without the aid of tools. 

All sharp lines then tend to dis

appear, walls, ceilings and floors 

dissolve into one, creating a 
beautiful atmosphere, clean, 

smooth and peaceful, so difficult 

to describe. 
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Fief ? 

The vilU7ge extendS on to the hill-side. 

The houses 

The houses in Aboul Riche are 
very comfortabel and suited to the 

life of their inhabitants. The 
simplicity of the plan is due to 

the fact that they were all con

ceived directly on site by the 
owner. Climate and social struc

ture are automatically 
considered . In order to catch the 

prevailing northern wind, all 

rooms are oriented towards the 

no r th. Generall y covered by a se
ries of vaults, the rooms open on 

to the courtyard and have highly 

placed slits to the outside. 
It is also for the sake of privacy 
in the family quarters, that there 
are no windows opened to the 

street, thus the only important 

elements of the facade are the de
corated doorway and the "mastabas" 

N 
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(built-in seat) all along the 

walls (Fig . 5) . 

Each house in the village has its 

own character, although they have 
the same components and the same 

materials are used, 11e often no

tice this difference in the court
yard . It is the vital part of the 

house, pr i vate, secluded and re
served for the members of the 

family or their intimate friends. 

It is provided with mastabas all 
along the walls which makes it 
flexible for most activities; 
cooking, sitting and even sleeping 

in the hot summer nights. 
Vegetables are also grown, and 

animals raised in the courtyard. 
The diversity of solutions is ama

zing. Some have two courtyards, 

the back one, with a separate 
entrance, is for the cattle, thus 

N 
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leaving the main one spacious and 

clean (Fig. 4). Whereas in another 

house, the courtyard could be 
shared with pigeons and chicken 

and is rather small and intimate 
(Fig. 8). In a peasant's house , 
who owns cows, goats and poultry, 

the same entrance is shared by all 
of them but the courtyard is di
vided into two sections. The inner 

one is clean and the floor is fi
nished with white clay surrounded 

by the living area and bedrooms 

opening on to it. It is separated 
from the other section by a low 

brick wall about half a meter high . 

This section is reserved for the 
kitchen, the toilet and the cattle 

shed (Fig . 11). 

The "Mandarah" (guestroom) is 

considered an important part of 
the house, as hospitality is a 
fundamental characteristic of 

these people. Directly accessible 
from the entrance hall, the 

"mandarah" is the only room that 
has windows open to the outside, 

nicely decorated with writing 
and pictures of actresses, it is 

usually roofed with a vault. In a 

large house the mandarah has a 

bedroom annexed to it, for over
night guests (Fig. 9). 

The bedrooms are also covered 
with vaults, they have no windows, 

but have high slits for ventila

tion and the door is the only 
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Facade accentuated by the door. 
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source of light. The living room 
is just like a vaulted bedroom, 
however in some cases it has a 
high wall to wall opening above 
the door or is completely open on 
to the courtyard. In front of 
these rooms usually there is a 
flat roofed space known as 

"Kheima" which means tent, covered 
with palm leaves, more like a 

loggia with relatively high walls, 
above them the roof is raised about 
a meter higher by brick columns. 
This space is very cool in summer 
(Fig. 9,10). In some cases a second 
floor is added. It is done by fil
ling on top of the vault in order 
to level it flat, thus creating a 
new space covered with a flat roof. 
(Fig . 11-13). 

The forces that shaped the house 
are .a ll~ays changing as 1 ong as the 
family lives in it. Therefore the 
houses are subjected to continuous 
changes and modifications. For 
exampl e a new space is created by 
covering part of the courtyard, or 
a living room which can turn into a 

bed room. In genera 1 1~e a 1 ways see 
people at work on their houses . 

I 

Courtyard with plantation. 

"Mastaba", built in seats in front of the house . 
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The whole village is like a living 
organism constantly growing and 

changing and as long as this change 
spr ings directly from the needs of 

the people and is directed by their 
inherited tradition, t he outcome 

will certainly be beautiful. 

Another example of this is the old 

mosque of "Nagaa El-Khalassab" . 

In the last twenty years the mosque 

was subjected to a major modifica

tion. Its old courtyard was covered 
with a vault to increase the indoor 

space and at the same time two ne1~ 

courtyards were added . The first 

forming the entrance of the mosque 

and the other, very large at the 

back having at one end a new 
guestroom, a loggia and the ablu-

tionary. Both before and aft er, 
the mosque remained a complete 

entity and retained its sacred at
mosphere. (Fig . 14 ,15) and (Fig. 

16 ,19). 
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plans - sections - facades 

The informal architecture, just 
like in folk music, the player, in 

interaction with his audience, can 

spontaneously change and improvise 

the piece he is playing, where-
as the classical composer writes 

his music to the last note, thus 
only giving the orchestra a chance 

to play it as best as they can. 

Arch. R. El Dahan, Arch. T. Lazarides 

The viZ~ge of AbuZ Riche,vauZts directed towards north. 
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s. ANZELLINI 

THE ASSOCIATION OF THE ROOFLESS 

In Colombia the housing situation is cri
tical. The deficit has increased in the 
last few years due to factors such as 
land speculation, high urban migration and 
the i ncreas ing interest rates f.or construc
tion loans, and in general, due to the 
incapacity of the state to cope with the 
housing shortage. 

For low income groups, and even for midd
le income groups, access to housing is be
coming steadily more remote. The informal 
ways of acquiring land, which are the on~ 
ly viable ones for low income groups, are 
comi ng to an end. Invasions are heavily 
repressed and the "barrios pi ratas" ( i 1-
legal subdivisions) whi~h up ti I I now have 
been one of their alternatives to obtain 
land are being constrained by private de
velopers who are taking cont rol of mini
mum s tandard plots (unserviced or partial
ly serviced) and incorporating them into 
the market . 

The government has tried to deal with the 
problem through the I.C. T. (National Hou
sing Agency) which has been implementing 
various types of programmes : muss housing, 
si te and services, self-help and mutual 
and projects, with few positive results. 
These programmes never reach their target 
group and the housing deficit is sti II on 
the increase. 

Within this context and in different pla
ces .throughout the country some indepen
dent organizat ions are emerging, organiza
tions of settlers promoted by politcal 
groups, religious institutions or non go
vernmental organizations which through 
collec tive efforts and the assistance o' 
popular leaders, technicians and profes
sionals are seeking for new so lutions . o.:..: 

their housing probl em. 
Al though some have achieved very positi'< 
results, the individual act ion of these 
sroups does not provide the righ t hous i~~ 
solution to the low i ncome population ir. 
our country. They r . .JS t b~ wn~..~erstooC cs 
an ,alt ern.:~t ivt: fe:~ cr c; \"!r i:.: .. :- : ~··.~~:.;.~. ·: ; :: 
\'II i II inc to solv~: ·a·· :-:- :-:0~· ;; : c ;,:'rc.:L: ::-.: 
their ~eeo for shcl:er, ar,c t h ro;,c;:1 i~. 
r h.! start of a long and cifficult strusg·· 
fo r social, pol i tical and economic part i
cipati on in society. 
The intention of the present study i s to 
make a techni cal contribut ion to the 
••asociacion de destechados cami lo torres" 
in Dosquebradas, Pereira, an organized 
communi ty of almost 1500 families who ha
ve pooled their resources and efforts for 
: he cons truction of their houses . This 
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community is an example, of how low inco
me groups, although facing big internal 
and exte rnal problems, can sturggle for 
a betterment in their lives through the 
process of bui !ding their environment by 
mutual aid. 

The "Association of the roofless" was 
founded by 22 fam i I ies in !978. Afte r one 
year 190 more families joined in and with 
their own limited resources were ab le to 
buy a plot of 10.000 m2. "Firmes" a newly 
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formed oppOSition party got involved and 
through it several professionals who were 
wi I l i ng to contribute with design or trai
ning. This was initiated by traioing com
munity members on the administration and 
investment of their resources and further 
on in di ·fferent production systems such 
as welding and carpentry and production 
of concrete elements and blocks as wei I 
as sundried bricks. For these purposes 
the community was organized in brigades 
and are now performing ski lied and semi
ski I led works under the supervision of 
trained craftsmen. 

During that year and the next some houses 
were finished and handed over. Hare mem
bers joined, more land was bought and ve
ry efficient workshops for carpentry and 
weld i ng were created. Also communal fa
cilities such as roads, a bridge and a 
communal centre were bui it. 

Thus, this process,which started around 
a common problem of a group of families, 
has become a very significant experience, 
followed up closely by other communities 
and institutions. 
In fact, housing has passed from being 
the objective of every effort to be the 
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means, the cohesive element, for the 
struggle of the community for its social 
and economic betterment as wei I as for 
political participation/activity. 

At present the community has achieved 
some initial goals which can already be 
eva I I i a ted. 

" ' . -~~~:;:--J'-~~:-0~:.~~ 

Toud .11ru 1.1 h.l 
t ot•l nu~nber 

of plots. 106 

Dlfllif\KJ UNiT: 

,._., . ..,D ... """' 

The cOimM.Inity h.t\ .IIC.o,ui rea 
i n COUll ] 1ices: 

I . 11.000 ra2 ~ S 227, ]/m2 
(U'i 4.5/rn2) 

2 . I) . 000 111'12 - S ]0.8/r~2 
tus .6/rnl} 

) . 230.000 1112 - s ~I. )/1112 
(US .8/m2) 

Only the firH site h.u 
been developed. 

<jA . 
1 AA5T FLOOR. 
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Plot aru 60 ,SO 11111 

Suilt ar u In 
floor S0,)6 1'1'12 

8ullt aru 2nd 
floor 5) ,65 IIL2 

Tot.il bui It 
\OIIIfll 

Actual condition: 

Fo llowing the average pace of production 
(work and financial capacities ) reached 
by the association in its fir s t stage -
Apri I 1979 to December 1980 - the capaci
ty of construction was two dwellings per· 
month. Consequent ly, if the new produc
tion systems and the increase in the num
ber of fami 1 i es (to 1,200) are taken into 
account, the capacity would be of about 
12 dwellings per month. This implies that 
the las t house wi I I be handed over in ap
proxima t ely 8 to 10 years, whi ch is too 
long a period eve n i f the concern of the 
community is beyond bui !ding houses, be
cause it is well-known that without .Palp
able physical results the socia l dynamics 
wi I I drop and the process wi I be jeopar
dized . 

~ 
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Analyzing this aspect of production one 
can identify five major poi nts that might 
be changed or impr ov ed : 

1. The planning: 
The association is lacking of a general 
urbanistic plan. This hinders the design 
of a coherent progr·anming of operations 
and distribution of facilities as well as 
that of a lay-out whi c h links the 3 sta ~ 
ges of development. 
2 . Financing; 
·~ :.·,..,:-:L:r i. :.. y ; s JSi 0<; its o"m resources and 

;, r.ot aepending at alI on financing agen
~ ·es . Although thi s can be advantageous, 
the commun ity should look for finance 
through private or pub I ic institutions -
even if i t imp I ies high interest rates 
and individual loans - because it is 
clear that the slownes s i n the rythm of 
production is mainly due to financial 
limitat ions. 

I.C . T. has 15 year term loans at 16% 
interest rates with a 6 months grace 
period for repayment . This is the best 
possibi I ity. 
As individual ownership is not the main 
concern of community members and be
sides it could be a limitative factor 
for the i r participat ion in the collec
tive process, internal mechanisms should 
be des ign in order to ma i ntain the sen
se of communal property, even If loans 
wi I I be given individually. 
Families should be housed with in the 
6 months grace period so as to use the 
money t hey would spend in rents for the 
repayment of loans . 

3. Deci sion making: 
Although every decision is made through 
general assembly, community leaders and 
members of the technical team, are con
trolling the major decisions on. what to 
implement, standards, etc. 
Th is should be left to the families con
cerned. Also throughout the process of 
extension and improvement of the houses 
the techni cal team should remain as an 
advi sory body, assisting the families 
or neighbour groups in their decisions. 
4. The design: 
In the first stage due to ·restrictions in 
the area of the plot (with respect to 
the 212 houses that were required) a very 
rigid and very dense scheme of row houses 
was planned . These were deliver ed to the 
fami I ies as a fInished p r oduct. If eve
lui tionary housing is des ig ned, the tech
nical team wi 11 take ·the decision on the 
type of lay-out which is more sui table, 
the technology to be used according to 
existing constraints, resources and 
needs .. . Core units shall be designed 
on the one hand as supports for further 
extensions and on the other, a study of 
posstbr lities for. extensions must be pre
pared in order to allow families to deci
de according to their own needs a nd ex
pectati ons . 
5. Labour orga ni zation and de live ry s ys-

tem: 
Bui !ding should be done entirely by mu tual 
aid, organized by specialized brigades 
which work alI together in the product ion 
of a smal !group of dwell ings that are han
ded over by lottery to some members , after 
comp letion. This s ystem has negative ef
fects on members' mot ivation for wor k 
(before obtaining the house due to the 
long time and efforts requir ed and when 
obtained most probably they might not be 
wi 1 ling to work on other houses) . 
It can be suggested that labour should 
be organized differently in each stage 
of development using the existing br i ga
des: 
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1st stage: Infrastructure- mutual aid 
+ contracted labour 

2nd stage: shelter (basic unit) - mu
tual aid+ contracted labour 

Jrd stage: dwelling evolution- self-
help (closely assisted) 

The foUa.>inq is an attempt to define 
a design methodology for an evolutionary 
housing approach as an aLternative for 
the deve l.cpment of the third plot of the 
association. 

Study of lay-outs : 

for the Jay-out a set of possible schemes 
are studied. 
In chart no. we can identify a range 

of lay-out alternatives which depend on 
the one hand on the pattern of grouping 
and the type of section with which the 
terrain is worked out and, on the other 
on the position of the rows of plots with 
respect to the slope and the plot shape 
and ratio . 

~ [ 9'±1L(!'! ~ ~!: [ ~: 

L-linear: the most obvious grouping for a 
sloping plot is the one follo
wi ng the contours . At first 
glance it imp I ies less excava
tion and a better use of space . 

X-concentric: Nevertheless, a concentric 
organization of space es
tablishes better defined 
territorial boundairies: 

LC - 1, LC-2• 



a group of plots around a 
common area conform a clear 
unit. 
For a mutual aid project 
(such as this one), where 
tasks and res pons i bi 1 it i es 
must be established, there 
should be a hierarchy on 
spaces so as to also have 
a grading in responsibi li
tiesover space: 

public: responsibility 
of the city 
semi-public: responsibi
lity of the community 
semi-private: responsibi
lity of a group of neigh
bours 
private: responsibility 
of the family 

!YI?'=_c:?t_~'=<2£ic:?~' 
Certain group patterns suggest the way 
;n which slope must/can be worked out: 

!: Leavi~g t ,e ~ ~rru i n untouched . This 
i~plies a minimum cost in land works 
(leveling required only for walkways) 
Houses must be bui It over piles. 

I 1: Leveling the ground/plot in terraces 
of one storey height, requiring re
taining walls of the same height . 

Ill: Leveling the ground/plot in terraces 
of half a storey high, thus requi
ring reta1n1ng wal Is of the same 
height (= 1 .25 mts) 

~!<2L~<2~L~Lg~: 

A. Row of plots parallel to the contours 
B. Row of plots perpendicular (against) 

the contours 
C. Combined position (paral lel/perpendi

cu lar) 

!ye-=~-gLe!g~~: 

Note: Plots will range from 50 to 90m2. 

1. Squarish plot: ratio 1:1 
usually allows 3 living 
spaces towards the front 

2. Rectangular plot: ratio 1:1.5- 1:2.5 
u sua 11 y a 11 ows 2 1 i
ving spaces plus one 
circulation to the 
front 

j. Long-narrow plot: ratio 1:3 - 1:4 
usually a I lows I spa
ce plus 1 circulation 
towards the front 

After a brief analysis, some alternatives 
were discarded. The study is 1 imited to 
the 16 more relevant ones. 

For example: 
Section x.s was discarded since the al
ternatives were not suitable for the 
position of the cluster. 
Only one alternative of long-narrow 
plot (LB31 II) will be studies since when 
working with an inclined terrain, li
mitations for plot length are strict in 
order to avoid excessive excavation 
works. 

-A-
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The aim of the chart is to compare the im
plications of each alternative in terms 
of land use, densities and infrastructure. 

One can assume that: 

1. Land use: the more semi-private area 
and the less public area the 
better (Caminos-Goethert, 
Urbanization Primer) 

2. Densities: the higher the density the 
better 

3. Infrastructure: the less 1 i near meter 
of pipes, channels and 
retaining walls the 
better. 

Since there is no alternative with abso
lute advantage over the rest and the needs 
of the community- being a mutual aid pro
ject - can vary through time. It can be 
the case that by the time the project is 
going to be implemented, high density for 
example, wi II not be a main priority but 
a less dense scheme might be needed for 
the development of a new technology. 
The shadowed columns in the chart are the 
alternatives which, due to their charac
teristics are worth being explained: 

No. 2: Plots organized around clusters. 
Overlapping plots Imply sane pro
blems in the design of the dwel
lings. It increases density having 
st\11 a good plot area. One storey 
high retaining walls are required 
and among the "cluster" alternati
ves -is the one needing less linear 
meters of infrastructure pipes. 

No . 6: Does not have semi-private spaces 
and density is not very high but 
has no need of retaining walls. 
The works for terracing and leve
ling are minimal and infrastruc
ture . lines can be laid down very 
easily. It can be choosen provi
ded the community develops a 
technology for pi ling, and density 
is not a main priority. 

No . 7: This alternative has two possibi
lities of grouping plots: 
7a: Plots are sharing in the rear 

anal ley for infrastructure 
I i nes . 

7b: Plots are longer for they are 
overlapping as in alternative 
2 . 

Densities in this case are the 
highest but the investment i·n re
taining wal Is and infrastructure 
lines is proportionally high. 

~ 
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No. 12: Density is high, plot areas rela
tively good and infrastructure 
provision relatively inexpens i ve 
but as the longer side of the 
plots is para I lei to the contours 
the amount of linear meters of re
taining wa II s is the highest. 

Example: 

The following is an example of how assis
tance in the selection of a design alter
native can be given . 

Lay-out alternative no. 2 was chosen and 
some assumptions were made in order to be 
able to develop and exp Ia in the way in 
which hous i ng evolution can be foreseen 
and how an urban configurat ion would be 
at a further stage . 

~~~\!~!!U2!!~: 
-The municipality wi I I connect infra

structure pipes in stages. In the mean
time families wi II use provisional com
munal services (pit latrines, septic 
tanks . .. ) . 

- Fami I ies wi II be housed in the core 
house and during a relatively long pe
riod wi I I evolve and improve them de
pending on the organizati on reached Oi 

neighbours for a mutual aid effort. 
-High density is not a priority. It is 

preferable to have large enough plots 
for the possibi iity of an income gene
rating activity. 

-~ 
;\,_, 
. . , ._ 
'/' :)..._ 

.· . , ' ' .. ' 
-~ 
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AREA 
Plot 66 .00 m2 
Core house 39.52 m2 

Bui It area zo; .zq mZ 
OJ>en soace 14.Zl mL 

Co~lete house 97,38 m" 

The construction axis and L<We ls genera
ted by the core Wlit are intended to 
;uide t~ future growth. Nevertheless 
this does not necessarily impLy that ex
tensions must folLow them. 

CORE- HOUSE 

,. ./ 
", / / 

'y/ 
I 
i 

,.., 
··.:... . . 

/ 

lvn..K E~s.·o~ 
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Core-Houses: 

The community wi II provide the families 
with the ma i n structures (roads, walk
ways, retaining wal Is) and core units 
i ncluding one s Jeep in g space, one cooking 
space and one space for toilet and bath
room installations which can be used in 
the meanwhile as a depot. · Core house must 
point out the limits within which it can 
develop: minimum open area and maximum 
height. It must also support a rational 
growth according to the needs, resources 
and will of the family . 

URBAN SCHEME AT CORE STAGE 

The community, through mutu.i\l aid and con
tracted labour wi I I give the core houses 
to the families. Neighbour COITIIli tees wi 11 
be responsible of the clusters' semi-pri
vate spaces and of the Installation of 
communal services. 
The shape of the urban environment wit I 
be the product of negotiations and agree
ments between the community and the autho
rities and between families with their 
neighbours. 

GROWTH ' POSSIBILlTIES 

The chart Includes the possible variants 
in growth within the limits suggested by 
the support. Nevertheless man~ other sta
ges are st i 11 possible and within them 
also many variations in building standards 
and detalls. 
After neighbours have arrived at an agree
ment of technologies and materials to be 
used, a more detailed and specific study 
of growth possibllties can be made accor
dingly so as provide accurate assistant
ship to the group of families. 
In the chart, the thick line shows one 
growth alternative which wi II be studied 
in detai I in order to test the potential 
of development in each stage. 

... 1 

1. A:conooetric of internal spaces !kit
chen, toilet, sleeping <rreaJ .and ezter
naZ !patio, corridor, stari) and possi
bi Hty of ZeveZing far a further grc..Jth. 

PLOT 1 

2. VoZwne of the core IDlit as it t.>i li be 
de liV<lrsd to the faltri liss. 

J. Tez-racing of the plot, infrastru<!tur<l 
tLD'J71elJ and constru.c~iCt'l cl%68 . 

' ' .. 
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STAGE I 

~~~ I 
lt.->-i; 

_-___ .. ~· 

I~ 
I • -:= 
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/ 

Building on the front an independent 
roan ( 2. 70 x J. 50) in level (OJ !j{_th 
flat roof slab. 
Paving of 2ntrance ( .90 x 2.70) Its 
:i,it :.:i~l estabZish :: guideline for 

These 2 stages are common for almost eve
ry alternative of growth, so, if there 
is an agreement amongst comnunity members, 
t he construction can be carried out by 
muf:'..<al aid, and, fran here on, by family 
of neighbourhood effarot. · 
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STAGE 2 

As the staircase is a main issue in the 
development of the dwe Hing, two crite-
ria can be used: · 

1. &4ilding the staircase as an indepen
dent construction volume· to which spa
ces ,.n ll be connected lat6r. 

2 . Only the necessary peice of stair re
quired at a given stage is built thus 
conp leted at the end of the process 
only. 'l'his imp l.ies partially uncovered 
circulations . 



STAGE 3 

Nf!l,J roon tot.l:U'ds the front of the p Zot 
( c01rp let ion of the front) 

STAGE 4 

Front entrance can be closed. Nf!l,J roan 
in the second fl.oor. 

STAGE 5 

Building of the rest of the staircase 
and the tel':l'ace to new roan in the 
front, 2nd floor. Cir=l.ation is un
covered. 

Building a new wet ceZZ on tcp of the 
kitchen. 
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Conclusions: 

Real conclusions can be made only by eva
luating each step of the project as its 
implementation stage. In the meantime we 
can say that evolutionary housing by mu
tual aid is not an alternative to other 
forms of housing production for the low 
income population. It is the only alter
native, since other possiblities are un
affordable; but it is dangerous to insti
tutionalize this form of production as the 
solution for low Income housing in our 
countries. 
It is well-known that the problem goes 
deeper and the solutions lie In other 
spheres different to the purelt technical 
ones. 

But housing is a major concern of the low 
Income groups and around It many grass
root ·movements, which must be supported, 
are arising, and thus the role of the 
technicians and the professionals becomes 
relevant so as to channallze the actions 
and resources of the communities. The at• 
tltude of professionals and especially 
that of the archl tects, must change: they 
should act as tool makers, enabling com
munities and Individuals to make their 
own decisions about the solution of their 
housing problems. 
This methodology is an exampie of how to 
produce such a tool as a starting point 
of a long term process. 
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- Gesamthochschule Kassel, Forschungs

labor fUr Experimentelles Bauen 
(Hrsg.): EX-BAU INFO 6, Kassel 77 

- Minke, Gernot: Alternotiv Construc
tion Technologies and Materials for 
Low-Cost Housing. Proceeding Sym
posium on Reduction of Housing 
Costs, Solvodor/ Brosi lien 1978 
derselbe: Low-Cost-Bouen, in: 
DBZ (Gutersloh) 3/1979 

Baubeschreibung 

Baukorper: 
- Kuppel, deren Ouerschnitt einer 

umgekehrten Kellen I i ni e en tspricht 
Abmessungen: 
- Hohe: 3,00 m; Durchnesser: 4,00 m; 

beboute F Iache: 13 m2 
Konstruk lion: 
- ringformig Ubereinonder gestopelte 

Schltiuche ous unbeschichtetem Poly
estergewebe (¢ 20 em, Gesomtltinge 
220m), die im unteren Bereich mit 
Sand, im aberen Bereich mit Blah
ton gefvllt sind . 

- kreisformige Offnung im Kuppelzenit , 
d ie durch einen Druckring ous Stohl
rohr stobi lisierl und mit einem pi lz
formigen, mit Schoumstoffobfoll ge
fullten Behclter ous PVS-beschichte

tem Polyestergewebe obgedeck t ist 
- Eingong durch noch oul3en obgewin

kelte Schlouchenden, die ein poro
belforrniges Tonnengewolbe entstehen 
lassen 

Moteriolaufwond: 
-co. '140m2 Polyestergewebe 
- co. 6 m3 Sand bzw . Blohto n 

Voruntersuchungen 

Mit Hilfe von Modellen im Mo&tob 
1:10 wurden unterschiedliche Konstruk
tionsformen fur Gebi:iude ous sondge
fullten Schlauchen und unterschied
liche Schlauchonordnungen untersucht. 

Herstellungsprozel3 

Mit Hi lfe eines selbstgebouten Sond
obfllllgerates wurden die Schltiuche 
ous Polyestergewebe mi I Sand bzw. 
B lohton pro II gefu II t und donn ring
formig Ubereinondergelegt. 
Bedingt durch die Form des Boukorpers, 
der im Schnitt die Form einer umge
kehrten Kettenlinie oufweist, treten 
in der Wand ousschlie13lich Druckkrof
te auf. Um diese statisch notwendig~ 
Form zu erzeugen, wurde des von der 
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Forschungsgruppe "Low- Cost-Bouen"ent
wi eke I te G lei tscho lungsgeri:i t verwendet, 
des den jeweiligen Abstond der einzel
nen Schlouchlogen von der Boukorper
ochse ongibt. lediglich im oberen Be
reich des Versuchsbous, in dem die 
einzelnen Schlouchlogen relativ stork 
noch i nnen ouskrogen, wurden wtihrend 
der Montage zur interimistischen Form
stobi lisierung Eisensttibe eingeschlogen . 
Mit dem Abfu ll en der Schltiuche woren 
2-3 Arbeitskrafte 3 loge long beschdf
tigt , die Montage erforde rte 5-7 Ar
beitskrtifte und douerte co. ?. Toge. 

Z u m Ergebnis 

Der Versuchsbou sol lte lediglich de
monstrieren, dofl es sehr einfoch ist, 
mit texti lverpacktem losem Sa nd im 
Selbstbou Gebi:iudehullen zu e rrichten. 
Um eine wetterdi chte Au fle nhout zu 
erzeugen, konnen gebri:iuchliche An
striche, Putze oder Folien- bzw . 
Schindelobdeckungen ongebrocht werden. 



Erdbebensi chere 
Bi II ig-Wohnbauten 

Prototypen 
Guatemala 

San Lucas Toliman, Guatemala, 1978 

Ausfuhrung: 
- Gesamthochschu le Kosse I, For

schungslobor fur Experimentelles 
Bauen, Kassel 

- Faculdad de Arquitectura, Universi
dod Francisco Marroquin, Guatemala 

- CEMA T (Centro Mesoomericono de 
Estudios sabre Technologic 
Apropioda), Guatemala 

Lei tung: 
Gemot Minke 

Be rater: 
Jest! Asturias, Adolfo Lou 

Technische Mitarbeiter: 
Diego Chiquivol Chavez, 
Frank Millies 

Studentische Mitarbeiter: 
Ghassan EI-Badwon, Alfonso Castil
lo R., J . E. Gavidia G., Sabine 
Gunther, Susanne Hatch R., 
Th.eklo Kolbeck, Ramon· Lorn M., 
Madeline Lopez de Duarte, Leonel 
Mejia R., Roberto Roesch G., 
Mario Rosas H. , Mohammad 
Rowshanbokhsh 

Einheimische Handwerker: 
Josl! Antonio Chuk, Juan Yoixon 
Chuk, Marcos Antonio Cuk, Rober
to Den, Adri6n Riqui z 

Finanzierung: 
- Universidad Francisco Marroquin, 

Guatemala, 
- Forschungslobor fur Experimente lies 

Bouen, Gesamthochschule Kassel, 
- CEMAT, Guatemala, 
- Porroquia (koth . Gemeinde) Son 

Lucas Tolimon, Guatemala, 
- Kosseler Hochsehulbund Kassel 
- Kurotorium Guatemala, ' Bonn ' 

Veroffentlichungen: 
- Gesomthochschu le Kassel, Forschungs

lobor fur Experimentelles Bouen 
(Hrsg.): EX-BAU INFO 10, Kassel 
1978 

- Minke, Gernot: Low-Cost-Bouen 
in: DBZ (Gutersloh) 3/1979 ' 

Zielsetzung 

lm Hochlond von Guatemala sind Ze
ment und Stohl unverhi:iltnismal3ig teuer 
und nicht in ousreichenden Mengen vor
honden. Sand und Lehm gibt es doge
gen ols noturliche Boustoffe im Uber-

flui3. Die Erkenntnis, doll noch dem 
Erdbeben vom Februor 1976 in Guate
mala die troditionellen Lehmboutech
niken zugunsten von erheblieh teure
ren Stohlbetonkonstruktionen oufgege
ben worden woren, fuhrte zur Entwiek
lung neuer, erdbebensicherer Lehm- und 

Sondboutechniken. Die hier ongewen
deten Techniken bosierten auf den 
Voruntersuehungen des Forschungslobors 
om Prototyp Kosse I. 

Pratotyp 1 
(Stompflehmhaus 

Baubeschreibung 

Abmessungen: 
- Au13enmo13e: 6, 60 x 8,70 m 
- beboute Floche: 42 m2 
- Terrosse: 16 m2 
Fundomente: 
- bombusbewehrtes Notursteinfundo-

ment, koniseh ousgebi ldet 
Wondkonstruktion: 
- bombusbewehrte Stompflehmwond 
Doehkonstruk lion: 
- verzink tes We llbleeh auf Ho lzunter

konstruktion, unobhangig von der 
Wand auf 6 teileingesponnten 
Pfosten ruhend. 

~ 
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Bombusbewehrtes 
Not u r sf e in f u · n dome n 

Als Fundament- und Sockelkonstruk
tion wurde fur den Prototyp 1 Notur
steinmauerwerk verwendet, wie es in 
der Gegend ollgemein gebrouchlich 
ist. Urn eine hohere Erdbebensicherheit 
zu gewohrleisten, wurde diese Konstruk
tion jedoch konisch (noch unten brei
ter werdend) ousgebi ldet und mit einer 
Bombusbewehrung versehen. Der Fun
domentstreifen ist je nach Baugrund
festigkeit 40-80 em lief und im unteren 
Bereich 50 em brei t; er geht in einen 
etwo 50 em hohen Seckel oberholb der 
Erdoberflache Uber, der im oberen 
Bereich 30em breit ist . 
In dieser Fundament- und Sockelkon
struktion verll:iuft im oberen Bereich 
ein horizontoler, etwo Scm dicker 
Bombus-Ringonker, der aile 80cm mit 
vertikolen, gespreizten Bombuselemen
ten verbunden ist. Der 50 em hohe 
Seckel dient in erster Linie ols Spritz
schulz gegen das Regenwasser. Durch 
diese neuortige Boutechnik wurde ein 
erdbebensi cheres Fundament ohne die 
sonst i.ibliche Verwendung von Stohl 
und Beton geschoffen. 



Bombusorm 
Stompflehm 
system 

e r t e s 
-Wand-

Als Wendsystem fUr den Prototyp 1 
wurde dos bere its om "Prototyp Kosse I" 
getestete Wondbousystem ous gestompf
tem, bombusbewehrten Lehm verwen
det. Der fur dieses Projekt vercrbeite
te lehm wurde auf der Bouste lie unter
holb einer etwo 40 em storken Humus
schicht gefunden. Um die bei lehm
konstruktionen Ubliche und fur die 
Erosionsfestigkeit nochtei lige Schrumpf
rirlbildung zu vermeiden, wurde ·er 
mit Kiefernnodeln versetzt. De der 
vorhondene Lehm ei nen re loti v geri n
gen Tonontei I besitzt und Uberwiegend 
eus vu lkenischem Bimssond besteht, wur
de die L~hmmischung mit 5% Kolk on
gereichert, um die Wetterfestigkeit zu 
erhtihen (bei Ublichem Tonentei I ist 
der Zusotz von Kolk nicht notwendig) . 
Die Lebensdouer einer ous dieser Mi
schung erste II ten lehmwend kenn we
sentlich vergro&!rt werden, wenn fol
gende Regeln eingeholten werden: 
1 . Die Mischung muf3 mit einer mi
nimolen Menge Wasser ongesetzt wer
den; sie dorf lediglich "erdfeucht" 
sein . 
2 . Durch die Beimengung von Kie
fernnodeln larlt sich die Festigkeit 
wesentlich erhahen. 
3. Di e Mischung murl mechonisch 
verdichtet werden (bei diesem Projekt 
wurde die Ausgongsmischung auf 60% 
verdi chtet) . 
Durch di e Einheltung dieser Regeln 

gelong es, die lineore Schrumpfri(J
bild ung unter 0,1 % zu holten . Es 
entstonden lediglich Hoerrisse, die 
durch ein nechtragl iches Ube rstreichen 
und ZusommendrUcken - z . B. mit einer 
Kelle - beseitigt werden konnten . Die 
beschriebene lehmmischung wurde in 
eine Metollform mit T-farmigem 
Ouerschnitt eingebrocht. Diese Form 
hot eine Breite von 80 em, e ine Hahe 
von 40 em und eine Gesomtstarke von 
30 em. Die Metellform wird urn vier 
vertiko le Bembussttibe ongeordnet und 
jeweils etwo 10 em hoch mit Lehmmi
schung gefullt . Diese Mise hung wird 
donn mit einfochen Stempfhalzern ver
dichtet, so do(J dos ursprUngliche Vo
lumen auf etwo 60% reduziert wird . 
1st die Form gefullt, so konn sie so
fort geaffnet und weiter verwendet 
werden . Bei ousreichend trockener 
Mischung ist es maglich, unmittelbor 
auf der ersten Schicht eine zweite 
zu errichten. Des entstehende geschorJ
hohe Wondelement mit T -formigem 
Ouerschnitt is! von dem Nochborele
ment durch eine 2 em dicke Fuge ge
trennt, die spater mit Lehm ousgefullt 
wird . Diese Fuge dient ols eine Art 
Sollbruchstelle und ennoglicht wahrend 
eines Erdbebens eine horizontole Be
wegung der einzelnen Wondelemente 
unobhangig voneinonder . Jedes Wend
element ist durch den T -farmigen 
Ouerschnitt und die vertikole Bombus
bewehrung ousreichend stobi I gegen 
entstehende Bi egebeenspruchung. Ober
holb der Wondelemente verlauft ein 
horizonteler Ringonker ous Bombus oder 
Rundholz, en dem die vertikelen Bem
busstabe der einzelnen Wandelemente 
befestigt sind. Hierdurch ist gewahr
leistet, da(l die Wandelemente unter
einander flexibel verbunden sind . Ein 
Umfalie.," einzelner Wondelemente oder 
der ganzen Wand infolge von Erdbeben 
ist dadurch verhindert . Um der Lehm
wond eine zusatzliche Oberflachen
stabilisierung gegen regenbedingte Ero
sion zu geben, wurde der Lehm im 
trockenen Zusta nd mit einer otmungs
fahigen Kolkschlamme fa I gender Zu
sammensetzung gestrichen: l Sock Ko lk , 
2 kg Kochsalz, 1 kg Alaun, l kg Ton, 
co . 40 Liter Wasser. 
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P r ototyp 2 
(Stope !sock h ous) 

Boubesc h reib u ng 

Abmessungen: 
- AurlenmorJe: 7, 65 x 7, 65 m 
- beboute F Iache: 46 m2 
- Terrosse: 16 m2 
Fundomente: 
- unbewehrtes Natursteinfunda

ment 
Wondkonstruktion: 
- Boumwollgewebesacke, mit Bimssand 

und Bimskies gefUIIt; durch verti
kole Bombus- urid Rundho lzprofi le 
geholten; mit Kolk gesch lemmt 

Dochkanstruk lion: 
- verzinktes Wellblech auf Holzunter

konstruktion, unobhangig von der 
Wend ou.f 6 lei leingesponnten 
Pfosten ruhend 

W o n d s y s I e m o u s b m s-
sandgefullten Sticken 

Die Idee, sondgefullte Sacke ols Bou
elemente zu verwenden, entstand ous 
der Erkenntnis, doJ3 die Verwendung 
von Zement oder Kolk ols tlindemitte l 
fur Sand relotiv lever ist . .. Aufgrund 
der in Ke ssel durchgeflihrten Untersu
chungen Uber mtig liche Sondsock-Bou
weisen wurde eine fUr die Bedingun
gen in Guotemolo veronderte Bouweise 
entwickelt: 
Als Konstruktionselement fur dieses 
System dient ein schlouchfonniger Sock 
ous Boumwollgewebe mit etwa 10 em 
Durchmesser und Langen von 1 , 70 m 
bis 2,80 m. Diese Sticke wurden mit 
Bimssond und Bimsk ies gefUJit, Ubere in
ondergestopelt und etwos zusammenge
prerJt, so dorl sich der ursprUnglich 
kreisfonnige Ouerschnitt der Schlauche 
zu einem rechteck igen Ouerschni tt 
von 8 x 10 em mit obgerundeten Ecken 
verformte . Diese Sacke wurden d irekt 
ouf einen 10cm breiten und 80 bis 
100 em hohen Fundament- und Socke l
streifen ous Notursteinmouerwerk ver
legt, nochdem sie vorher in Kolkmilch 
getoucht woren . Dieses Touchverfahren 
gewahrleistet , dol3 des Boumwollgewebe 
ollse i tig von Kolk umgeben ist und e in 



Verrotten de$ Gewebe$ verhinderl wird. 
Die Ubereinondergestopelten Sacke wer
den im Abstond von 45 em beidseitig 
durch vertikole Bambusrohre gehalten, 
die miteinonder durch Drahtschlaufen 
verbunden sind. Diese Bambusstabe 
wurden unten am Fundament und oben 
an dem harizantalen Ringbalken befe
stigt. Aile 1,15m bzw. amEnde 
eines Sackes wurden starkere Rund
holz- ader Konthalzprofi le mit 6 bis 
8 em Durchmesser angebracht, die 3) 

bis 50 em in den Baden eingerammt 
wurden und eine zusotzliche Stabi li
sierung ergeben. Dieses Wand system 
hat eine ausreichende Flexibi litot, urn 
sich den unterschiedlichen Bewegungen 
eines Erdbebens anpassen zu konnen. 
Das geschlossene Ringbalkensystem ver
hindert das Umfallen sawohl einzelner 
Wondtei le cis ou~h des gesomten 
Wondsystems. Noch der Fertigstellung 
der Wand wurden die aulleren und in
neren Wondflachen mit einer Kolk-

. schlt:imme zweimol Uberstrichen, so doll 
der Regen nicht in des lnnere der Socke 
eindringen konn. Urn ein "Atmen" der 
Wand zu ermaglichen, wurde der Kalk
schlt:imme Kochsolz und Aloun zuge
setzt ( 1 Sock Kolk, 4 kg Kochsolz, 

'2 kg Aloun, co. 30 Liter Wasser). 

Dochkonstruktion 

Die Analyse der HouseinstUrze wahrend 
des Erdbebens vom Februor 1976 er
gob, doll die meisten Docher ledig
lich oufgrund eines Versogens der 
Wondkonslruktion einfielen. Doraus 
wurde gefolgert, doll die Dochkonstruk
tion getrennt von der Wondkonstruk
tion auszufllhren ist, eine Bouweise, 
die sowohl im troditionellen wie im 
madernen Wohnungsbou in Guatemala 
unliblich ist. 
Die Dochkonstruktion der beiden Proto
typen besteht ous ei nem HoI z- Pfetten
doch, des auf 6 S!Utzen steht und mit 
verzinktem Wellblech obgedeckt ist. 
Die Sti.Jtzen sind sowohl im Erdreich 
durch Fundomente gehalten (lei leinge
sponnt), cis ouch mit der Dachkonstruk
tion Uber jewei Is 4 Kopfbander onge
bunden, so <loll eine Konstruktion ent-

~teht, die durch ihre Flexibilitat und 
durch ihre Unobhangigkeit vom Wand
system eine besonders hohe Erdbeben
sicherheit oufweist. 
Do dos Doch$ystem vom Wondsystem 
unobhangig ist, war es maglich, zu
erst dos Doch zu erstellen und donn 
im Regenschutz des Doches die Wond
konstruktion zu errichten. 

Kostenvergleich 

Die Moteriolkosten fUr den Prototyp 
(Stompflehmwondsystem) betrugen ins
gesomt 611,75 US Dollar (11,16 US 
Dollar je m2 Grundfloche). In diesen 
Kosten sind Tronsportkosten in Hahe 
von etwo 100 Dollar entholten, die 
bei einer onderen Loge des Bouplotzes 
und bei einer ·besseren Zuganglich
keit wesentlich niedriger gewesen wt:i
ren. Die Moteriolkosten der Lehm
wond betrugen nur 15,6%, die des 
Daches 50,5% und die des Fundomen
tes einschlielllich Sockel 25,6% der 
Gesamt-Moterio lkosten. 
Fur den Prototyp 2 (Sondsockwond
system) ergaben sich Moteriolkosten 
von insgesomt 630,75 US Dollar 
(11, 46 US Dollar je m2 Grundfloche). 
Die Materiolkosten der Wand betrugen 
32, 1%, die des Doches 49, G% und 
die des Fundaments 8,6% der Gesamt
Materi o lkosten. 
Urn diese Kosten mit denen onderer 
Houser vergleichen zu konnen, wurde 
ein in dieser Gegend Ubliches Wohn
haus ous Beton-Hohlblocksteinen ent
worfen und kalkuliert. Dieses Ver
gleichshaus mit gleichem Grundri!3 wie 
Prototyp 1, hat ein ubliches Betonstrei
fenfundoment, auf dem die Wende aus 
Hohlblocksteinen oufgebout sind. In be
stimmten Abstonden sind vertikole und 
horizontale, stahlbewehrte Betonstreifen 
(StUtzen, Ringonker) zur Erdbebenstobi li
sierung angeordnet. Dieses Hous hO!te 
Moteriolkosten von insgesomt 1101,74 
US Dollar ergeben, was einem Preis von 
21,60 US Dollar je m2 Grundflache 
entspricht. Die Moteriolkosten dieses 
Wondsystems betrogen 56, 9%, die des 
Doches 31, 7%, die des Fundaments 
5, 9% der Gesomt-Moteriolkosten. 
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Vergleicht man die Motericlkosten diec 
ser drei Bouweisen, so zeigt sich deut
lich, doll die Wondkonstwktionen der 
beiden Prototypen erhebliche Kosten
eins· rungen ermo21ichen. Wohrend 
dos f'v,.Jteriol je m Hohlblockstein
wand 7,63 US Dollar kostet, betragen 
die Moterialkosten fur die Lehmwond 
nur 1 ,75 US Dollar und fur die Sand
sackwond nur 3,04 Dollar je m2. Die 
Lohnkoslen fur aile drei Hauser sind 
onnohernd gleich. Die Arbeitszeit fUr 
die Errichtung der Hauser betrt:igt bei 
6 bis 10 Arbeitern etwo 4 Wochen. 
Die Sandsack-Bauweise benotigte eine 
etwos geringere Arbeitszeit. Do die 
Arbeiter einen Togeslohn von nur 
2,50 Dollar pro Tog hatten, mochten 
die Lohnkosten lediglich einen gerin
gen Prozentsotz der gesomten Hausbou
kosten ous; dieser log etwc bei 25%. 

Zusommenfossung· 

1. lm Vergleich zu eine"' ahnlichen 
Hous ublicher Bouweise ous Beton-Hohl
blocksteinen benotigte die Herstellung 
der beiden Prototypen keinen grolleren 
Zeitoufwand, die Moterialkosten la-
gen gegenUber einem Vergleichshaus 
aus Hohlblocksteinen bei 52 bzw. 53%. 
2. Die beiden Prototypen zeigen, do!3 
mit Hilfe lokal im Uberflu!3 vorhande
ner Materialien wie Lehm, Bimssand 
uncJ Bombus bi llige Wandkonstruktionen 
errichtet werden konnen, die ohne 
Verwendung von Bewehrungsstahl und/ 
oder Zement eine grolle Erdbeben
sicherheit und Lebensdauer aufweisen. 
3. Es wurde demonstriert, doll beide 
Prototypen mit einfochen Handwerk
zeugen und Ublichen handwerklichen 
Fahigkeiten errichtet werden konnen. 
4. Dos Forschungs- und Entwicklungs
projekt zeigte, doll es geeignet war, 
den beteiligten Studenten und Techni
kern angepollte Bautechnologien zu 
venmitteln. Die einheimischen Arbeiter, 
die Eigentumer und die Nochborn, 
waren von der kurzen Errichtungs-
zeit und den· niedrigen Kosten be
eindruckt und doran intereS>iert, 
diese Techniken zu erlernen. 



E rdbebensi chere 
Bi llig-Wohnbauten 

Prototyp Kosse I 
For~chungslobor fUr Experimentelles 
Bouen, Gesomthochschule Kassel 
Kassel 1978/ 79 

AusfUhrung: 
Forschungsgruppe "Low-Cost- Bouen" 

Lei tung: 
Gernot Minke 

Wissenschoftlicher Mitorbe iter: 
Thomas K Iumpp 

Technischer Mitorbeiter: 
Fronk Millies 

Studentische Mitorbeiter: 
Lothor Booten, Ghosson EI-Bodwon, 
Dieter Ennel, Sabine Gunther, 
Hans Joochim Melcher, Mario A . 
Rosas H. , Mohammad Rowshonbokhsh, 
Vossi lies Tsolokidis 

Finonzierung: 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschoft 

Veraffentlic hungen: 
- Gesomthochschule Kassel, Forschungs

lobor fUr Experimente lies Bouen 
(Hrsg.): EX-BAU INFO 9, Kassel 
1978 

- derselbe: EX-BAU INFO 11, Kassel 
1979 

- Minke, Gernot: Low-Cost-Bouen, 
in: DBZ (Glitersloh), 3/ 1979 

Boubeschreibung 

- Houptbou: 
Auflenmofle: 6, 20 m x 5,00 m 
beboute F Iache: 27,5 m2 
Terrosse: 3,5 m2 
Doch: 12° Neigung, co . 46 m2 

- Anbou: 
Auflenmofle: 3, 80 m x 3, 30 m 
beboute F Iache: 12,5 m2 
Doch: 12° Neigung, co. 19 m2 

Fundomente: 
- Streifenfundomente ous Mogerbeton 

bzw . ous gebrouchten Eisenbohn
schwellen 

Wandousbi ldungen: 
_ 2 verschiedene Lehmstompftechniken 
- 2 verschiedene Tec hniken mit lex ti 1-

verpock tern losem Sand 
Dochousbi ldung: 
- Pfettendoch ous Rundha lzern, 1 ZO 

Neigung 
- Abdeckung mit PVC -beschichtetem 

Polyestergewebe und Grossoden 

Wandkonstruktion s 
systeme 

Zielsetzung 
In den meisten Entwicklungslondern ist 
Zement und Stohl unverholtnismoflig 
teue r und nicht in ousreichenden Men
gen vorhonden . Lehm und Sand doge
gen sind in der Regel ols notlirlicher 
Boustoff im Uberflufl vorhonden . Daher 
beschi:iftigte sich des Projek t "Low
Cost-Bauen " mit der Entwicklung olte r
notiver Wandboutechniken, bei denen 

die Verwendung von Stohl, Zement 
und Kolk gonz oder weitestgehend ver
mieden werden konn . 
Aktueller Anlofl fUr die Entwicklung 
erdbebensicherer Low-Cost-Bouten war 
die Erkenntnis, dofl noch dem Erdbe
ben vom Februor 1976 in Guatemala 
die troditionellen Lehmboutechniken 
zugunsten von erheblich teureren Stohl
betonkonstruktionen oufgegeben worden 
woren. 
Ziel der Untersuchungen war doher die 
Entwicklung neuer, olternotiver Bou
techniken mit Sand und Lehm ols vor
wiegendes Boumoterio I. 

1 . Stopelsackwand 
Aufgrund der E rfohrungen aus dem 
Projekt "Sondsock-Kuppel" wurde im 
Fruhjahr 1978 ein Stopelsockwond-Bau
system entwickelt und an einem 8, 40 m 
Iangen Tei I des Versuchsbous getestet . 
Die ous 0, 50 m brei ten Jutegewebe
streifen genohten 2,60 m Iangen 
Schlauche wurden mi I gronu lasem 
Schlittgut (Bimskies, Blahton oder Sand) 
gefullt und on den Enden verl<notet. 
Die >chlauchartigen, gefullten Behi:il
ter wurden on den Enden jewei Is 
U-farmig abgeknickt Ubereinonder ver
legt, so dofl geschoflhohe 1, 20 m 
breite Wondelemente entstonden. Die 
Schli:iuche, die im verlegten Zustond 
eine Breite von etwo 22 em und eine 
Hbhe von etwo 12 em oufweisen, 
wurden zum Schutz gegen Erdfeuchtig
keit und Spritzwasser auf einem 0,3m 
hohen Seckel verlegt. Die Verbindung 
der Si:icke unterein;nder wird durch 
eingeschlogene, ongespitzte Bombus
sti:ibe erreicht, deren obere Enden on 
dem umloufenden , flexiblen Ringonker 
befestigt sind. Eine :z.ustitzliche Ver
fugung durch Martel ist maglich, je
doch bei richtiger Verlegung nicht 
notwendig. Zum Schutz gegen Feuch
tigkeit und zum Schutz des Gewebes 
gegen Verrotten wurde die Wand mit 
einem Kolkmi lchonstrich verse hen 

2 . Textile SchUttgutwond 
Bei diesem Wondbousystem werden 
zwischen zwei zueinonder geneigten 
Rei hen von Rundholzstongen zwei Boh
nen grebes, festes Jutegewebe gehangt, 
die unten zusammengenaht oder auf 
eine Lotte genogelt sind. Zwischen 
diese Gewebebohnen wird loses Full
gut wie Sand, Sims, Kies oder Erde 
eingebrocht. Durch des Eimchlogen 
der Holzstongen in den Boden und des 
Zusommenbinden der oberen Enden 
wird der seitliche Druck des SchUtt
gutes oufgenommen. Am Wondende 
wird das Gewebe :wsommengenoht oder 
on einem Holz (z. B. Fensterrohmen) 
befestigt. Die Stongen, die eine Dicke 
von 4-8 em hoben, stehen in einem 
Abstond von 0,45 m und sind 2,10 m 
long . Die Wondsti:irke betrogt unten 
0,45 m und oben 0,15 m. Als SchUtt
gut wurde bei diesem Versuchsbou 
Bimskies verwendet. Die SchUttgut
wond wurde zum Schutz gegen Erd
feuchtigkei t und Spritzwosser auf einen 
co. 0,30 m hohen Secke l gestel lt . 
Die vertikolen Stongen sind on ihrem 
oberen Ende mit einem flexiblen Ring
onker ous Rundholz befestigt . Die 
SchUttgutwond ist on den seitlichen 
Enden jeweils obgewinkelt, so dofl 
eine U-fannige Wand entsteht. Sam it 
ist eine ausreichende Stobi lito! gegen 
vertikole und horizontole Erdbewegun
gen gegeben (Erdbebensicherheit) . Dos 
Jutemoteriol muG mit Ko lkmi lch so ge
tri:inkt werden, dofl es ollseitig mit 
einer Kolkschicht umgeben ist . Do
durch wird ein Verrotten des Gewebes 
verhindert . Wie die Versuche mit un
behondeltem Jutegewebe ergoben, 
setzt noch etwo 3 Monoten ein Ver
rottungsprozefl ein , der des Gewebe 
zerstart. In einem zweiten Versuch 
wurde onste lle des Jutegewebes ein ver
rottungsfestes PVC-beschichtetes 
Polyestergewebe verwendet. 



3. Bombusormierte Stompf-
lehmwond 

Mit Hilfe einer neu entwickelten 
Kloppscholung wurden 0,80 m breite, 
geschoflhohe Tofele lemente stufenwe ise 
ous gestompftem Lehm errichtet. Die 
Stobi litcit der einzelnen Tofelelemente 
wird durch eine Bombusormierung ge
wohrleistet. Die Stondsicherheit der 
Tofeln wird durch die Art der Profi
lierung (T -E Iemen!) sowie durch die 
Befestigung on dem flexiblen Ringon
ker erreicht. Um eine ousreichende 
Wetterfestigkeit zu erzielen, wurde 
eine relotiv fette Lehmmischung mit 
etwo 25% Tonontei I hergestellt. Um 
die Schrumpfriflbildung zu minimieren, 
wurde die Mise hung erdfeucht, d. h. so 
trocken wie moglich, verorbeitet, mit 
Stroh versetzt, durch Stomp fen me
chonisch verdichtet und der Austrock
nungsprozefl durch Abdeckfolien ver
longsomt. Zwischen den Tofelelementen 
entstonden 2 em breite vert ike le Fugen, 
die nochtraglich mit Lehm verfugt 
wurden und die ols "Sollbruchstellen" 
fUr den Foil eines Erdbebens dienen. 
Die Wondoberflache wies noch 18-
monotiger Lebensdouer keine erkenn
boren Erosionserscheinungen auf. 

4. Monolithische Stompf-
lehmwond 

lm Apri I und Moi 1979 wurde ei ne 
einfoche Lehmstompftechnik ousprobiert 
und on dem Anbou des Prototyps ge
testet. Hierbei wird eine erdfeuchte 
Lehmmischung in einer Scholung durch 
Stompfen mit einfochen Stompfern oder 
Holzlotten verdichtet. Die Scholung 
besteht ous zwei parallel zueinonder 
ongeordneten Scho lbrettern von 1 , 80 m 
Lange und 0,40 m Hi:ihe. Die Lehm
mischung wurde in der bereits erwi:ihn
ten Lehmmischonloge ous 20% Ton und 
80% Sand mit Schluffonteil unter Bei
niengung von Kiefernnodeln hergestellt. 
Versuche ergoben, dofl Kiefernnodeln 
eine bessere Stobi lisierungswirkung er
geben ols Strohhacksel. Dies liegt zum 
einen on dem besseren Oberfli:ichenver
bund der beiden Moteriolien und zum 
onderen on einer geringeren Oberfli:i
chenverletzung durch Armierungsporti
kel, wodurch eine Verminderung der 
Erosion erreicht wird. Bei den 3, 80 m 
Iangen Wondflachen entstond on den 
beiden Scholungsstoflen jeweils ein 
1-3 em breiter Schrumpfri fl, der mehr
foch ousgebessert werden muflte. 
lnsgesomt betrug der lineore ·Schrumpf 
der Wondli:inge co. 1,5%, wobei je
doch nur etwo die Holfte dieses Be
troges ols Riflbreite innerholb der 
Wondfloche ouftouchte; die Ubrige 
Li:ingenverkUrzung entstond om Rand 
bzw. on den Ecken der Wand. Unter
suchungen ergoben, dofl es vermutlich 
om sinnvollsten ist, olle 1,20-1,50m 
durch eine entsprechende VerjUngung 
der Wondsti:irke eine Schrumpffuge 
einzuplonen. Diese wird donn vor dem 
volligen Austrocknen der Lehmwond 
mit einer erdfeuchten Lehmmischung 
O\JsgefUIIt, die mit 5-10% Kolk und 
Kiefernnodeln veredelt ist. 
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Grossodendoch 

Zur Konstrukt 
Dos grossodenbewochsen 
besteht ous einer Mitt zwei 
Fullpfetten und einer dar iegenden 
Bolkenloge (Abstand ca. 0,70 m). 
Die StUtzen sind sowohl im Erdreich 
durch Fundomente gehalten (tei leinge
sponnt) ols ouch mit der Dachkonstruk

. lion Uber jewei Is 4 Kopfbonder onge-
bunden, so doll eine Konstruktion ent
steht, die durch ihre Flexibilitot und 
durch ihre Unobhongigkeit vom Wand
system eine besonders hab.es.beben
sicherheit oufweist. Aile ol rofile 
bestehen aus unbearbeitet ndh<ll
zern. Anstelle einer Ublichen Dach
deckung mit Holzscholung, Asbestze
menttafeln oder Wellblechen wurde 
ein PVC-beschichtetes Polyestergewebe 
mit einem leichten Durchhang Uber die 
im Abstond von 0,60 m als Dochlatten 
verlegten, woogerechten Rundholz
profi le gespannt . Auf dieser etwa 
65 m2 grol3en Dochfloche wurden 8-10 

em dicke Grossoden verlegt. Durch den 
Durchhong der Membrane wird ein Ab
rutschen der Grossoden vermieden und 
ein Wasserspeichereffekt erreicht. 

Zum Ergebnis 
Dodos Grasdach togsUber in der war
men Johreszeit oufgrund der Photosyn
these und der Wasserverdunstung mehr 
Worme verbraucht ols es durch die At
mung erzeugt, bewirkt es einen KUhl
effekt; nachts und im Winter dagegen 
erzeugt es Worme oufgrund des At
mungsprozesses. Wohrend on der Ober
flache von unbegrUnten Dochern Tem
peroturschwonkungen von 100° C ouf
treten konnen (im Sommer +80°C, im 
Winter -20° C), betragen diese bei 
begrUnten nur maximal 3QOC (im 
Sommer +250C, im Winter -SOC). 
Durch die 10 em dicke Erdschicht ent
steht ein vortei lhafter Warmespeicher-

. effekt und eine relativ grol3e Schall
danmwirkung von mehr als 40 dB. Do 
1 m2 eines ungeschnittenen Rasens 
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(noch Olschowy) Uber 100 m2 Blatt-· 
· oberfloche aufweist, wirken bei dem 

65 m2 grol3en Grosdach des Versuchs
bous Uber 6 500 m2 Blattoberfloche bei 
der Klimoregulierung, der Luftreini~ung 
und der Sauerstofferzeugung. 25 m 
Blottoberfloche erzeugen bei Sonnen
schein (nach Bernatzky) 27 g Sauer
stoff je Stunde - etv,-a soviel wie ein 
Mensch zur gleichen Zeit verbraucht. 
BerUcksichtigt man den Einflull der 
Nacht- und der Winterperioden, sa 
werden im Johresdurchschnitt etwa 
150 m2 Blattoberfloche benotigt, um 
den Sauerstoffbedorf eines Menschen 
zu deck en. Demnach wUrde des 65 m2 
grol3e Grosdach des Versuchsbaus aus
reichend Sauerstoff fUr etwa 45 Men
schen erzeugen. 
Dieses Grasdach weist gegenUber 
einem einfachen, konventionellen 
Pappdach wesentliche bauphysikalische, 
klimatologische und okologische Vor
tei le auf und ist darUberhinaus - zu
mindest im Selbstbau - ouch bi lliger. 



Bauen mit Altreifen 

Forschungslobor fur Experimentelles 
Bouen, Gesomlhochschule Kassel 
Kassel 1979, 1980 

Projek tleilung: 
Gernol Minke 

Wissenschofrlicher Mitorbeiler : 
Ulrich Merz 

Technischer Mitorbeiter: 
Fronk MHiies 

Studentische Mitorbeiter: 
Lothor Booten, Stephon Becsei , 
Franz Bruns, Dieter Ermel, 
Astrid Friederichs, Shlomo Friedman, 
Norbert Kl ee, Mario Rosas , 
Vassilios Tsaloki d is 

In Deutschland mUssen Altreifen in der 
Regel auf Sanderdeponien gelogerl 
werden; dem Re ifenhtindler oder Tonk
stellenworl koslet der Ablronsporl 
0 , 40 bis 2,00 OM je Reifen . 

Sei l 1979 hot dos Forschungslobor fur 
Experimentelles Boven zusommen mi l 
der Projektgruppe "Okologisches Bouen" 
verschiedene Moglichkeiten unlersucht , 
Al treifen und Altreifenteile ol s Bou
elemente zu verwenden . Voroussetzung 
dofUr war die Entwicklung eines Ge
rllles, mil dem sich die Louffltiche des 
Reifens Ieicht von den beiden Se ilen
flochen lrennen ltilll (Abb. 1) . Mit 
diesem Gertil, dos von einem gebrouch
len Woschmoschinenmotor ongel rieben 
wi rd, lassen sich Autoreifen von 12 
bis 16 Zoll innerholb von 2 Minulen 
in 3 Teile zerlegen . 

Es wurden verschiedene Schindelsysleme 
ous Reifenleilen geteslel (Abb . 2-4) . 
Abb . 4 ze igl ei ne tonnenformige, 35m2 
grolle Dochfloche eines Versuchsbous , 
die mil Schindeln ous Louffltlc hen ob
gedeck I wurde . 

Bei dem im Jvli 1980 erstellten 60m2 
grollen Versuchsbou "Oko-Bov" (Abb .S) 
wurden Autoreifen ol s verlorene Sc ho
lung zur Hersle I lung der Fvndomenle, 
ols Sitze lemente (Abb .5) und zur Sto
b i lisiervng der Grossoden in sleil en 

Wondbereichen ve rwe ndel . Die Trag
slrvklvr des Versvc hsbovs besteht ovs 
einer _G itferschole, die ous zwei 
Log en sich krevzender, 4-8 em dick e n 
Bvchenstt:immen hergestellt wurde 
(Abb.7). Die Buchensltimme, di e beim 
Ausforsten im Wold o ls "Abfo ll " on
fie/en, la ssen sic h im fr ischen Zustond 
reloti v Ieicht in die gewU nschle Form 
krUmmen. Zur Verb in dung der St t:imme 
wurden Sche llen ovs Altreifen verwen
det , die mit Schrouben ong ezogen wur
de n (Abb .6). Dos Gitterge rUsl des Ver
suchsbous wurde mit einem HF - ver
schweillten, PVC-beschichtelen Poly
estergewebe eingehullr und mil Erde 
und Grossoden ·abgedeckl . Die Dicke 
der Erdschi cht betrt:igl 15- 20 em, die 
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Grossodenfloche 120 m2 . Um ein Ab
rutsc hen der Grossoden on den slei len 
Bereic.he n zu vermeiden, wurden Alt
reifen auf der Dochhout befesligt . 
Diese dienen gleichze itig ols Wosser
speicher, so do ll die Grossoden longere 
Trockenzeiten besser Uberstehen ktinnen . 

Die Grossodenobdeckung dienl ols 
Schollschutz, zur Wt;rmedt:immung und 
zvr Wtirmespeicherung . Sie weist bei 
he illem Wetter e inen besonders vorte i l
hoften Kuhle ffekt auf . Dos Grospolster 
erzeugl im vngeschn illenen Zvslond 
bei einer Slottoberfltiche von co. 100m2 
je m2 Grundfloche im Johr so viel 
Souers toff , wie 85 Menschen zvm At
men benOtigen .. 



c. GROOT 

SOME FIELD-PROBLEMS OF APPROPRIATE 

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY IN WEST-AFRICA 

The intention is to consider op
tions often used for appropriate
ness of technology and to describe 
some conditions which are neces

sary to make appropriate techno
logy possible. 

This will be done by discussing 
several projects executed in Upper 
Volta, Mali and Senegal. 

The ONERA-project (Upper-Volta) 

The Dutch government financed in 

Upper-Volta building activities 
for the ONERA project. The OrlERA 
is a national service for cattle 

management. 
Tasks of this service are: 

- promotion of the production of 
cattle/meat; 

- exportation of meat; 
- improvement of hygienic slaugh-

tering; 
a. s .o . 

The building activities consisted 
of: 

the construction of the head

quarters; 
the construction of market 
places ; 
the extension of slaughter 

houses. 
The task of our evaluation-mission: 
to examine the results of the 

Dutch intervention. 

The headquarters of the ONERA 

During the planning period the fol

lowing criteria were determined 

for the construction of the head
quarters: 
- being a national organization the 

headquarters must be erected in 
the capital Ouagadougou; 

- the construction must be 
modest and functional; 
2 or 3 floors high; 
airconditioned only in the re

presentative part of the buil
ding; 
protected from the sun; · 

designed to allow cross-venti
lation; 
designed to allow for exten

sions. 
The design was executed by a 

local arch i tect. 

The result was: 
- a very representative head-office 
-with walls fully exposed to the · 

sun; 
-without cross ventilation; 
- with overall air-corlditioning. 

Energy costs Dfl . 4.000, - each 

month. 

Opinion concerning the results: 
- the director of the ONERA is very 

ha~py with the headquarters be
cause it has established the 
prestige of this service in the 

capital; 

- other people ask themselves who 
will pay the energy bills of the 
headquarters : wi 11 it be the 

cattle owner or the meat con

sumer? 

In quite some technological and 
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economical senses this building 
seems not very adapted to the 
local conditions. 

When you accept the representative 
function of this building it would 
have been possible to produce a 
climaticly more appropriate de
sign. 
Conclusions: The local people were 

not very aware of the usefulness, 
did not see the importance of 
appropriateness for this building, 
in the sense we used it before. 

Is it a responsability of financing 
agencies to promote appropriate 
technology? 
Another part of the project con
sisted of the construction of 

market-places. A Dutch engineering 
firm consulted the local management 
of the ONERA. The financial res
ponsability was entirely in the 
hands of this management. 
Studies about wishes and demands 
led to a high quality design of 

the marketplaces. One of the most 
important incidences was: 
o executions only possible by one 

specialized steel contractor 
which led to high construction 

costs. 

This type of contractor is in 
West-Africa normally a French 
firm or a firm working with French 

money. 

Conclusion: Dutch tax-payers· are 

supporting the French economy in
stead of the Voltaic economy. 

Evaluation of the running costs of 
the marketplaces gave birth to an 

alternative, much more simple 



Make use of local materials 

Make use of local technology 
and local skill 

Introduce cheap and easy tech
nology 

Inquiry about design-

Sheet 1 

SOME OPTIONS FOR APPROPRIATE 

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 

Imply labour intensive methods 

Promote energy saving methods 

Incorporate traditional patterns 
of building 

Response to the climate 

Sheet 2 

and execution 
elements for the project ''les ecoles 

ruralisees" 

construction costs 

maintenance costs 

architectural conception 

aesthetics 

~rchi tectura 1 conception 

functional 

climatic conception 

durability 

local materials 

locally adapted 

technology 

fexecution - ... 
·· ~· ·-·--· 
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design which also was executed. 
The construction, technologically 
less demanding, could be executed 

by small local contractors. The 
result is of moderate quality, but 

economically and socially more 

adapted. 

One of the conclusions of the mis
sion was, that the project-agree

ment between the Dutch government 

and the Voltaic government was too 
open-ended, to vague, so that there 
was very little pressure to respect 

cost-limits. This .introduced the 
possibility for expensive unadapted 

constructions. 

Cost limits can be a good means to 

promote appropriateness of building 

technology. 

Centre de Formation Agricole 

NIONO {Hali) 
Still working in MALI the Dutch 
government asked us to prepare the 
plans and the tendering procedure 

for the construction of this Centre 
Thinking about appropriate building 

methods in this particular case 

you could get inspiration in 
DJENNE, a little tm~n 100 km from 
the building site, where mud tech

nology is highly developed. 
And where the first efforts are 

made to improve durability by means 

of locally burnt bricks. 
Maybe even New Mexican solutions 

could be of use. 

l~oreover being in the centre of 
the rice-production in MALI rice

husk must be availablP. (alterna

tive cement). 

Possibilities hcwever are not 

sufficient. 
This project is a training pro

ject. 
Consumers, project management 

and financing agency do consider 

the buildings as a useful and 
necessary infrastructure which 
has to be erected with a minimum 

of trouble and experimentation. 
Starting the training-programs, 

that ' s the target . 

This often occurs: building 

technology in these cases is 

of minor importance. 

Conclusion: To promote appro

priate building technology you 
have to be at the early start 

of a project to get it accepted, 
to get it integrated in a proj€ct. 

The service in which t he project 

i s functioning is a very big 

organization dealing with rice 
production, irrigation, construc

tion of infras tructural works . 
It has contractor-experience, 

based on modern ~~estern technolo

gy. There are good possibilities 
to construct with this service 

the considerable construction 

volume in a delay of 1 year by 
means of modern technology. 

Under these conditions the possi

bilities for intervention are 
limited to designs, which respect 

the climatic conditions, saving as 

much as possible energy costs, and 

to choose economic solutions. 
Conclusive remarks: 

- Th is project could have been a 

very good opportunity to intro
duce appropriate building techno
logy if starting conditions 

would have been more favorabl e; 

- However, given the fact that 
modern materials are often wrong

ly applicated it was considered 

useful to try to do it more adap
ted to the local conditions. 

The project LES ECOLES RURALI SEES 

(th~ rural schools) in South MALI 

This project was finan ced by the 

Worldbank and was part of (5%) of 
the Second Educational Project 
executed by the t1i ni s try of Educa

tion in MALI . Design , preparation 

of the tendering procedure and 
supervision of the execution of 
all constructi on-activities were 

in the hands of a, for this pur
pose, established design and con

struction section. 

The rural school project was meant 
to introduce a reform of old 
French training methods in a more 

practical and less theoretical 
sense, so that this type of edu
cation coul d be of more use for 
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the populations. Before starting 
the designs we made an inqui ry 

about wishes, demands etc. of 

people concerned with the projec t. 

Consumers (directors of schools, 

parents ) , Committee for the 

Ruralisation of the Ministry, 

Financial management of the pro
ject and Supervisor of the World

bank gave their opinion.( Sheet 2) 
From the sheet can be deducted: 
- that for t he consumers t he 

mi nimum of maintenance cost and 

a maxi mum of durability are of 

utmost importance (Money for 
maintenance is never available , 
decay of existing schoolfacili

ties is one of t he tremendous 
problems), 

- that the ruralisation committee 
searches to integrate school

life and village-li fe in accor
dance t o the reform-intentions: 

architectural functionality, 
bui lding technology correlated 

to indigenous architecture, 

- t hat the financial management 
wants t o be sure of t he exe

cution within the financial 
poss ibi 1 ities, 

- that the Worldbank superv i sor 

is very motivated to promote 

appropriate building construc
tion. Moreover he bri ngs our 
design and construction section 

in contact with the NIANING pro
ject and the Regional office of 

UNESCO in DAKAR (Senegal). 

From the inquiry our des ign and 

construction section concl uded: 

Let we search for a solution, 
which uses as much as possible 
local materials, local skill, 

being climaticly sound, 
but be sure of 

- the execution 

- the durability. 

Design-data collected by the 

Regional Office of Unesco could 

now be evaluated: 

Sheet 3 shows the design recommen

dations according to the Mahoney 

climatic analysis, sheet 4 gives 

the inventarisation of the buil-
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SKETCH DESIGN RECGr·1MANDAT!OrlS 

FOR SIKASSO (ace. to MAHONEY) 

LAYOUT 

SPACING 

AIR MOVEMENT 

OPENINGS 

WALLS 

ROOFS 

OUTDOOR SLEEPING 

RAIN PROTECT! ON 

BUILDING r1ATERIALS 

LOCAL 

soil 

lateritic stones 
gravel 

sand 
grass 

bamboo 

local binders 

LOCAL I {cement 
IMPORTED lime 

{

construction steel 

IMPORTE corrugated iron sheets 
wood 

etc. 

Sheet 3 

Sheet 4 

orientation long axis east-west 

open spacing for breeze penetration 
but protection from hot and cold 

wind 

single banked; permanent provision 

for air movement 

medium openings 20 - 40 5~ 

heavy external and internal walls 

heavy roofs; over 8 hours' 

space for outdoor sleeping 

protection from heavy rain 

often at great distance 

often at great distance 

very 1 imited quantities 
poor quality 

4/5 imported 
very limited quantities 
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time 1 ag 

required 

needed 



VILLAGE CONSTHUCTION IN SOUTH HAL! 

Traditional construction 

1) 

square dwelling with 

soil roof 

3) 

2) 

circular dwelling with 

straw roof 

Combination of 1) and 2) 

Modern durable construction 

w ~ 

square dwelling with sand-cement walls 

_and corrugated iron sheet roof. 
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ding materials situation in South
I~ALI, sheet 5 gives a picture of 

the traditional buildinq technolo-

0Y in the region. 

From above mentioned data some 

construction possibilities were 
considered: 

- for the foundations the every

where available stone blocks 
could be used. 

- for the walls the problem was 

more complex. 
Possibilities: 

1. mud walls with weather resis-

tant plastering (durability) 

2. sand-cement blocks (sand} 

3. fired bricks (energy) 
4 . soi l -cement blocks. 

Finally soil-cement blocks were 

chosen. 

As structural elements for the 

roof an analysis was made of the 

possibilities: 
timber trusses 

metal trus ses 

brick arches. 

Timber and metal trusses had to 

be made of imported materials; 
Moreover protective measures 

against termites were necessary 

for the timber solution. 

Bricks arches were chosen as the 

most appropriate solution 
(foreign currency and labour 

intensive). 

- The roof covering was as usual 
the big problem . 

Lots of indigenous solutions 

were considered. 

All showed a lack of durability 

and asked continuous maintenance . 

Improvement of indigenous solu

tions were judged to be too risky 

with respect to durability. 

Finally corrugated steel sheets 

were chosen as roof-covering 

with, where necessary, underneath 

the sheets straw-mats to catch 

the radiation. In the upper parts 

of the walls the possibility of 

cross ventilation was assured . 

The final choice of the design 
introduced two experimental ele
ments. 

- the manufacture of cement stabi

lized soil blocks; 

- arch masonry. 

To get experience with these new 

technologies a pilot project was 

executed in the courtyard of the 
Ministry of Education in BN1AKO. 

The site-supervisors learnt with 

the consulting team from the errors 
which were made. 

Conclusive remarks: 

- Some appropriate, local construc

tion methods could have been 

introduced if the consumers' wish 
for durability and minimum of 

maintenance wasn't accepted by 

the consulting section; 
- Choices were influenced by risk-

evaluation : 

will the site-supervision be 

sufficient to introduce more 

than a certain number of expe

rimental aspects? 

will the skill of the workers 

on the site be suffi cient to 

guarantee a reliable construc
tion? 

will the proposed solutions be 

durable enough? 

- Choices 1-1ere influenced by the 

fact that the consultina team 
had limited knowledge about 

appropriate building technology. 

- The introduction of new building 

technologies asks lots of train

ing and supervision. 

- The construction costs were re
latively low; This was largely 

due to the organi sati onal struc

ture of the execution: we were 

our own contractor. 

The Agricultural Training Centre 

in NIANING (Senegal) 

This centre is considered as a 

good example of a successfull 

appropriate building des ign. 

The first ideas for the structural 
design were worked out by the Re

gional Office of the Unesco in 

Beyruth (BUSSAT 1973). 
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Architectural and structural de
si9n for NIANING were executed by 
0. DELLICOUR and Chr. POSMA ~embers 
of the BREDA (Dakar Senegal). 

\~ith very much care and supervision 

of the consulting team this centre 
has been constructed. Without this 
intensive supervision it would 

have been impossible to realize 

this project. Problems, inherent 

to the experimental character of 
the project, could be solved by 

means of this supervision. 

As a whole we can conclude that 

quite some basic conditions have 

to be fullfilled to create fa

vourable possibilities for appro

priate building technology. Some 
of the most important ones are: 

readiness of local people and 

financing agencies to consider 

appropriate so lutions . 

thorough knowledge of possibili

ties of appropriate building 
technology with respect to exe

cution, durability, quality 

a. s. o. 

extensive training and supervi

sion facili ties during the exe
cution of the project. 
time and money for study and 

experimentation . 

And even under good basic condi

tions one must know that appro

priate building technology is a 
.difficult technology. Diffi cult to 
accept by the loca l people (often 

seen as second hand technology) 

and diffi cul t to execute assuring 

a reliable product. 
Therefore appropriate building 

technology must be a modest tech

nology, a step by step technology 

convincing people by the lasti ng 

quality of its products. 
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THE SUPPLY OF LAND FOR POPULAR 

SETTLEMENTS IN THIRD-WORLD CITIES 

Introduction 

The literature on urban housing 
in developing countries has increa

singly made use of a concept, 
coined in the early sixties in 

Latin America, called 'popular 
settlements'. The term is used to 
designate areas of the city where. 

housing development evolved out

side the legal framework and re
gulations which were supposed to 
prescribe the way 1 and was to be 
brought to various types of urban 
uses and buildings were to be erec

ted . 

Popular settlements encompass a 
wide range of residential environ
ments in terms of layout pattern, 

dwelling types and land tenure 
arrangements. They normally house 

the bulk of low and lower middle 
income urban families. What sets 

them apart from the corporate 
practice of residential develop

ment (wheter public or private) is 
that their consolidation into a 

'regular' neighbourhood with solid 
houses and basi c public services 

may take many years, or is not even 

ensured. The dominant developmental 

agents of this process are the re
s ident families themselves , indi

vidually in relation to the process 

of dwelling consolidation and col

lectively in relation to the pro
vi s ion or aqu is ition of residential 

services. 

This paper surveys the mechanisme 

of land supply for low-income house 

builders in developing countries 
and the emerging transformations 

which characteriz~ the social arti
culation of the supply mechanism. 

The concept of' social articulation ' 

refers to the practice through ~1hich 
prospective house builders get acces 

to I a;;d in urban areas. 
In the text three termi no l ogi es wi l1 
b.e used to describe forms of ar ticu

lation : non-commercial, commercial 

and administrative. 

The supply of land throuqh non-com
mercial articulation refers to situ

ations where those who build on it 
either do not pay for its ownership 
or use right or, i f they do, the 
payment is a 'voluntary gift' accor

ding to social customs . In other 
words, land in a non-commercialized 

articulation of supply does not have 
a monetary transfer price; even i f 

peo~le are expected to pay something, 
it is in accordance with the 'worth ' 

of the person and not the 'worth' of 
land. 

The commercial articulation of land 

supply refers to the land market, 

now almost taken for granted in the 

analyses of land supply both in de
veloped and developing countries, 

where land has a monetary transfer 
price. It is es tabli s hed by supply

demand equilibriums and acces to 
building plots is regulated by pay

ing capacity. An imported character 
of commercia l articulation i s that 
o~mers can defend thei r prooert.v, 
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for it is not land but landownership 
which commands a price. 

The third form of articulation is 

administrative. This refers to the 
capacity of the state to acquire 

and dispose of land, change its form 
of tenure or regulate its use and 

development . While state interven
tion in developing countries ra re

ly ignores commercial articulation 
either in the process of acquiring 
land or in allocating building plots 
(hence the distant location on 

fringe urban land of most of the 
sites-and services projects and 
plot charges for the beneficiari es), 
administrative power plays a domi
nant role for government participa
tion in the management of urban 
land . 

NON-COMMERCIALIZED ARTICULATION 
OF LAND SUPPLY 

Customary land 

The first wave of rapid urban 
growth in some developi ng countries 

occurred when large land areas with
in and around the ci ties were not 

in the hands of individual owners 
or commercial entrepreneurs. In 

many countries of Africa, and Papua 
New Guinea in South East Asia , 

tribes and ethnic contnunities re
tained their customary right to 

use and administer their traditio
nal village land and allocate it 

according to prevailing social 
cus toms . Th is category of land i s 

largely absent in Latin Amer i ca . 
In mos t cases customary land could 

not be alienated or commercial ized 



and acces to building plots (or 

other uses) is restricted to 
members of the community, without 

payment. However, as more and more 
migrants arrive in the city search

ing for accomodation, customary land 
became a potential opportunity for 

popular settlement development. 
First, people belonging to the 

same tribe, ethnic or religeous 
communities living in other villages 

and regions of the country could ask 
for temporary or permanent building 

plots on the basis of their distant 
affiliation with the urban COIIIllunity. 

Later casual friends from the city 
or tenants of the already esta

blished residents could also apply. 
Thus, acces to customary land be

came more open to other poor fami
lies of the city although, at least 

in the first stages of growth, still 
controlled by the local tribal 

hierarchy. 

Government land reserves 
Colonial penetration into the tra
ditional land tenure system in 
developing countries was largely 

achieved through the process of 
alienation of native land. The co

lonial powers bought, traded or 
conquered territories, which in 

tur·n passed to the 'guardianship' 
of the state . Later, part of it 

was sold or leased to the colonial 
settlers to facilitate the growth 

of plantation economies, crop pro
duction, city development and com

merce, but a substantial portion 
remained in the domain of the state . 

The special character of this 
alienated land which, after inde

pendence has passed to the hands 

of the new government, is that it 
usually comprises vast tracts with 

no particular des ignation for use, 

is unimproved (jungles, savannas, 
desert), and often not even 

surveyed . The actual laws regu
lating the tenure and disposa l 

of government land reserves vary 
from count:y to country, but the 

sheer size of these land holdings 
the lack of legitimate or obvious 

usefulness and the difficulty of 
poli cing meant that the transfor

mation of those areas in an urban 

fringe into popular settlements 
could proceed in a fairly unifo~1 
way. Desert land in Egypt, Sudan, 
Morocco, Algiers, all land in 
Tanzania and Mozambique (which 

has been nationalized); non
cultivated land in Peru, Venezuela 
and Turkey ; aod the fringe 

desert land in Karachi are typi 
cal examples of nominal state 
control of land. 

Abandoned properties 

In some cities the non-commercia
lized articulatioo of land supply 
for popular settlements was facili
tated either because property 

owners disapeared or the politi
cal situation was such that they 

could not resist squatting or, in 
the case of government land, the 

repressive/administrative appara
tus of the state had collapsed. 

The war of indepence, violent 
religeous upheavals, revolutions 

and the establishment of the state 
apparatus by social groups having 

no political experience of exerci
sing state power is the context 

within which popular settlements 

can evolve on abandoned properties. 

t1arginal land 

In the las twenty years many popular 
settlements have grown, been bull

dozed away, and grown again on land 
not suitable for housing. In fact, 

the image on squatters on river 
banks, marsh land, steep slopes, 
railway and road rights-of-way has 
dominated professional discussions 

about )ow-income housing, despite 
the fact that there has been a signi

ficant supply of other types of land 
for popular development, as discus
sed above. Settlements on mat·ginal 
land may appear for two reasons, 

both as a by- product of the commer
cial articulation of urban land 

supply . First, when, in the cit}' 
in general, there is no land supply 

articulated trough the non-commer
cial and administrative access mecha

nisms, those who cannot pay for land 
at all ( not even for the cheapest 

rents either) have no other option 
than to seek out parcel s where no

body else wants to build. The city 
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of Bogota in Colombia, Sao Paulo 
in Brazil, Manila in the Philippines 
and the Indonesian cities in general 

exhibit such a high degree of commer
cialization of the land market, thus 

restricting the supply of land for 
non-commercialized ar ticulation to 

marginalized plots. 

The second reason for the use of 
marginal plots for popular settle
ments is the significance of central 
area employment opportunities. Even 

when free or cheap land is available 
at the urban fringe, the cost of 
transportation and commuting may be 
prohibitively high for those urban 

poor who earn a living from casual 
employment. If for topographic or 

land use planning reasons, marginal 
land exists near the inner city, 

thes become strategic locations for 
popular settlement development. 

COMMERCIAL ARTICULAT ION OF 

LAND SUPPLY 

The articulation of land supply 
through the market mechanism may 
take three forms : mini-plots, 

land rental and substandard sub

divisions. In the first case 
people capitalize on thei r urban 
assets as a once-and-for-all 

transaction, often using the 
money to invest in their own 

houses or buy land in more secure 
settlements. The orientation of 
land owners in the land rental 
system is to generate a flow 
of income from propert.y unti 1 

the plot could be sold or developed 
for more profitable use. The case 
of substandard subdivision repre

sents a consolidated business 
activity where vacant parcels of 
land are bought, assembled into 
larger estates and subdivided 

into uniform plots, usually with
out infrastructure . 

Mini plots 

The opportunistic fragmentation of 
land within existing popular settle
ments has been the principal mecha
nism for their dens ifi cation and 

perhaps a major source of fina nce 
for the original settl ers to 

improve their housing situation. 



When the supply of vacant land for 

new popular settlements is restric

ted or only available at distant 

locations, the purchase of mini 

plots in existing settlements may 

be the only means available for 
newly-formed poor households to 
start construction. This market 
can be highly inflationary and 

sometimes speculative. Yet, in 
some way, it is merely a pathetic 
wheeling-dealing among the poor, 

conditioned by poverty . For those 
who sell parts of their plots to 
pay debts, improve their house or 
provide a wedding gift for their 
daughter must endure, as a conse
quence, greater crowding; and those 

who buy land in existing popular 
settlements purchase a degree of 

security of tenure which is asso
ciated with older settlements. 

Even in its commercial articula
tion mini plot development has a 
considerable advantage for unorga

nized low-income house builders 
over the other two types of commer
cial provision of land. First, it 

is the poor who benefit by se lling 
land. Second, there is a wide margin 

of negotiation between sellers and 
buyers as to the size of the plot, 
terms of payment and the price 
itself . Third, the numeral growth 
of the settlement by owner- builders 

enhances the neighbourhood's bargai
ning strenght to maintain or improve 

their security of tenure and 
pressure for services . 

This outcome however, is not neces 
sarily the only development trajec

tory of popular settlement growth 
articulated through the commercia

lization of mini plots. As densities 
increase and long- term. ternure 

security remains uncertain, many 
owner-builders may turn their 
property into rented accomodation 
using the income from renters to 

establi sh new housing in more 
secure locations. The brutal 

environment of rented slums 
with thugs of rent coll ector s is 

a too familiar phenomenon in many 
ci ties of developing countries. 

Land renta 1 

If mini plot development represents 
the most elementary form of petty 
e·ntrepreneurshi p of sma 11 1 and 
owners, the land rental system 

offers the possibility of illicit 
property development for large 
land owners who anticipate that 
their land holdings can ultimately 

be sold for urban uses yielding 
higher returns than popular 
housing. The economic rationale 
of the land rental system in Third 

World cities is similar to the use 
of down-town plots for parking in 

the American cities, they both 
yield a trickle of income during 

the transition phase for re-deve
lopment. 

The commercial articulation of 
land supply in the fonn of land 
rental for popular settlements is 

relatively rare in the Third ~orld 
cities, for it is i nherently a 
temporary phenomenon . 

In one sense I have already 

alluded to the t~nporary nature 
of the arangement; popular 

settlements are likely to be 
evicted from rented land as soon 

as commercial opportunities arise 

. for higher income-generatinq land 

uses. This, ho~1ever, does not need 
to restrict the lon9 term supply 
of rental land for low-i ncome 
housing in other, less strategic, 

locations. What i s hi storically 
temporary is the social actor, the 
property owner, who is directly 
engaged in the urban development 

of this land holdings. ~ith the 

emergence of property companies 
as dominant actors in the urban 

development scene, vacant land in 

the hands of inexperienced property 
owners is bought up as speculative 
investment. 

Land rental, as a transitional form 
of urban use, is replaced either by 
illega l land subd i vision or corpo
rate housinq development. 

Substandard subdivision 

Subdivision of land into regular, but 

unserviced plots for low-income home 
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builders is a relatively new form of 

popular settlement development, though 

an increasing phenomenon in the fringe 
areas of Third World ci ties. The pro
cess is characterized by the following: 

1. Lots are purchased from persons 
who have a conventional title. 

2. Some "color of title" is given to 

the purchaser, often in the form 
of installment contract with a 
promise of recordable title at 
the end of t he payment period. 

3. The devision of land has not been 
approved as subdivision by proper 
authorities. 

4. Urban services required in conven
tional subdivisions are normally 
partially or completely lacking. 

5. Housing is constructed by the 
purchasers without official 

building permit. 

Commercial subdivision is rare ly car
ried out by the original land owner, 
perhaps with the exeption of of rela
tively small or exeptionally large 

property holdings. Rather,the system 
is dominated by an emerging couruercial 
entrepreneur s ta ta of "property deve l
epers" who seek out parcels of vacant 

land, assemble it for suitable project 
sizes and parcel it . 

Commercial land subdivision has become 
a major source of land supply for po

pular settlements in some Latin Ameri
can cities starting from the 1960's; 
i n the case of Mexico City, from the 

1940's. 

ADMINI STRATlVE ARTI CULATION OF LAND 

SUPPLY 

The participation of governments in 

the supply of land for popular 
settlements takes two forms: projects 

and rules. As the terminology indica
tes, administrative articulation in 

the form of projects implies a series 
of well defined schemes in the urhan 

area which are released or sold to 
specific "target groups" for owner
built housing development. Rules, on 
the other hand represent administra

tive intervention in the urban land 
market, releasing for popular sett l e

ment development land which otherwise 



would remain vacant or designated for 
under urban uses . The land ceiling 
act in India would fall into this 

category; and the acts of land natio
nalisation in Zambia, Tanzania, and 

Mozambique; and the law of urban land 
reform in Nicaragua. Legislation and 
decrees legalizing previously un
authorisized land occupations by low

income house builders, such as the 
ones which in 1958 legalized gece

kondes in Turkey, or the series of 
decrees which provided legitimacy and 
government support in 1968 for the 

squatters in Lima, are also ·examples 

of such rules. Though rules are per
haps the most significant and swee

ping form ofadministrative articula
tion of land supply for popular 

settlements, in this chapter only the 

project form will be discussed . 

Projects 

Governments have long accepted a 
degree of responsability to house the 
urban poor. In the 1950's and 1960' s 
i t took the form of a meagre supply 
of "low cost houses". In the 1970's 

many governments began to develop 
projects projects which assumed the 

form of plots with various levels of 
urban infrastructure provision . they 
are called sites-and-services 

projects. The sites-and-services 
program is a t echnocratic response to 
the popular settlement development. 

It capatilizes on the ability of the 

plot allotee to construct the dwel
ling, aimi ng to r eproduce the process 

of dwelling consolidation in other 
forms of popular settlements. 

Whil e it is difficult to name a 
developing country in 1982 which has 
not yet experimented wi th a. s ites 

and-services type of project (under 
national or internat ional sponso~

ship), it is practically impossible 
to find one where the admini strative 
articulation of land s upply in the 
form of s ites-and-services projec ts 

represents alternative forms of popu
lar settl ement development . At best, 
they allow a small proportion of 
lower middle income groups to by- pass 

the market mechanism for building 

sites. At worst, they become mass ive 

rental housing . 

Conclusions 

The majority of people who came to the 
large cities in developing counties in 

the last two or three decades found or 
developed housing in in pooular 

settlements. It was a historical epoch 
of non-commercialized or cheao commer
cial land s uoply. Its form and con

crete articulation changed from city 

to city depending on colonial heri
tage, ruptures in state power and the 

extent of non-agricultural waste land 
around the cities. The evolutionary 
process of low income housing 
develooment was made possible and con
ditioned by a sunoly of land for 
which people did not have to pay or 
pai ed very littl e . Thi s has been a 
temporary ohenomenon in modern urba
ni zation . The argument oresented in 
this paper is that this era in many 

developing countries i s drawing to an 
end. To more efficiently organized 
stat e gradually assumes control over 
the use and development of customary 

land, government land reserves and 

marginal locations , and it is ill 
equipped to arti culate an admini s tra
tively managed land supply system . 

The private cor porate sector refines 
the commodity nature of land, bene
fiting as much by keeping it vacant 
as releasing it in trickles for urban 

uses that yi eld higher returns than 

popular settlements. In the process it 
renders the land rental sys tem and the 

petty promoters of commercial sub
divi s ions obsol ete. And pe tty land

lordism may cause existing popular 
settl ements to degenerate into rented 
slums through mini-plot developments . 

Thus the land supply system, which in 

the past absorbed a large number of 
low-income ·f amilies , is breaking down. 
If we are to secure l and for. popular 
hous ing in the future, we mus t trans
cend exi sting arti cul ations and their 

histori cal trajectories . I propose 
t hat we explore the poss ibiliti es of 
collective arti cul ation. The concept 
of collective arti cul ation is not 

merely a tenure form of collective 
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ownership as neither were the other 

forms of articulations tenure concepts. 
Rather it is a reformulation of how 
low-income families can cope wi t h and 
overcome the obstacles of exclusion 

from the emerging commercial and 
admini s trati ve land a]location prac

tices . It is termed "collective" 
because it requires the organ ization 

of low~income families i n pursuing 
housing action. The grouping of people 

offers new opportunities for resource 
generation, bargaining power, and 

support of professionals in dealing 
with the deminishing possibilities of 

obtaining land on an individual bas is. · 

The collective articulation of land 
supply will not change only the 

mechanism through which l and becomes 
available for popular settlements, but 
the concrete fonns of popul ar se ttle
ment development as well . The indivi 
dual self-help effo rt , cons t rai ned by 
the uncertainties of i ncomes , tenure 
and development potential of the 
settlement will be transcended by the 
planning and purposeful organizati on 
of housing resources based on the 

building and managerial capaciti es of 
resident families and the technical 

ass i s tance of intermediate organiza
tions. The notition of "popular 

settlement" will no longer be syno
nymous with the anarchic building 

activi t ies of the marg i nalized urban 
poor, but will be resurrected as a 

term to be applied to r esidenti al 

areas where the values of local resi
dential aspirations reflect the 
production and maintenance of build ing 
environments. 



Social articulation of land 
supply for popular settl~ments 

lhe conG.ept of •socia l articu
lation' refers to the practice 
through which 1 ow i ncon.e house 
bui loers got access to land 

Non~ cOilllle rcial articulation 

Situations where housebuilders do 
not pay for owner-ship or use righ 
or,lf they do the payment, is a 
volunury gift determined by 
soc1al customs 

Conmerc\al arti cu lation 

Situations of established lM1d 
markHs where land has a mone .. 
tary transfer price. Acces s to 
building plots is regulated by 
paying capacity 

Administ rative articulation 

Situation where gov~rnment intt:r 
vention ~orninates l t:~ timate 
access t o land 

Customary land 

Government land reserves 

Abandoned properties 

Marginal land 

Mini plots 

l and rental 

Subs tandard comnerc i a 1 
subdivision 

~Projects 

~Rules 

Rocinha, 1980. A cl-assical squatter neighbourhood in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
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Land holcHngs by tribal 
or r~ligious organizatJC.ns 

land alienated du r ing colo~ 
nizat ion and retaineJ as 
crown properties 

loss Of ownership control 
due to social upheavals 

land not suitable for regular 
conrnerci a 1 hOu '!11 ng dc-ve lopmeJ'It 

Irregular sa1e of sn.a ll 
land holdings 

ltmporary t~nure ClrTM•9f:'-
ment on private or ~uolic hnd 

111 ega l 1 and dev{-1 opment 
with purchased ti t lE' 

Government spons01·ed lo~1 
cost housi ng estates ar.d 
sitE/service sut,divis1ons 

Adr;Jinisuatlve intH
vention in tru: land me:rl.iot 
(Jar,d ceihng act!~, U;nu>E: 
legalizatlCJn, et<.) 



on a mini pWt.. in the ~eat popular aetHement in 

Dar ea Salaam, Tanzania~ mid- 1970'•· The family paid US I 30 fol" a1a i.l'L-d8finldd 

plot of about 70 tc 80 m
2
• and haa ainoe spent arour.d lJS I 600 building a 

ptumammt fc•mdation and~ on this, a mud-and-pole ho:..se. 

Nad.raa. Substandard subdivision in Madras~ India~ 1981. Familiea buy amall, in 

r..fds particul.al' case 30 m2, pWu. in aubdilri.aion.a &.rith minimal road and open spacB 

r.?eurvar.ions. Prices in 1980 ware about US I ZOO to US I 300 per pl-ot in the 

fz ·inge areas !.)here this uaa ooDUl"in(J. The deveZ.Oper pl'Ollidea no sertJices, and 

Jcvs not pave roads. Thaae tho oommmity a.rill eventually arNmge itself, often 

l,y ~rsldlding munioipal agenciea to make the nec:s~Oal1f public investments. 

8011(1 Su.k. Street scene in oru>: of Bangkok 'a rental slums, 1980. The houses have 

IH'"" built by fam£Zi~>fll em lrmd tJtey rent frnm a pT"i.TJat~ l-andlord. Rtmt contral"t,. 

may be 1..1ritt1m, biJt mnot corm~only rtrt tJttrbal agrements for a e~11th to 

three-year right of occuparty. Re•1t payment.-3 vctry a great deal t.rithin the same 

neiphbou.rhood, b~Jt, in places like ihe one ~th0Wt1 herR, typical.ty 7'a71{Jed 

bRtueen US I 5 to US I 50 per month for a plct. 
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.BRONX FRONTIER 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

.. 

IOHO LEGGETT :\.\'E. 
THE BRO;\'X, ~.Y. 10-!7-l 

(212) :"'>-12-16-l.O 

.\niiH>IIY Hout;o · Ch;!irm;lll of t!H" Ho;onl 
lnn;o Fit'< k · l'n ·.,idt'llt 
.f ;ock Fl;on;og;on · \'in· Pn·sidl'llt 
C:1111 i, Sunth - Compost Din-ct<n 
T l'd Fino 11 - \\ 'i nd OinTtm 

FUNDING 

Frontit·r ·s R~t 11eh ~Ill<.! "·indmillhan· bl'<"ll supportl'd J>, 
~r;nl('; fmm thl' CommunitY sn,·in·s A.dministration . 
lkp<trtllH'llt ()f Enngy. :'\ ~Hion~d Cl'ntn for .-\ppropri;tl<" 
1·("( hnolog\ and llllllHTOllS pri\ ;tt<· found~tt ion .s . 

LOCATION 

Till' R ;ttH h j, loc l!l'll in till' Hunrs Point "Ttion of tiH· 
'louth Brott-.: . 011 R\<t\\·;t .\n·ntw ;tl B<ttn·tto St. Frontin 
i<-;"''' till' .'$': <t<Tl' 1\";tllTfn>nt sit<' from till':'\,.,,. York Cit,· 
lkp;ollllH'llt of S;tttit ;t tion . . 

l<lltrs ~ttH I cl;"'''' IJ\ ;tpp<Hilttlll' tll 

NEB SUBWAY - IR> 
6 TO LONGWOOD AVE 

BRONX FRONTIEH'S 
OFFICE 
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THE RANCH MEANS BUSINESS 

n-.e Ranch 1s a coc'lmercial an8~1cation of appro;)r;ate technolc·g: 
T'le Rancl' demonstra•es a latu :nte::s,ve and ecologically sounc 
approach ;o 111e plann ec: redevelopment oi tne South Bronx by tappin t 
iocaitv aol/1Cant resources -·Naste. !ana anc people. Drawing energ:· 
f•om Ne·N Yo'~ Citjs first commercia! windmil l. the Ranch produce.' 
comocst !rom leaves and vegetable 'Nastes Neighborhood groups uS( 
the ~ompos! to transform some of the South Bronx 's 500 acres c' 
decimated •Jacant lots into parks and gardens. The Ranch is <
pioneering venture operated by Bronx Frontier . a nonprofit corporation 
committed to revitalizing the community. 

WASTE TO SOIL 

When leaves fall in a forest. they slowly decay. eventually becoming 
part of the soil. Composting makes use of the same natural decay 
process. On a typical day. the Ranch receives 50 tons of leaves anc' 
vegetable wastes. Ustng heavy equipment. trained Ranch hands move 
the waste into long piles called windrows. A machine called the Scar at 
straddles the windrows. chopping and aerating the waste regularly for 
six weeks. The finished product is screened and blended with dirt tc 
make topsoil. Community greening groups use the free enriched topsoi i 
to turn vacant lots into gardens. parks and recreation areas. 

SCALING UP 

The Ranch is scaling up to handle 200 tons of waste a day, or nearly 
1% of the city's enormous and ever increasing waste stream. By using 
larger windrows. aerated by electrical blowers. the Ranch can compost 
through the winter and make an essential step towards becoming a self 
sufficient business. More jobs will be created for local people as the 
Ranch expands 

BRONX FRON'IIER'S 
RANCH 

AEOLUS 

The Ranch installed a windmill to meet increased electrical demand 
from the blowers and to demonstrate the viability of commercial wind 
energy in New York City . The 40 kilowatt machine. named Aeolus after 
the Greek god of the winds, towers 64 feet above the East River. Its four 
silver blades span 40 feet. The Ranch expects it to generate enough 
electricity to power the compost machinery and the needs of the Wind 
Center and office trailer. The windmill has batteries to store surplus 
elect ricity and is also wired into Con Edison's electrical system so that 
the Ranc'l can sell ar-~y surplus back to the utility. The Ranch plans to 
monitor the windmill's performance and lay the groundwork for 
businesses that want to interface wind machines with utilities in the 
future. 

WIND CENTER 

The Wind Center uses state of the art techniques in conservation and 
passive solar desigr. to demonstrate efficient and economical energy 
use in buildings. The well insulated Center faces South and uses passive 
solar energy for heating and cooling . The Center houses the windmill' s 
batteries. elec trical equtpment and monitoring devices and serves as a 
classroom for Frontier's 4E program The 4E program - Energy. 
Eco logy and Environmental Education- offers a text and slide show on 
Urban Environmental issues and Alternatives for the general public and 
an Alterna l!ve Energ·.; Action Primer for chi ldren K through 8. 
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LARGE SCALE COMPOSTING 
Jack Flanagan, vice-president Bronx Frontiers 

P u r p o s e 

apri 1/79 

This demonstration project transforms, by composting, organi c wastes from the 

metropolitan area into a valuable product, compost or humus. The compost is being 

distributed in the South Bronx free of charge to community groups that are deve

loping gardens, parks, and playgrounds. Later a portion of the compost will be 

marketed in order to sustain the operation. 

B e n e f i c e 

1. Reduces the landfill waste stream and produces a valuable product. 
2. Provides jobs. 

3. Provides an economically viable means of fostering urban land reclamation 

practices. 

4. Demonstrates the feasibility of operating an integrated energy system consistent 

with federal guidelines. 

5. Aids in developing a more stable, self-reliant community 

6. Serves as an educational center to school groups and interested parties, 

demonstrating materials and energy conservation, and renewable, non-poluting 

energy sources (aerogenerator, solar-collector). 

~ 
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Banana Kelly Community 
Improvement Association 

916 Kelly Street 1f1A 
Bronx, NY 10459 

(212) 328-1064 

Banana Kelly is a street in the South Bronx loca
ted between 163rd and Intervale Ave. It is called 
Banana Kelly because of it's shape, plus the 
oldest residents in the community have always 
known it as Banana Kelly. 

In 1976 our block was being abandoned at an alarming rate. In 1977 around 
February a number of residents living on the block decided to try and do 
something about it. In looking at our block we saw the entire community in 
need of improvement from a number of levels. 
After three hard years of work trying to improve the community we can see a 
glirrmer of light. 

The garden comes out of need to gather people together for a common purpose. 
People love to see food grow. Some people like to work hard in the actual 
planting and harvesting of the garden. 
What is unique about the Banana Kelly garden is that it is surounded by aban
doned buildings. Buildings under rehabilitation, bricks and rubble. Yet the 
garden thrives. It thrives because it reflects the community's will to live 
and survive and eventually deliver themselves out of what seems to be a hope
less situation. 

Banana Kelly has started a food-cooperation and has plans for a greenhouse. 
The garden and greenhouse will provide fresh produce for the food-cooperation. 
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Pratt Institute Center for Community 

and Environmental Development 
Pratt Architectural Collaborative 

275 Washington Avenue, 
Brooklyn, New York 11205 

(212) 636-3486 

The growth of the neighbourhood housing movement in the l~st several years has 
led to increased local organizing around neighbourhood economic problems. 
Pratt Center has provided technical assistance for several commercial revitaliza
tion projects in neighbourhoods over the years; but the recent initiatives in a 
number of neighbourhoods have led the Center to look beyond commercial revitili
zation to make economic development a priority. 

JENNINGS HALL 

In 1975, the State of New York announced that the Jennings Hall Shelter for Boys 
was to be closed. A local neighbourhood organization, the Saint Nicholas Neigh
bourhood Preservation and Housing Rehabilitation Corporation (St. Nick's) imme
diately began a study to devise an alternate use plan for this centrally located 
structure. They canvased local residents and held community meetings to determine 
the most urgent needs the property might serve. 

The neighbourhood priority was senior~citizen housing. Pratt Center was asked to 
advise the group about the feasibility of such a project and to help in the nego
ciation process. In 1976, a coalition of neighbourhood organizations was formed 
to try to obtain HUD Section 202 funds for the building rehabilitation. Pratt 
Center developed preliminary architectural plans that combined renovation and 
new construction adding 89 units to the 54 units that will be housed in the exis
ting structure. The Center assisted in the negociations with architects and buil
ders. Helping with research on environmental impact statements, zoning require
ments, and corpotation structure as well as architectural planning, the Center 
played an important part in the development of the proposal to HUD. 
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St. Nicholas Neighborhood Preservation 

and Housing Rehabilitation Corporation 

St. Nicholas N.P. & H.R. Corporation 
Tel (212) 388·5454/55 
11·29 Catherine Street 
Brooklyn, New York 11211 

Director - Gary Sam Hattem 

In 1976, negociations with the City led to zoning changes that allow the needed 
construction yet protect other existing housing and small businesses on the block. 

In January 1979, after extensive negociations with HUD, final approval of $6.7 
million was received for the Jennings Hall Senior Citizens Housing Development 
Corporation. This is one of the largest 202 fund reservations in the United States. 
Construction is now underway; occupancy is expected in the spring of 1980. 

Of particular significance in this project is the process by which building de
signs were developed. The staff of St. Nick's played a key role, encouraging 
community participation in the design process. Two of St. Nick's CETA employees 
developed detailed scale models for apartment design and furnishings. They pre
sented their models to a design committee and at senior citizen centers. They 
facilitated dialogue between the designers and the potential tenants. While 
federal requirements forced some compromises, the design substantially reflects 
the community's input. 
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MAGNOLIA TREE EARTH CENTER 

In 1969 an elderly Bedford-Stuyvesant woman learned that a forty foot high, 85-
year-old magnolia tree, reportedly the only one of its kind north of Philadelphia 

was endangered by a planned housing development. Trough protest and negociation 
she and other supporters convinced the City to declare the magnolia a landmark 
and later to agree to preserve the brownstones behind it. Plans for an urban 
nature center for children were developed, requiring renovation of the buildings. 

Pratt Center became involved, assisting in the successful negociations for a Com
munity Development allocation of $150,000 in 1977. The Center prepared architectu
ral designs, energy systems, and construction strategies, and helped to locate a 
construction manager. The Center will continue to provide oversight of the con
struction project, which began in June 1979 and is expected to be completed in 
spring 1980. 
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S. G R I N E L 

HOW DO WE DEVELOP Av\IDST OVER-DEVELOPMENT? 

During the course of this confe
rence we have considered many of 
the issues related to encouraging 
development in the context of 
recognized under-development. 
l~e have acknowledged the necessity 
of respecting the indigenous arts 
and materials while creating 
opportunities for the introduction 
of new building techniques. We 
have seen examples of failed 
attempts to impose unfamiliar, 
foreign materials or processes on 
traditional cultures. And we have 
grown in our admiration for the 
historically proven processes 
which often, in their simplicity, 
prove to be more durable and 
functionally superior. 

of the insights of the Climate
Habitat-Culture theme of this 
conference prove to be instructive. 

My work for the past five years 
(until april 1981) has been a 
city-planner with the Los Angeles 
(L.A.) Community Redevelopment 
Agency. I had particular planning 
responsibility for the Skid Row 
area of the downtown as my skills 

include both physical planning 
and socio-economic expertise 
necessary to tackle the complex 
problems of the Skid Row Neigh
bourhood. 
The downtown area of Los Angeles 
was declared a redevelopment pro-

ject in late 1976 by the L.A. City 
Now I pose the question: How do Council with the specific instruc-
we develop amidst over-develop- tions to give first priority to 
ment? Looking at the impoverished, solving the physical, social and 
subsistence economy of the inner- economic deterioration of Skid 
city Skid R01~ neighbourhood of Ro~1. Only by solving Skid Row pro-
Los Angeles, how do we precipitate blems could we open the potential 
construction of sturdy housing 
and full local employment? Many 

for the long-term revitalization 
of the entire downtown area. 
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Skid Row is the poorest section of 
Los Angeles and is also the gene
ric name used for such neighbour
hoods found in many large cities 
of the United States. It is the 
area, usually part of the corrmer

cial and business center, that 
houses the temporaty of part time 

unskilled labor force. It is cha
racterized by "flop house" ho
tels, charity institutions which 
provide free meals , many liquor 
stores, and day labor offices 
which offer the opportunity of 
cash for a day's labor, no ques
tions, no long term commitment. 
The neighbourhood is often assumed 
to include only transients, while 
research in Los Angeles and other 
Skid Row neighbourhoods reveals 
that a major proportion are perma
nent residents. 

Who are the residents? 

During the winter, there are as 
many as 10.000 residents in the 

Los Angeles Skid Row area. 

Approximately 30 % of the popula

tion is alcohol dependent, a per
centage consistent with research 
findings for other cities. 
The Skid Row drunk is the identi
fying neighbourhood image in the 
perception of the public. 
Actually, the area has a large 
proportion of elderly, physically 
and mentally disabled and veterans; 
perhaps 25 % of the residents re
ceive some social benefit payment. 

The population of Skid Row is tra-



ditionally all-male over 50 years 
of age and, until recently pre
dominantly white. Current economic 
and demographic changes have 
brought many more Spanish imigrant 
families, and younger black men 
into the neighbourhood. A sizeable 
percentage of the men work on a 
regular basis, though different 
days each week, or at intermittent 
intervals. Most Skid Row residents 
support themselves on a minimal 
income. 

As the area is adjacent to the 
older business district of down
town Los Angeles, the fellows 
often walk to the other parts of 
the down-town to ask for handouts, 
sit in the parks, or gather throw
away food and merchandise from the 
down-town commercial areas. The 
true meaning of the City Council 
Skid Row mandate 1~as a charge to 
mitigate the negative impact of 
these disreputable inhabitants on 
the rest of the down-town area 
without scattering them to vul
nurable, adjacent neighbourhoods. 

Development Indigenous Strengths 

Climate-Habitat-Culture suggests 
the interconnectedness and mutual 
reinforcement of physical and 
social elements in a society . 

Dwelling types are not a simple 
product of available space and ma
terial, but also a reflection of 
traditional social dynamics and 
cultural patterns. Any aim toward 
change must come as part of this 
system. The situation of Skid Row 
provides an excellent example. 
Any attempt to upgrade the area 
which did not begin from a recog
nition of social and economic ne
cessities of the neighbourhood and 
the long-established community 
patterns would only scatter the 
residents to other parts of the 
city while contributing little to 
the solution of existing problems. 
Furthermore, to simply hand out 
resources would repeat and re
inforce the typical Skid Row expe
rience with authority as the ano
nymous and unpredictable overseer. 
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Only by recognizing the existence 

of Skid Row as a community, by 

affirming the existence of the 

people living there and their way 

of survival could we aim toward 
benefit for this neighbourhood. 

The key to this effort was a com

munity-based economic development 

corporation which 1~0u 1 d organize 

the collective strength of the 
community and provide the opportu

nities for individual growth . 

The Skid Row Development Corpora

tion was the construct which would 
be the underpinning of the 
community will and provide the 
poss ibility of resident generated 

projects. Much of the existing 

activity in Skid Row was directed 

at solving immediate emergency 

s ituations with no facility for 

the residents to gather the resour

ces to build something for them
selves. We spent the entire year 

of 1978 working together in the 

community, devising the process 

for the selection of the Board of 

Direc:ors for the Corporation, the 
by-la1~s, its responsibilities and 

the role in the community. In late 

1979, after installation of the 

Board of Directors and official 

incorporation, an Executive Direc-

. tor was hired and an office secured 

in Skid Row on start-up funds from 

the Community Redevelopment Agency. 

Once the corporation was in place, 

it began to take on the projects 

useful for the community. These 
projects are initiated and shel

tered by the corporat ion in the 

beginning phases but will even-

tually be fully independent. 

Following are some of the currently 

operating projects initiated or 

managed by the corporation since 

its 1979 beginning. 

2) The Corporation organized the 

Paper-back Recycling business on 

initial start-up funds from the 

Redevelopment A~ency. The commu

nity based business employs Skid 

Row residents to collect recyclable 

wastepaper from down-town corpora
tions. 

Before the corporation was initi
ated, many Skid Row residents 

earned their living by collecting 

aluminum cans and other throwaway 

items for sale to recycling com

panies in the adjacent wholesaling 

neighbourhood. It seemed appropri

ate to channel this activity into 

a community based non-profit busi

ness which hires local residents 

and returns any profit to the com
munity . 

3) The corporation is owner and 
Community-based Economic Development orerator of a 34,000 sq. ft. ware-

1) A food buying cooperative for 

the alcohol recovery homes of the 

community makes quanti t~' purchases 

of food staples at reduced prices, 
or acts as a receiving terminal 

for surplus· foodstuffs or give

away, mismarked canned goods. 

The Recovery Coop is nmt operating 
independently of the corporation, 

includes el even members and i s 

expanding its members and product 

line. Saving on food helps the 

recovery homes stay operational in 

a time of reduced funding. 
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house being built with Redevelop-

ment Agency funds as incubator 

space for new, community based 

businesses . The corporation, as the 

~anager, will lease various sized 
industrial spaces to business 

interested in hiring and training 

Skid Row residents. The buildin~ 

will include the Cathol i c Workers 
Justice Bakery, s tarted in the 

Catholic Workers' free meal soup 

kitchen. The bakery will employ 

Skid Row residents to bake bread 

for sale in the down-town com
munity. 



4) The corporation has secured a 

grant for 1,600,000 from the U.S. 
Housing and Urban Development 

Department to purchase and con
vert a local industrial building 
into transitional housing for 

Skid Row residents. This transi

tional housing offers a place to 
stay for longer than the 3 day 
limit set on the emergency shel-· 
ter, and will refer interested 
residents to conventional housing 
outside of Skid Row. This facili

ty will provide some transitional 
housing for the growing number 

of women in Skid Row. 

5) 17 apartment units scheduled 
to be moved from their original 

location were donated for use 

by the corporation. The owner of 
the units receives a tax reduction 
for a donation instead of the 
customary demolition, and the 

corporation secured vacant proper
ties for the apartments' new loca

tion. These units will .Provide 
new homes for Skid Row residents 
able and interested in a self~ 

sufficient life style. 

6) Neighbourhood legal services 
and a community services employee 

are part of the corporations cur
rent activities. The l ega l coun

selling aids many residents with 
hotel manager problems, immigration 

or other police matters often part 
of Skid Row daily life . The commu
nity services person has aided the 

local residents in forming a 
voluntary part maintenance crew 

for the small neighbourhood park 
built as part of the Community 

Redevelopment Ageny Skid Row pro
ject. Apparently, this crew has 

startled down- town business owners 
with their ability to maintain the 

park in such a problem area. This 

crew is, no doubt, the core begin
ning of a building maintenance 
business intended as a user of 

some space in the commercial light 
industrial building. 

Community Participation in Design 

rn addition to the initiation of 

the corporation, the Community 

Redevelopment Agency saw the neces-

sity of improving the housing and 
physical amenities of the neigh
bourhood. Again, the question of 

imposing strange or inappropriate 
value standards on the community 
was crucial. There was a disastrous 

l ack of public amenity in the area: 
no legal olaces to sit out of 
doors, no rarks, public benches , 
public toilet facilities or water, 

while the typical resident was 
living in a single hotel room of 
a total 150 square feet . 

However, it was clear that we could 

not simp 1 y construe t standard hou·

sing and parks in that neighbour

hood and assume that they would 
be well-maintained and appropriate . 
For both the new hous ing and the 
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community park, the architects and 

community cooperated in extensive 
1·1ork sessions using everything 
from actual room-size models to 
colored paper and parsley to faci

litate the residents describing 
their ideas for the housing and 
parks. The housing i s an innovative 
single-room occupancy project of 

270 units in five separate buil
dings. The room sizes, room confi
guration (some rooms have shared 

living space between them), and 
the level of service were all 
determined in the group meetings. 

The design of the park, also a 
result of programming sessi ons , 

includes elements and design 

considerations unique to this com
munity . 



Working with Resources 

In conclusion, I would simply like 

to say that the guide to the 
approach of this development pro

ject was the recognition and under

standing of the human being as an 
invaluable resource. The corpora

tion for Skid Row was designed as 

a mechanism that could utilize the 
energy of that community. The 
housing and parks were designed 

by using the input and living 

Patterns a 1 ready es tab 1 i shed in 
that community. The human and 
physical resources of that neigh- . 

bourhood are left to dissipate, all 

too often, because the i nd i vi dua 1 s 

do not conform to the standard wor
king schedule, or commonly accep

ted material values. Rather than 

applying standard or pre-fabricated 
resources to this situation, it 

was necessary and productive to 

create the opportunity for human 
initiative. 

New single room oaaupany housing under aonstruation in Skid Row. 

The room sizes and aonfiguration were designed through the input 

of the Skid Row residents. 
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DISCUSSIONS 

2 -

A PARTICIPANT: 

4 1 9 8 2 

What are their habits? And usually 

that has been overlooked because laws 
and regulations+ getting building 

Egypt that in these communities the 
human life has a very clear role and 
function. I think that nowadays the 

If you start to look for the roots of 
the housing problem, you will start 
reasoning up fur it. You try to find permits is so big hussle thdl they human doesn't have a c]edr fun~ttoll 

a solution, through whatever program 

that comes out of themselves or one 
suggested by vocal community coroora

tions. Honefully these are managed by 
inside community kaders and not by 

outside people, who try to push and 

shove progra~ts down to the community 

just to get a good conscious out of 
it. What is the part of the oeople? 

What kind of ethnical groups are 
there? What is causing this sheltering 
reflex? The living habits? The wishes 

of the people? That is the huge pro

blem of all the ghettos in the USA. 
How to solve this problem is difficult 

because the system works against a 
decent solution and I don't say that 

there are no people trying to solve 
these problems. There are hundreds of 

them. 

usually say: "Forget about it. " and what we can "help" disturbes the 

But that is all oart of the fight: the existing hat·mony in these rgions . 

I would like to have seen that for 
instance in Sue Grinel 's project; 
participation beyond the green oark 

and in the planning of the housing; 

and they ask how they come together? 

same as you have to put up a fight for 

outting uo a green area, there should 

be a fight for putting uo houses that 

fit the needs of oeoole and not just 
housing. But anyway it is better than 

nothing, than s leeoing in the s treets 
but then where do you s tart? 
GRINEL : 

Hell, I like to answer this question. 
You have to know their lives, their 

interior lives, their experiences. 

There is no way we can do that and 
that is the bottom line fac t of life. 

No one knows your own life better than 
you do . So how do we close this gap of 

communication, civilisation,genera

tion.Haybe we should just take our 

hands off and these oeoole will sur
vive their own nomadeshios with 
natural infrastructures . 
Yet the world is getting smaller, we 

have to learn to share the resources 

of the world. 

How many people can live together, how We have a persoective that they don't 
many single rooms? Are we being too 
much or too little? The interes t here 
is: ~1hat kind of people are going to 

have, their choices are different than 
they were 2000 years ago . I think the 

crucial point is to t ake the respon-
live ther e? What kind of form, what sability for ourselves to know that 
kind of culture? If they are black, we do may change anyway . 
~1h i te, puertori can, where do they MAGGY BUL1'E:N: 

come, how do they 1 i ve? ~Jha t are their We saw on the expose of Mr . R. E 1 Dahan 

habits/needs? Where do they come from? concerning the rural sett lement in 
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KA'f/IN: 

According to my experiences in Italy 
and and Upper Volta, I could see that 

in these rural areas they take care 

of themselves. But when they come to 
live in the cities, they are helpless. 
Look at our western cities, in the 

slums alcohol and drugs are close : it 

is the only way out for them. 
/:."L, D,1HAN: 

There is a fatal mistake in there. 

Everyone should be free to live where 
he wants. In Egypt there is a perso
na l encounter between rich and poor, 

because they are neighbours. This sy

stem of social help works in Egypt . 

In western societies oeople of 

different socail classes are living 
so far apart, that the ri ch can afford 
not to be involved, and not to help, 
because there is not such a personal 

encounter and daily direct confron
tation. 
Therefore it is logical that, to be 
able to "make things work out" as an 
urban town planner-architect, who is 
setting up urban and rural areas, you 
have to aknowl edge this certain way 
of 1 ife. 



.S 0 ME C 0 N C L U s· I Q : N S 

"Hwnan beingsnot on~y disceT'n. geo

met~ic patteT'ns in nature and 

create abstract spaces in the mind, 

they a~so try to embody their fee

~ings , images and thought s i n tan

gib~e matePia~. The result i s 

sculp'tural and architectural space , 

and on a large scale, the planned 

city. People of different cultures 

"Some correlations can be found 

between certain aspects and a t 

certain levels. We ar e to find 

which are these aspects and where 

are these ·leve ~s . " 

Claude Levi-Strauss 

Anthropologie StPUcturale. 

... We live in space. Soace is freedom 
and place security. 
The inhabitants are to be considered 
experts in "habitat" matter. Each one 
having a sufficiently long exnerience 

of the way of life which is most suit
able to hi~/her, to know what he/she 
wants. 

In the execution of their dwellings 
and community buildings the rural peo
ple being still attached to the tra
ditionel local way of building {which 

is in general the most aporopriate 

one for that particular region), defe
nitely don't need any expert ass i s tan

ce. 

There al so are surroundings i~ a town 
which were never designed but are the 

result of a communual act. Because 
in these times people were not only 
taking their time to live but also 
to express their own collective ooe
try. 

In urban areas the social structure 
in which men lives makes of him/her a 
speci al is t on only on narrow field, 

and the rest being under the respon
sebi 1 i ty of the "others". 

differ in haw they devide up "t heir 

wor~d, assign va l ues to its parts 

and measure them. Man is the 

measure. The human body is the 

measure of direction, l ocation and 

di stance. In large measure culture 

dicta t es the forms , and range of 

our aLJareness." 

Yi - Fu Tuarz . 

A dwelling is an act . But today this 
act, instead of giving birth to har
monious surroundings, generates ste
rility and uniformity. 

The inhabitant is aband0nned by the 
architect who ~reates him/her as a 
anonymous client. 

Since the architec~, the engineer and 
the townplanner under estimate the 

future inhabitant -user i t is obvi
ous that today more and more they will 
be underestimated. 

There is a gap in the information an 
education untill today in most univer~ 
sities, which has as an end product : 

the blind expert, which makes arch i 
tecture/engineering students "execu
tives" when in nrofessional life . 

By definition the architect, if he is 

well trained during his educational 

time, will represent the artistic per
sonality, creativity and petry of his 
civilisation and people . Not everybody 
in society has this sense of concep
tion because not everybody is trained 
for that. 

Thus scientific solutions are not fit 
by themselves. They have to be com
bined with all available traditional, 

local functions i n order to see the 

real adaptability of technology to our 
real needs. 
The architect + engineer must give a 
new definition to the nature and range 
of his work, and the relationship be

tween formgivers and users are to be 
settled again. 
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A. A B U T 

Design should be a problem solving 
tool: 

"It is the dynamia integration in 

man 's quest for truth, beauty, 

hannony and well being . " 

Robi Sularto Sastrawardoyo. 

The soluti6n of such an important 
complex is directly related to the 
choice of a language in order to make 
an objective analysis of environment. 
The language has to be human, techni
cally healthy and just one. 

This language is the basis for the en
vironmental research proposal to a

chi eve the _aim of arriving to a com
mon design criterion. 

This criterion will be the soace 

language understandable and usable by 
all future inhabitants and users. 

Finally, the human comfort has to be 
taken out of its functional considera
tions and released to form with the 

environment harmony to live-work and 
recreate. 
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P. JANSDAAL THE COMPOSERS: W. VAN UNEN & J. SCHIPPER 
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Nieuwe benadering van bouwers 

lnternationaal derde wereld-seminar aan THE 
Van 31 maart tot en met 2 april organlseert de sectle AM (afbouwtechnlek 
en mllleu-lntegratle) van de aldellng Bouwkunde een seminar onder het 
moHo 'KIImaat, habitat en cultuur'. Doel van dlt seminar Is te bezlen In 
hooverre verbeterlng van de woon- en leefomstandlgheden In de derde 
wereld kunnen worden verbeterd. Dlt seminar Is onderdeel van een onder
zoeksprojecl blnnen de aldellng Bouwkunde, met name de vakgroep 
Archltectuur en Stedebouw. Op varschlllende manlaren (voordrachten), 
exposltle, dlscusale) zal worden getoond hoe wordtlngespeeld op de be
hoeften aan bouwen en wonen blnnen de dercle wereld. 

Van de redactie 

Hoewel het seminar in eerste in
stantie is gericht op de derde 
wereld wordt ook aandacht 
besteed aan 'bouwen dicht bij 
huis'. Volgens Albert Abut, een van 
de initiatiefnemers. moat de bouw
kundig ingenieur waar hij ook 
bouwt uitgaan van de lokale 
situatie, door gebruik te maken 
van lokale materialen en histo
rische. wat Abut noemt, bioklima
tologische gegevens. Ook woon
ruimte voor de mensen te maken 
moet de architect-ingenieur, 
voordat hij aan een ontwerp be
gin!, zlch een groot aantal zaken 
realiseren: het geografische milieu, 
cultuur en tradities, de wetgeving, 
transport- en communicatiesy
stemen, wetenschap en techniek 
en tenslotte economie. 
Vanaf het begin van de jaren '70 is 

er binnen de bouwkundige 
ingenieurs en architecten een 
nieuwe stroming om door mlddel 
van een andere ideologie te 
komen tot een oplossing voor de 
groeiende huisvestings- en voor
zieningenproblemen. 

THE 
8 A S 
All 

KLJMAAT 
HABITAT 
KUl TUUR 

3um 
U .APB 
I 5 12 

'i' studium generale 

Expositie 'Bouwen in Noord Yemen' 

Op het kruispunt in· het hoofd
gebouw staat momenteel de 
expositie 'Bouwen in Noord Yemen 
van de Bntse archtect Derek 
Matthews. 
Deze tentoonstelling is een onder
dee! van het internationale 
seminar over 'Kii maat. habitat en 
cultuu r' dat door de afdeling 
Bouwkunde (vakgroep BAS). 
volgende week wordl 

georganiseerd in samenwerking 
met het bureau Ontwikkelings
samenwerking . 
Derek Matthews heeft jarenlang in 
Yemen gewerkt. De expositie 
bevat veel fo tomateriaal waaruit 
zijri interesse voor de plaatselijke 
bouwcultuu r bli jkt. 
Van de expositie is een catalogus 
verkri jgbaar bij de TH-boekhandel. 
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In het seminar wordt over dit alles 
uitvoerig gesproken. De socio
politieke. culturele en biotechno
logische aspecten van het bouwen 
in de derde wereld komen aan de 
orde. Ook het milieubewust-zijn, 
energievriendelijkheid en bouw
produktiemethoden in de derde 
wereld worden geanalyseerd. 'We 
zoeken als het ware een nieuwe 
benadering voor de huisvestings
problemen in de derde wereld, 
uitgaande van een werkelijke uit
wisseling van techniek en weten
schap tussen de derde wereld en 
de ge'industrialiseerde Ianden', 
aldus Abut. · 
Het seminar word! ondersteund 
door drie exposities: 
- bouwen in Noord-Yemen, door 
Derek H. Matthews (op het Kruis
punt. hoofdgebouw): 
- humaan-econolische en ener
getische aspecten van het 
bouwen, door Albert Abut (loop
brug hoofdgebouw-auditorium): 
- projecten in de derde wereld van 
THE-medewerkers (eveneens in de 
loopbrug). 

Aile exposities lopen tot 9 april 
a.s. 
lnformatie bij het seminar-secre
tariaat: tst. 24 72. 

TH-BERICHTEN 

1982 nr.25 
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F I N \ L REMARKS 

The scientific and practiocal work 

of so many individuals and groups 

researchers, designers, consultants, 

•• now came together in and for 

'Climate Habitat Culture' • 

In this international seminar with 

the speeches, slides shows, films, 

discussions, poster shows and three 

large exhibitions, we were able to 

collect a lot of ideas, thoughts and 

even feelings, many facts, designs, 

models, strategies and future rules 

and aids. 

Here in this book we can see the 

concentrated power of so many posi

tive attempts for the ways to build 

our habitats. I am once more great

ly thankful to all participants and 

helpers who made it possible to 

produce this result, which brings 

the message form the international 

'Climate Habitat Culture' further 

in space and time than Eindhoven 

1982 

The final message is based, not in 

the last place, on the framework of 

fundamental and developing building 

research, which sooner 

leads to application • 

or later 

The human(e) ecological and bio-

logical architectural completion in 

~ 
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relation with our health (HEBAP 

research BAS 27), nowadays Integral 

bio-logical Architectural Complet-

ion, formed this framework and gave 

on the approach and intention to 

'Climate Habitat Culture'. 

Certainly also on behalf of the 

creative · participants I may hope, 

that this report will be a step to

ward the future work of its bearers 

as well as an instrument for those, 

who influence the building activi

ties and the creation of our habi

tats in the various parts of our 

world on large scale. 

May the often directly and indirect

ly formulated and argumented message 

for the necessity to build in har

mony with the human needs, the cul

ture as well as the natural circum

stances, the climate reach all the 

responsible planners and builders in 

such a way, that we can work more 

and more together on a world with 

more equilibrium, peace and unity. 

Peter Schmid 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

The Netherlands 

April 1985 
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